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Executive Summary 
Long-Term Performance of Commercial Ground Source Heat Pumps 

 
This report presents the results of a data collection and analysis project to identify common 
characteristics of successful ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems and to determine the 
prevalence of unacceptable long-term temperature change.  The goal is to present information that 
will better enable the full potential of GSHPs as cost effective, low maintenance, and 
environmentally responsible HVAC systems that will minimize energy consumption and electric 
demand. Data were collected from forty systems that have been operating for several years in the 
southern United States and Mid-West. Information includes building energy consumption, 
electrical demand, characteristics of the building and loads, ground loop temperatures, detailed 
specifications of the ground loops and HVAC equipment, occupant and operator satisfaction 
ratings, and installation costs for newer systems. 
 
The primary metric of performance is the Energy Star Rating for Commercial Buildings since it is 
based on large data base of measured energy use [DOE/EIA Commercial Building Energy 
Consumption Survey (CBECS)] and results are corrected for location, building type, occupancy, 
schedule, and critical internal loads.  Energy Star designation is awarded to buildings with a rating 
of 75 or above. This indicates performance better than 75% of equivalent buildings.  Other metrics 
reported are building demand, uncorrected energy use, ground loop temperatures, 
occupant/operator satisfaction, installation cost, and a variety of ground loop and HVAC 
equipment specifications. Thirty-nine of the forty systems were vertical ground closed-loops. 
 
The ground source heat pump systems in this survey, which varied in age from 3 to 24 years, 
performed well above average Energy Star ratings with 33% (12/36) receiving a rating above 90 
(top 10% of buildings) and 22% (8/12) receiving a rating above 95 (top 5% of buildings). Lower 
system electrical demand generally tracked lower energy use but the variation from low to high 
demand was less pronounced than energy use. Unitary loop and one-pipe loop GSHP systems were 
particularly successful with 70% receiving an Energy Star rating of 95 or above.   However, central 
loop GSHP systems received ratings only marginally better than buildings with average HVAC 
systems.   
 
Ground loop length and pump power were significant factors.  Buildings with corrected GSHP 
loop bore lengths greater than 200 ft/ton accounted for 85% (17/20) of those receiving Energy Star 
designation.  Buildings with ground loop pump size less than 10 hp/100 tons accounted for 65% 
(13/20) of those receiving Energy Star designation. 
 
A significant but unexpected factor was the source of ground loop design.  Systems designed by 
engineers who were responsible for both the building interior HVAC and the ground loop 
accounted for 92% (11/12) of the GSHP buildings that achieved an Energy Star rating above 90.  
The one system with an above 90 rating that was not designed as a system resulted from a redesign 
(by the owner) soon after a loop (designed by a contractor) in a nearby building overheated in the 
first year of operation and required a fluid cooler assist. 
 
Occupant satisfaction had a small but positive upward trend with higher Energy Star rating.  Even 
though compliance with ASHRAE comfort and air quality standards were verified by designers, 
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eight of seventeen (47%) of the GSHP systems that attained Energy Star designation had either 
room temperature or IAQ satisfaction ratings below 3.0 (which is less than acceptable).  
Maintenance personnel satisfaction with one-pipe ground loop GSHPs was good except for control 
systems in newer installations.  Personnel provided many more disadvantages for central loop 
GSHPs than advantages and offered numerous suggestions for improvement. 
 
Costs were reported for newer systems but results are weighted toward unitary and one-pipe 
systems.  The average total cost of the systems surveyed was $21.26/ft2 with the ground loop 
accounting for 26% of the total and the interior HVAC system 74%.  Vertical bore costs ranged 
from $8 to $16 per foot which includes the cost of the horizontal piping to the building. 
 
Data collected during this project do not reveal any significant increases in long-term ground loop 
temperature rise.  Ground heat exchanger size is the dominate influence on undesirable 
temperature change.   The sites with the highest measured maximum approach temperatures (37 
to 50°F) have been operating less than 10 years and have bore lengths less than 120 ft/ton. 

 
Recommendations are: 

• Unitary loops, one-pipe loops, and common loops (with local pumps) are recommended.  
Benefits include performance, maintenance, and installation costs.  Central ground loop 
systems with central pumps are discouraged.  However, central loop surface water and 
ground water systems (not studied in this project) are likely a recommended option. 

• GSHP cost optimization efforts should focus more on the interior HVAC system (74% of 
GSHP system cost) rather than solely on the ground loop (26% of GSHP system cost). 

• Systems with on-off pump control are recommended rather than variable speed, which 
rarely function as intended (only one properly working system out of 16 in this study). 

• Vertical ground bore lengths should be long [L (ft/ton) = 200 * (tground-63°F) ÷ 27] and 

well separated (20 ft. minimum) for cooling dominant systems.  (Tons based on capacity 
of heat pumps; divide L (ft/ton) by load diversity if using block load tons.) 

• Providing Energy Star rating, itemized installation costs, and occupant/O&M rating should 
be standard practice for GSHPs. 

• Potential GSHP clients should request results of Energy Star ratings, installation costs, and 
occupant/O&M survey results when selecting engineers, contractors, and architects. 

• Total system ground loop pump size should not exceed 10 hp/100 tons. 

• Control and operation simplicity should be a primary goal, especially in schools. (Each 
mechanical maintenance personnel were responsible for an average of 4.6 schools.) 

 
Recommendations for additional information gathering: 

• Conduct multiple site surveys for surface water (SWHP) and (GWHP) systems. 

• Conduct multiple site surveys for GSHP in heating dominant climates. 

• Conduct additional site surveys for ground loop GSHPs, including itemized costs. 

• Site surveys for central loop, chiller-based GSHPs should be conducted soon.  Use of this 
option is increasing and it does not appear to be best practice. 

• A central GSHP database should be established to include results of Energy Star ratings, 
itemized system costs, results of occupant/O&M surveys, and additional performance 
details. 
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Long-Term Performance of Commercial Ground Source Heat Pumps* 
 
1.1   Background 

 
Many ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems, also known as Geothermal Heat Pumps (GHPs), 
have been successfully installed and operated throughout the United States.  A ongoing study, 
“Getting to 50% and Beyond” (http://www.newbuildings.org/advanced-design/getting-50-
beyond) conducted by the New Building Institute, found that 20% of the initial data base of 100 
commercial buildings with measured energy use 50% or more below current energy codes are 
conditioned by GSHPs.  However, other installations have experienced poor reliability, high 
energy costs, and undesirable ground loop temperatures.  Some have had significant equipment 
replacements, have added supplemental heating, or installed fluid coolers.  A few GSHPs have 
been abandoned.  This data collection and analysis project attempts to identify common 
characteristics of successful GSHP systems and the prevalence of unacceptable long-term 
temperature change.  Gathering critical information from the entire building and GSHP system 
will enable a determination of the extent unacceptable GSHP performance is attributable to poor 
design and installation and what is a result of fundamental thermodynamic limitations. 
 
While loop temperature is an important indicator of performance, there are other factors that affect 
performance with or without directly influencing loop temperature.  These include: 
 

• closed loop heat exchanger size, type, and separation from adjacent loops 

• conductivity and placement of fill/grout material surrounding the heat exchangers 

• ground thermal properties (temperature, conductivity, diffusivity) 

• ground hydraulic and psychrometric properties (porosity, water occurrence/movement)  

• ground loop circuiting (central, multiple, individual) 

• building type, cooling loads, heating loads, and schedules  

• equipment size relative to actual loads 

• control type and operation 

• relative pump power and control method 

• relative fan power and control method  

• auxiliary heat type and capacity 

• capacity, type and control method of supplemental fluid coolers or cooling towers 

• ventilation air supply flow rate, pre-conditioning equipment and control method 

• application to systems with little or no heating load 

• application to systems with little or no cooling load 

• other 
 
GSHPs have been applied in a wide variety of applications, climates and geological formations. 
Therefore the data collection efforts were structured to gather a limited amount of the critical 
information listed above for a large number of systems. 
 
*The project was made possible with a grant from the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), 
the Southern Company, and the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).  The focus was primarily on 
commercial buildings but a few residential sites were included. 
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1.2 Project Goal 
 
The goal of this project is to better enable the full potential of GSHPs to minimize energy 
consumption and electric demand as cost effective, low maintenance, and environmentally 
responsible HVAC systems.  
 
1.3 Project Scope 

 
This project studied the long-term performance and temperature variations in systems operating 
for ten years in the service territories of the Southern Company and TVA.  This includes sites from 
southern Kentucky to the Florida panhandle.  In order to find sites with a wider variety of GSHP 
system types with successful long-term operation, the project was expanded to include south-
central Texas and central Illinois.  The approach included the following:   
 

• Identify monitoring sites for the following (See Appendix A for Information Request) 

• Length of Operation – Multiple years of operation  

• Accessibility of data 

• Proximity to nearby sites to minimize travel 

• 30 to 60 sites at various geographic locations with a variety of system types 

• New buildings with installation cost data near long-term sites  
 

• Conduct surveys (forms to be completed with assistance from owners, utilities, designers) 

• Building and GSHP system description performance (Appendix B) 

• Energy and demand from utility bills (Appendix B) 

• Installation costs for newer sites (Appendix B) 

• Comfort/IAQ/Satisfaction (Appendix C) 

• Maintenance personnel evaluation (Appendix D) 
 

• Collect data including the following 

• Temperatures: ground loop maximum and minimums, ground, change with time  
and load (See Appendix E for data logger description) 

• Loop Field description: number of bores, depth, separation, U-tube, bore grout/fill, 
header arrangement and sizes, thermal property test and well logs (if available) 

• Building description: type, size, loads, occupancy, schedules, ventilation air 
method 

• Equipment description: heat pump type, capacity, pump system, interior piping, air 
distribution system, heat pump control method, pump control method 

• Sufficient information to determine Energy Star Rating (Energy consumption, 
number of occupants, occupancy hours, important internal loads, etc.) 

• Installation costs for newer buildings 
 

• Provide a summary of results for each site (included in this report) 
 
      5. Summarize and compare results (included in this report) 
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1.4 Site Summaries 
 

Figure 1.1 is a graph of the surveyed commercial buildings with GSHP systems where sufficient 
information was available to obtain an Energy Star Rating.  Buildings with ratings below 75 are 
not official since the EPA Energy Star Buildings program does not list buildings with scores below 
75.  A rating of 75 qualifies for Energy Star designation and indicates the building source energy 
use is lower than 75% of the buildings in the USA when normalized for building type, location, 
occupancy, schedules, primary internal loads, and energy sources. See Appendix F. 
 
Twenty two of the 35 buildings with sufficient information attained an Energy Star designation.  
The variation in Energy Star rating ranged from a low of 1 to a high of 100.  While most of these 
systems performed very well, this variation indicates GSHPs are in some cases poorly designed 
and installed.  Detailed information for six of the buildings in Figure 1.1 that did not attain Energy 
Star designation was not released by the owners.  
 

 
Figure 1.1 Energy Star Scores of Commercial Buildings with Sufficient Data for Rating 

 
Table 1.1 provides a summary of the forty sites that were monitored from August 2010 through 
January 2012.  Several key indicators are included in the table.  Detailed descriptions of the sites, 
discussions of building, HVAC systems, ground heat exchanger specifications, plots of ground 
loop temperatures, electrical energy consumption and demand values, US EPA Energy Star 
ratings, and results of comfort/satisfaction surveys are provided for each site in Chapters 4 through 
8.  Cost data was released for several locations and is summarized in the last section of this chapter. 
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Figure 1.2 indicates a general trend of improved Energy Star rating with newer GSHP systems.  
All of the sites installed in the last six years have ratings above 80 and most of them are above 90.  
However, the highest rated building has been operating for 10 years and three buildings with 15 
years of operation have Energy Star ratings above 90.  The longest operating system (23 years) 
obtained an Energy Star rating of 78 in spite of the fact that it has operated in a southern climate 
with vertical bore spacing less than 15 feet. The lowest rated buildings have GSHP systems that 
have operated 9, 16, 18 and 12 years. 
 

 
Figure 1.2 Energy Star Rating and Years of GSHP Operation 
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Table 1.1 Summary Data for GSHP Installations  
Building YearA Location Bldg Type Size (ft2) % 

GSHP 
Energy 

Star 
W/ft2 

Clg./Htg. 
GSHPB 

(tons) 
AreaB 

(ft2/ton) 

1. AREA 1993 Montgomery, AL Office 16,500 100% 21 5.7/5.4 69 239 
2. Demopolis ‘29/’02 Demopolis, AL M. School 13,400 29% 56 6.4/7.2 39 344 

3. US Jones /’02 Demopolis, AL El. School 38,400 69% 85 4.8/4.8 102 377 

4. Westside /’02 Demopolis, AL El. School 23,500 45% 82 4.9/4.8 75 313 
5. Druid Hills ‘56/’87 Tuscaloosa, AL Residence 1860 100% NA NA 3 620 

6. Mirror#1 2010 Greensboro, AL Residence 1170 100% NA NA 2 586 

7. L. Tuscaloosa 2005 Samantha, AL Residence 2200 100% NA NA 3 733 

8. Battlefield 2002 Ringgold, GA Pri. School 85,000 100% 89 4.3/4.0 234 363 
9. Heritage 2004 Ringgold, GA M. School 135,000 100% 39 4.7/4.0 400 338 

10. Woodstation 2003 Ringgold, GA El. School 85,000 100% 83 4.0/4.3 287 296 

11. Engr. Resource 1988 Jackson, MS Office 5,100 100% 84/79 4.1/3.5 13 386 
12. Brigham ‘56/’08 Bloomington, IL El. School 55,200 100% 97 1.8/2.1 117 365 

13. Carlock ‘38/’08 Carlock, IL El. School 14,500 100% 82 --- 48 396 

14. Fairview ‘57/’07 Normal, IL El. School 37,400 100% 97 3.1/3.2 86 408 
15. Glenn ‘54/’06 Normal, IL El. School 23,700 100% 99 3.1/3.9 59 400 

16. Hudson ‘54/’07 Hudson, IL El. School 31,000 100% 93 3.2/3.7 67 463 

17. Oakdale ‘54/’06 Normal, IL El. School 43,200 100% 96 3.8/3.7 115 376 

18. Benjamin 2010 Normal, IL El. School 76,914 100% NR - 218 353 
19. Warren Cty. PS  Bowling Green Office 14,760 100% 49 3.9/3.7 41 360 

20. North Warren ‘41/’06 Smith Grove, KY El. School 53,000 100% 92 4.8/5.3 120 442 

21. Plano 2007 Bowling Green El. School 73,600 100% 97 3.9/4.4 228 323 
22. Rich Pond ‘52/ Bowling Green, El. School 61,500 100% 81 5.2/5.4 186 330 

23. Municipal /’04 Hopkinsville, KY Office 35,000 100% NR 4.2/3.6 85 412 

24. Arnold ‘26/’06 Cleveland, TN El. School 69,750 100% 93 3.4/3.3 146 478 
25. Cleveland 2001 Cleveland, TN M. School 228,000 100% 79 3.3/2.9 639 322 

26. Mayfield 2007 Cleveland, TN El. School 84,000 100% 87 3.7/3.3 224 375 

27. Cedar Park 1998 Cedar Park, TX Hi. School 412,100 50%C 95 --- 392 263 

28. Cox 2001 Leander, TX El. School 107,600 70%C 100 --- 229 323 
29. Leander 2002 Leander, TX M. School 162,700 100% 93 --- 344 473 

30. SteinerRanch 2003 Leander, TX El. School 95,100 100% 99 --- 220 432 

31. Azalea Trace 2000 Pensacola, FL Retirement 77,700 100% 88 --- 125 622 
32. McDonalds 2008 Pensacola, FL Fast Food 5,000 100% NA 29.6/0 40 125 

33. Penn Aire 1999 Pensacola, FL Office 58,600 100% 32 4.8/4.2 165 355 

34. Camden Cty  2000 Woodbine, GA Courthouse 58,000 100% --- --- 115 504 
35. MAREX ‘80/’07 Brunswick, GA Office/Lab 16,000 100% --- --- 45 356 

36. Dublin MS 2003 Dublin, GA M. School 105,000 100% ---    

37. Daniel Boone  ‘71/’95 Johnson City, TN Hi. School 161,000D ~90% 21 4.8/4.6 400 400 

38. Johnson PB 2002 Johnson City, TN Office 37,150 100% 11 6.3/4.8 106 350 
39. Johnson PB 2002 Johnson City, TN Office 19,000 100% - - 62 306 

40. Unicoi HS 1999 Erwin, TN Hi. School 135,000 ~95% 54 3.4/4.1 380 355 

A. Single date indicates GSHP installed in a new building.  Two dates: Construction/GSHP Retrofit 
B. Tons based on installed capacity not building load.  Thus, values for bore length ft/ton of installed capacity 

shown will typically be 10% to 25% shorter than ft/ton of cooling load. 
C. GSHPs used in classroom and other zones less than 5 tons, DX or chilled water equipment in common 

areas, vent air handled by ERUs with supplemental DX or chilled water 
D. 18,000 ft2 Science wing added in 2008 with new and independent ground loop, heat pumps in converted 

gym and main office added to original loop 
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Table 1.1 Summary Data for GSHP Installations - Continued 
Building YearA Loop 

type 
Bore or Trench 

ft/tonB       ft/ft2 
Loop 

Circuit 
PumpB 

Cntrl      hp/100ton 

Vent Air Equip 
Precon   cfm/per 

Control 
Method 

Occup 
Rating 

1. AREA 1993 Vert. 215 0.58 Sub-cen On-Off -   T-stat 3.4 
2. Demopolis ‘29/’02 Vert. 200 0.58 Central On-Off 5.6 None 15 T-stat 4.1 

3. US Jones /’02 Vert. 196 0.53 Sub-cen On-Off 5.4 None 15 T-stat 3.3 

4. Westside /’02 Vert. 203 0.59 Sub-cen On-Off 5.6 None 15 T-stat - 
5. Druid Hills ‘56/’87 Vert. 195 0.32 Unitary On-Off 5.6 Infil.  T-stat NA 

6. Mirror#1 2010 Vert. 200 0.34 Unitary On-Off 6.3 Vent.  T-stat NA 

7. L. Tuscaloosa 2005 Vert. 220 0.30 Unitary On-Off 5.6 Infl.  T-stat NA 

8. Battlefield 2002 Vert. 214 0.58 Cen/unit VSD 10.5 ERU 10E EMS 3.7 
9. Heritage 2004 Vert. 116 0.38 Central VSD 9.3 ERU 25 E EMS 3.8 

10. Woodstation 2003 Vert. 90? 0.30 Central VSD 7.1 ERU 30 E EMS 3.8 

11. Engr. Resource 1988 Vert. 235 0.79 Central Cont. 38.5 None  EMS 4.0 
12. Brigham ‘56/’08 Vert. 154 0.42 One-pipe On-off-con. 12.8 None 15 T-stat 3.0 

13. Carlock ‘38/’08 Vert. 167 0.42 One-pipe On-off-con. 8.3 None 15 T-stat 3.0 

14. Fairview ‘57/’07 Vert. 174 0.43 One-pipe On-off-con. 7.0 None 15 T-stat --- 
15. Glenn ‘54/’06 Vert. 169 0.42 One-pipe On-off-con. 13.6 None 15 T-stat --- 

16. Hudson ‘54/’07 Vert. 179 0.45 One-pipe On-off-con. 9.0 None 15 T-stat --- 

17. Oakdale ‘54/’06 Vert. 160 0.42 One-pipe On-off-con. 14.1 None 15 T-stat 4.0 

18. Benjamin 2010 Vert. 179 0.51 One-pipe On-off-con. 20.6 ERU 26 E EMS --- 
19. Warren Cty. PS  Horz. 102 0.28 Central Cont. 24.4 -   3.5 

20. North Warren ‘41/’06 Vert. --- --- Central VSD 16.7   EMS 2.9 

21. Plano 2007 Vert. 174 0.54 Central On-Off 4.4 ERU 20 E EMS 2.7 
22. Rich Pond ‘52/ Vert. --- --- Central Cont. 21.5 ERU  EMS 2.3 

23. Municipal /’04 Vert. 191 0.46 Central VSD  18.0 ERU  BAS - 

24. Arnold ‘26/’06 Vert. 197 0.41 CentralC VSD 20.5 ERU 41 E EMS 2.8 
25. Cleveland 2001 Vert. 117 0.36 Hyb/Cen VSD 12.5 ERU  EMS 3.5 

26. Mayfield 2007 Vert. 222 0.58 CentralC VSD 22.5 ERU 53D EMS 2.8 

27. Cedar Park 1998 Vert. 290 .64-0.73 Unitary On-Off 7.0 ERU 15 T-stat --- 

28. Cox 2001 Vert. 291 .64-0.73 Unitary On-Off 7.0 ERU 15 T-stat 4.0 
29. Leander 2002 Vert. 290 .64-0.73 Unitary On-Off 9.8 ERU 15 T-stat 3.8 

30. SteinerRanch 2003 Vert. 306 .64-0.73 Unitary On-Off 5.5 ERU 15 T-stat 3.4 

31. Azalea Trace 2000 Vert. 333 0.54 Cent. Cont. 20 Infil. --- T-stat 4.0 
32. McDonalds 2008 Vert. 490 3.9 Cent. VSD 15 Var’ble  EMS 5.0 

33. Penn Aire 1999 Vert. 260 0.73 Cent. VSD 18.3 WWHP 76 E EMS 3.0 

34. Camden Cty  2000 Vert. 240 0.48 Cent. Cont. 13.0 ERU 56 E --- 3.7 
35. MAREX ‘80/’07 Vert. 383 1.08 Cent. VSD 6.7 ERU  --- --- 3.6 

36. Dublin MS 2003 Vert.   Cent. Cont.  ERU  EMS  

37. Daniel Boone  ‘71/’95 Vert. 113 0.28 Cent MSD 20 El+HP  EMS 3.2 

38. Johnson PB 2002 Vert. 119 0.34 Cent. VSD 18.9 None 66 E EMS 2.0 
39. Johnson PB 2002 Vert. 116 0.38 Cent. VSD 24.2 None 22 E EMS 2.0 

40. Unicoi HS 1999 Vert. 145 0.41 Cent. VSD 10.5 ERU 34D EMS 3.2 

A. Single date indicates GSHP installed in a new building.  Two dates: Construction/GSHP Retrofit 
B. Tons based on installed capacity not building load.  Thus, values for bore length ft/ton of installed capacity 

shown will typically be 10% to 25% shorter than ft/ton of cooling load. 
E. Total rated air flow of all ventilation equipment divided by occupancy 
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1.5 Installation Cost Summaries 
 

1.5.1 Cost Summaries for Central Illinois School District   

 
Elementary School, Illinois, Installation Date: 2010, Building Size: 76,900 ft2 
 
This building was not monitored but is included to demonstrate more recent installation costs.  The 
building is new while the others in the District are retrofits.  It has more elaborate controls (with 
which the owners are not satisfied) and energy recovery units (ERUs) which were not used in the 
retrofits. The ground loop consists of 156, 1 in. HDPE vertical U-bend heat exchangers each 250 
in length (39,000 ft. total).  The vertical bores were grouted with thermally-enhanced bentonite.   
 
Installation cost for the ground loop was $511,200, ($6.65/ft2 or $13.11/ft. of vertical bore).  Cost 
for the building HVAC system was $1,496,400 ($19.46/ft2) which included $303,035 for the heat 
pump units ($3.94/ft2 or $1390/ton).  Thus, the total cost of the GSHP new construction was 
$2,007,595 ($26.10/ft2).   
 

Elementary School, Illinois, Retrofit Date: 2008, Building Size:  55,150 ft2 
 

Installation cost for the ground loop was $243,117, ($4.41/ft2 or $13.51/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $144,000 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($2.61/ft2 or $8/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$99,117 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.80/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
system was $492,423 ($8.93/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GSHP retrofit was $735,540 
($13.34/ft2).  Table BE-1, Chapter 8 provides additional details of the system costs. 
 

Elementary School, Illinois, Retrofit Date: 2008, Building Size:  19,000 ft2 
 

Installation cost for the ground loop was $105,460, ($5.55/ft2 or $13.18/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $72,000 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($3.80/ft2 or $9.00/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$33,460 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.76/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
system was $288,540 ($15.19/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GSHP retrofit was $390,400 
($20.55/ft2).   
 
Elementary School, Illinois, Retrofit Date: 2007, Building Size:  37,400 ft2 

 
Installation cost for the ground loop was $195,000, ($5.21/ft2 or $13.00/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $129,000 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($3.44/ft2 or $8.60/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$66,000 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.76/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
system was $426,000 ($11.38/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GSHP retrofit was $621,000 
($16.59/ft2).  
 
Elementary School, Illinois, Retrofit Date: 2007, Building Size:  23,700 ft2 

 
Installation cost for the ground loop was $122,500, ($5.10/ft2 or $12.26/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $82,500 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($3.44/ft2 or $8.25/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$40,000 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.67/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
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system was $367,500 ($15.31/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GSHP retrofit was $490,000 
($20.42/ft2).  
 
Elementary School, Illinois, Retrofit Date: 2007, Building Size:  31,000 ft2 

  
Installation cost for the ground loop was $156,720, ($5.06/ft2 or $13.06/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $97,920 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($3.16/ft2 or $8.16/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$58,800 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.90/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
system was $342,000 ($11.03/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GSHP retrofit was $498,720 
($16.09/ft2).   
 
Elementary School, Illinois, Retrofit Date: 2006, Building Size:  43,200 ft2 

 
Installation cost for the ground loop was $225,000, ($5.09/ft2 or $12.23/ft. of vertical bore.  Cost 
for the building HVAC system was $634,000 ($14.35/ft2).  Thus the total cost of the GSHP retrofit 
was $859,000 ($19.45/ft2).  
 

1.5.2 Cost Summaries for South Central Texas School District 

 

Elementary School #24, Building size: 112,273 ft2 

Bid Date Late Spring 2010 

Fire suppression             $   138,624            $1.23/ft2 

Plumbing                        $   569,903            $5.08/ft2 

HVAC                            $2,428,912         $21.63/ft2 (ground loop $6.17/ft2)* 

Electrical                        $1,628,826         $14.51/ft2 

Total MEP                      $  5,364,165         $  47.78/ft2 

Total Project Cost           $18,669,965        $166.29/ft2 

 

Middle School #8, Building size: 177,667 ft2 

Bid Date February 2010 

Fire suppression              $   301,176            $1.70/ft2 

Plumbing                        $1,295,500         $7.29/ft2 

HVAC                            $3,630,000         $20.44/ft2  (ground loop $4.33/ft2)* 

Electrical                        $2,380,326         $13.39/ft2 

Total MEP                      $  7,607,778         $  42.82/ft2 

Total Project Cost           $27,582,700       $155.25/ft2 

 

High School, #5,  Building size: 411,829 ft2 

Bid Date Early Spring 2009 

Fire suppression             $   730,800            $  1.77/ft2 

Plumbing                        $3,343,430         $  8.12/ft2 

HVAC                            $8,861,610         $21.52/ft2 

Electrical                        $6,615,880         $16.06/ft2 
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Total MEP                      $19,551,720         $  47.48/ft2 

Total Project Cost           $90,194,941       $219.00/ft2 

Includes football stadium, baseball, softball, tennis fields, etc. 

 

Elementary School #23, Building size: 177,279 ft2 

Bid Date Early Spring  2008 

Fire suppression             $   369,165            $  2.11/ft2 

Plumbing                        $1,086,030         $  6.20/ft2 

HVAC                            $3,542,097         $20.21/ft2    (ground loop $3.42/ft2)* 

Electrical                        $2,090,440         $11.93/ft2 

Total MEP                      $  7,193,267         $  41.04/ft2 

Total Project Cost           $32,567,752       $185.81/ft2 

 

Elementary School #22, Building size: 111,585 ft2 

Bid Date Spring 2008 

Fire suppression             $   321347            $  2.88/ft2 

Plumbing                        $  762,504            $  6.83/ft2 

HVAC                            $2,581913         $23.14/ft2    (ground loop $4.78/ft2)* 

Electrical                         $1,456157         $13.05/ft2 

Total MEP                      $  5,121,921         $  45.90/ft2 

Total Project Cost            $20,382,770        $182.67/ft2 

 

Elementary School #21, Building size:    112,273 ft2 

Bid Date Spring 2008 

Fire suppression             $   233,849            $  2.08/ft2 

Plumbing                        $   745,341            $  7.08/ft2 

HVAC                            $2,706,149         $24.10/ft2   (ground loop $5.26/ft2)* 

Electrical                        $1,628,826         $14.51/ft2 

Total MEP                      $ ,5,364,165         $  47.78/ft2 

Total Project Cost           $19,979,051        $177.95/ft2 

 

Elementary School #20, Building size:    112,273 ft2  

Bid Date Spring 2007 

Fire suppression             $2,121,830            $  1.89/ft2 

Plumbing                        $   722,403            $  6.43/ft2 

HVAC                            $2,406,878         $21.44/ft2    (ground loop $3.35/ft2)* 

Electrical                        $1,334,563         $11.89/ft2 

Total MEP                      $  4,742,132         $  42.24/ft2 

Total Project Cost           $17,632,596        $157.05/ft2 
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*The GSHPs are predominately in classrooms and similar areas where units of 5 tons were 

installed.  Cost per ft2 of ground loop is misleading because the cost is divided by the floor area 

of the entire building rather than the area served by GSHPs which is typically 70% of the total. 

 

1.5.3  Cost Summaries for Other GSHP Systems 

 

Elementary School, East Tennessee 
 
Installation cost for the ground loop in 2006 was $384,449 which is $5.51/ft2 of floor area, and 
$13.35/ft of vertical bore.  The loop is 96 bores at 300 ft. each and the building floor area is 
69,748 ft2.  Costs for the interior HVAC system were not available. 
 
Primary School, North Georgia 
 
Costs were not available for Battlefield which was built in 2002. However, nearby Ringgold 
Primary school constructed in 1999 had an installation cost of $23.30/ft2, of which $17.39/ft2 
was for the building HVAC system and $5.91/ft2 or $9.98/ft of vertical bore for the ground loop.  
The ground loop at Ringgold was 121 ft/ton compared to 214 ft/ton at Battlefield. 
 
Elementary School, East Tennessee 
 
Installation cost for the system in 2007 was $1,992,575 ($23.72/ft2), of which $1,245,948 
($14.83/ft2) was for the building HVAC system and $746,627 ($8.89/ft2) or $14.99/ft of vertical 
bore for the ground loop. 
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Chapter 2 Energy Star, Energy Use, Demand and Ground Loop Type 
 

2.1 Loop Circuit Types  
  

This chapter will summarize three primary performance indicators: Energy Star Rating, specific 
energy consumption (kWh/ft2-year), and specific demand (W/ft2) categorized by loop circuit type.  
The most common type of ground loop is a central loop with central pumps as shown in Figure 
2.1.  Almost all of the systems were connected inside the building to individual heat pumps and 
most had variable speed drives.  Two systems were ground loops connected to central chilled water 
VAV air distribution networks but the owners did not release detailed information. 
 

 
Figure 2.1 Typical Central Loop GSHP System 

 
Another central ground loop type is the one-pipe system shown in Figure 2.2.  A single central 
pipe loop inside the building is connected to a central ground loop.  Central pumps provide 
continuous flow which is typically regulated by ground loop return temperature.  As each heat 
pump is activated a secondary pump circulates water to the heat pump and returns the discharge 
downstream into the one-pipe loop.  
 

 
Figure 2.2 One-Pipe Central Loop with Central Pumps and Individual Pumps on Each Unit  
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The third category is unitary single loops connected to individual heat pumps with low head, on-
off circulators pumps as shown in Figure 2.3.  These resemble residential systems and in several 
schools they served the classrooms and offices while the common areas were served by GSHP 
central loops or air-cooled equipment.  

 

 
Figure 2.3 Typical GSHP with Individual Loops and On-Off Pumps 

 
The fourth category is a common building and ground loop with individual on-off circulator pumps 
on each heat pump as shown in Figure 2.4.  Note that a swing check valve is installed on the pump 
discharge to prevent reverse circulation when the heat pump is not operating.  These pumps 
typically only provide 25 to 30 ft. of head.  They are not able to circulate through large central 
loops unless the header diameters are increased above standard practice or two pumps are placed 
in series on each unit.  One elementary school in the survey had a single common loop while the 
others had multiple common loops. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4 Typical Common GSHP Loop with Individual On-Off Pumps 
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2.2 Energy Star Ratings by Loop Circuit Type 
 
The most common GSHP loop type encountered was the central system (Figure 2.1) where a 
common loop field is connected to a central building interior loop and water is circulated by a 
single pump or pumps.  The majority of the pumps were connected to motors with a variable speed 
drive. Four of the central loops had constant speed pumps that operated continuously.  One of these 
systems had a variable speed drive but it was operated at full speed continuously by design. One 
building in the survey was served by a central loop in the common areas while the classrooms and 
offices were conditioned by unitary loops with individual units and ground loops. 
 
Figure 2.5 is a graph of Energy Star ratings for the central GSHP systems.  Eight of the twenty 
systems (40%) achieved Energy Star designation and two exceeded a rating of 90.  However, these 
two systems had the lowest overall rating of any of the loop types. There appears to be little 
difference in the performance of those with variable speed drive pumps (6 of 16 Energy Star) and 
those with constant speed motors (2 of 4 Energy Star).  Detailed information in the site summaries 
in Chapters 4 to 8 indicates that only one of the sixteen drives functioned as intended. 
 
While most of the central systems were connected to unitary heat pumps in the building, two were 
connected to central chilled water loops with variable air volume (VAV) air distribution systems.  
As shown in Figure 2.5 these systems received a rather low Energy Star rating.  The constant speed 
system that received an Energy Star rating of one has been abandoned due to multiple design and 
installation flaws.  Detailed information for this system was not released. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.5 Energy Star Ratings of Central Loop GSHPs with Central Pumps 
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Seven systems in the survey were central one-pipe loops.  Central pumps provide continuous flow 
through the building piping and ground loop.  Individual circulator pumps provide flow through 
the heat pumps only when the compressor is activated (Figure 2.2).  Six of the buildings were 
retrofits of schools built in the 1950sand their Energy Star ratings are shown in Figure 2.6.  The 
seventh building is new and did not attain Energy Star since sufficient data is not yet available.  It 
is included in the project because installation costs are available. 
 
All of the retrofit buildings achieved Energy Star designation with four rating 95 or higher.  The 
lone school with a rating below 90 was built in 1938.  It should be noted that all of these schools 
are in the same district and the systems were designed by the same engineer.   
 

 
 

Figure 2.6 Energy Star Ratings of One-pipe Central Loop with Central and Individual Pumps 
 

Four systems in the survey were unitary single loops connected to individual heat pumps with on-
off circulators pumps (Figure 2.3).  As with the one-pipe systems, all of these schools are in the 
same district and the systems were designed by the same engineer.    The two older schools (Lea-
MS and StRa-ES) are served by GSHPs in all areas.  The classrooms and offices in the two newer 
(1998, 2001) schools are conditioned with GSHPs while the common areas such as cafeterias, 
gymnasium and kitchens are served by air–cooled equipment.  The ventilation air energy recovery 
units are supplemented by non-GSHP equipment. 
 
The district has been installing GSHP since 1994 and has 26 GSHP schools that achieved Energy 
Star designation, four of which received a rating of 100 in 2010, one of which is included in survey 
(Cox-ES). 
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Figure 2.7 Energy Star Ratings of GSHP Unitary Loops with Individual On-Off Pumps 
 

Five systems in the survey were served by common loops connected to multiple heat pumps inside 
the building.  Flow is provided by individual on-off circulator pumps on each heat pump (Figure 
2.4).  Four of the systems have multiple common loops and one school is served by a single central 
loop.  This required the pipe diameters to be somewhat larger than standard practice so the low-
head circulators pumps could provide adequate flow through the longer runs of the central piping 
system.  Three of the systems were located in buildings that were also partly served by 
conventional unitary equipment as noted in Figure 2.8.  
 
Figure 2.8 indicates four of the five systems appear to be operating effectively while one is 
operating well below the average Energy Star rating of 50.  One building received a rating slightly 
above 50 but only 29% of the floor space is conditioned by a GSHP.  The other two buildings that 
are partially heated and cooled by GSHPs rated high enough to merit Energy Star designation. The 
building with the single common ground loop received an Energy Star rating of 97, although it 
received one of lowest occupant satisfaction ratings in the survey.  Comments indicate this resulted 
primarily from attempting to serve two classrooms with a single multi-capacity heat pump and air 
side dampers. 
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Figure 2.8 Energy Star Ratings of GSHPs with Common Loops and Individual On-Off Pumps 
 

2.3 Electrical Energy Use by Loop Circuit Type 

 
Low building electrical energy use closely tracked high Energy Star rating since energy use is the 
primary variable use to compute the rating and the buildings in the survey used very little fossil 
fuel.  Energy Star rating also corrects for building type, occupancy, schedule, critical internal loads, 
local electrical generation efficiency, and climate.  Some variations between specific energy 
consumption (kWh/ft2) and Energy Star rating can be expected. 
 
The central loop systems had the widest variation of specific electrical energy consumption as 
shown in Figure 2.9.  There was little difference between systems with variable speed drive (VSD) 
pump motors and constant speed devices.  The energy use of the VSD systems ranged from a low 
of 8.05 kWh/ft2-year for an elementary school to a high of 25.4 kWh/ft2–year for a system with a 
ground loop operating well above 100°F.  The three systems with constant speed pumps ranged 

from 7.7 to 19.4 kWh/ft2-year.  Data was not released for the system with the Energy Star rating 
of 1, the GSHP system with chilled water VAV air distribution systems, and four of the other 
central loop schools. 
 
The one-pipe GSHPs systems ranged from 6.2 to 10.0 kWh/ft2-year as shown in Figure 2.10.  The 
unitary GSHPs systems ranged from 7.5 to 10.0 kWh/ft2-year as shown in Figure 2.11.   The energy 
use of the common loop GSHPs with individual pumps on each heat pump ranged from 10.0 to 
18.2 kWh/ft2-year as shown in Figure 2.12.  
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Figure 2.9 Electrical Energy Use of GSHP Central Ground Loop with Central Pumps 
 

 
 

Figure 2.10 Electrical Energy Use of One-pipe Central Loop with Central and Individual Pumps 
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Figure 2.11 Electrical Energy of Unitary GSHP Loops with Individual On-Off Pumps 
 

 
 

Figure 2.12 Electrical Energy Use of Common Loop GSHP with Individual On-Off Pumps 
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2.4 Cooling and Heating Electrical Demand by Loop Circuit Type 
 
The variation in specific demand by ground loop type was not as pronounced with almost all the 
systems ranging between 3.0 and 5.0 W/ft2 in both heating and cooling.  Figure 2.13 indicates the 
only building with a central loop system to exceed 6.0 W/ft2 connected to the loop with the very 
high temperature. 
 
The one-pipe GSHPs had the lowest demand ranging from a low of 2.0 to a high of 4.0 W/ft2.  
These systems are located in the coldest climate of the project survey so the heating demand is 
slightly higher than the cooling demand for all but one of the six buildings. 
 
The buildings with common loops and individual pumps had ranges of specific demand similar to 
central systems ranging from a low of 3.0 and to a high of 7.0 W/ft2.  No data was available for 
the unitary systems. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.13 Electrical Demand of GSHP Central Ground Loop with Central Pumps 
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Figure 2.14 Electrical Demand of One-pipe Central Loop with Central and Individual Pumps 
 

Data Not Available as of January 31, 2012 
 

Figure 2.15 Electrical Demand of GSHP Unitary Loops with Individual On-Off Pumps 
 

 
 

Figure 2.16 Electrical Demand of Common Loop GSHP with Individual On-Off Pumps 
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Chapter 3 - Other Factors Affecting GSHP System Energy Star (Energy Use) and Demand 
 

3.1 Energy Star Rating vs. Bore Length, Pump Power and Building Efficiency  
 

Ground heat exchanger performance is a critical factor in GSHP system success.  All but one of 
the systems in this survey used a vertical high density polyethylene (HDPE) single U-tube ground 
heat exchanger design.  Bore length is chosen as the primary indicator although there are several 
other factors that affect performance including the conductivity of the annular grout/fill, integrity 
of the placement of the grout/fill, and tube diameter and type.  The design length is dependent on 
the surrounding formation temperature, conductivity, and diffusivity (ratio of ability to conduct 
heat relative to ability to store heat).  Thus, some correction is necessary before trending results 
based on bore length.  The impact of conductivity and diffusivity is complex and non-linear.  
However, the variation of approach temperature (difference between the average loop temperature 
and the ground temperature) to required heat exchanger length is linear. 
 
The required cooling mode bore length for a location with a lower ground temperature will tend 
to be less than the required length for a warmer location.  Therefore, the trend between installed 
bore length and performance is corrected for ground temperature.  The correction is based on the 
average ground temperature at the sites in survey (tgavg = 63°F) and the average ground loop 

temperature in the systems surveyed [(LWT+EWT)/2 = 90°F].  Thus a site with a 27°F approach 

temperature has a correction factor of 1.0.  In cold climates the correction should be adjusted based 
on the required heat mode bore length. 
 
Figure 3.1 shows the trend for Energy Star rating to corrected bore length.  Systems with a 
corrected bore length near 150 ft/ton will tend have an Energy Star rating near 20 while those with 
a corrected bore length of 200 ft/ton will are more likely to have a rating above 90.  
  

 
Figure 3.1 Energy Star Rating vs. Bore Length Corrected for Ground Temperature 
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In this section it is important to note the reported values are based on tons of installed 
capacity rather than building load.  Installed capacity for unitary equipment is typically 10% 

to 25% greater than building load due to load diversity and that equipment are available in 
capacities of fixed increments that cannot match loads precisely.  

 
Figure 3.2 shows the Energy Star rating trend between corrected bore length and building floor 
area.  The data is scattered with only a modest improvement with larger loop length to building 
area ratios.  This ratio is impacted by the quality of the building energy efficiency features and the 
potential for variability in safety factors that designers may choose when calculating building 
cooling loads. 
. 

 
Figure 3.2 Energy Star Rating vs. Ground Loop Length to Building Area Ratio 

 
Figure 3.3 shows the trend for Energy Star rating to installed pump power.  There is a fair amount 
of scatter for the lower Energy Star rating values but there is a large cluster of data points in the 
region of pump power values between 5 and 10 hp/100 tons and Energy Rating above 80.  The 
trend toward higher Energy Star ratings with lower pump power is not as pronounced as with 
longer loop length.  However, the trend is somewhat moderated by four data points with Energy 
Star ratings between 85 and 90 that have pump powers greater than 20 hp/100 tons.  Closer analysis 
shows that these points also have corrected loop lengths above 235 ft/ton (Figure 3.1) which would 
offset the increased energy use of the larger pumps. 
 
Figure 3.4 demonstrates the trend between Energy Star rating and building area per ton of required 
cooling.  Larger values of building area per ton indicate buildings that tend to be more efficient.  
This data is scattered but a definite trend in shown between more efficient buildings and higher 
Energy Star rating.  While this does not directly impact GSHP system performance, it does indicate 
that more efficient buildings can be conditioned with smaller heat pumps and smaller heat pumps 
require smaller, less expensive ground loops.  
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Figure 3.3 Energy Star Rating vs. Installed Pump Power 

 

 
Figure 3.4 Energy Star Rating vs. Building Floor Area per Installed GSHP Tonnage 
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3.2 Cooling Demand vs. Bore Length, Pump Power and Building Efficiency  
 

The cooling electrical demand trends are generally less pronounced and data is more scattered than 
those for Energy Star rating presented in the previous section.  They will of course have the 
opposite slope since lower cooling demand would have an impact on lower energy use and 
therefore higher Energy Star rating. 
 
In noted in the previous section, values are based on tons of installed capacity rather than 
building load.  Installed capacity for unitary equipment is typically 10% to 25% greater than 

building load due to load diversity and also that equipment are available in capacities of fixed 

increments that cannot match loads precisely.  
 
Figure 3.5 indicates a reduction in cooling demand with longer corrected bore length.  The data is 
scattered with some buildings with lengths in excess of 200 ft/ton having only average or lower 
than average cooling demand and one system with a 145 ft/ton length with one of the lowest 
demands. 
    

 
Figure 3.5 Cooling Demand vs. Bore Length Corrected for Ground Temperature 

 
The data shown in Figure 3.6 is scattered but the trend toward lower demand with increasing 
corrected bore length is more pronounced than the improved Energy Star rating with longer 
corrected bore length. 
 
The data presented in Figure 3.7 indicates almost no trend of lower cooling demand with lower 
pump power.  Again the data is scattered.  Figure 3.8 indicates there is a modest improvement in 
cooling demand with increasing building floor area per ton which is an indication of improved 
building efficiency features. 
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Figure 3.6 Cooling Demand vs. Ground Loop Length to Building Area Ratio 

 

 
Figure 3.7 Cooling Demand vs. Installed Pump Power 
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Figure 3.8 Cooling Demand vs. Building Floor Area per Installed GSHP Tonnage 

 
3.3 Heating Demand vs. Bore Length, Pump Power and Building Efficiency  

 
The heating electrical demand trends are almost identical to the cooling electrical demand trends 
with the exception of a much more pronounced reduction of heating demand with lower pump 
power.  The data is also less scattered than with cooling demand but variation still indicates a lack 
of conformity. 
 
Figure 3.9 indicates all of the buildings with heating demands of less than 4.0 W/ft2 have corrected 
bore lengths greater than 200 ft/ton with the exception of the system with 145 ft/ton (which also 
had a low cooling demand and Energy Star rating of 79).  Figure 3.10 shows the trend (and data 
scatter) of lower heating demand with corrected bore length per unit building area is nearly the 
same as the trend for cooling demand. 
 
As shown in Figure 3.11, there is a stronger trend of lower heating demand with lower pump power 
and data is much less scattered with the exception of two of the sites with installed pump power 
greater than 20 hp/100 tons.  As expected Figure 3.12 indicates the trend (and data scatter) of lower 
heating demand with greater building area per ton is nearly the same as the trend for cooling 
demand vs. building area per ton. 
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Figure 3.9 Heating Demand vs. Bore Length Corrected for Ground Temperature 

 

 
Figure 3.10 Heating Demand vs. Ground Loop Length to Building Area Ratio 
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Figure 3.11 Heating Demand vs. Installed Pump Power 

 

 
Figure 3.12 Heating Demand vs. Building Floor Area per Installed GSHP Tonnage 
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3.4 Comfort Survey Results 
 
GSHP building occupants were provided comfort and satisfaction survey forms that allowed them 
to rate their level of satisfaction with seven building conditions.  Respondents could quickly 
complete the form by marking seven check boxes, but they could also take more time to enter 
comments.  Responses from twenty-seven of the sites were obtained.  Detailed results and 
comments are listed in the discussion of each site in Chapters 4 to 8.  The survey form is shown in 
Appendix C. 
 
Five check boxes (Very Dissatisfied = 1, Dissatisfied = 2, Acceptable = 3, Satisfied = 4, Very 
Satisfied = 5) are selected to achieve a numerical rating for seven areas of comfort and satisfaction.  
These are:  room temperatures (cooling and heating), indoor air quality (IAQ), lighting, acoustics, 
responsiveness to maintenance issues, and ability to control temperature settings. 
 
Figure 3.13 plots the average satisfaction level of all seven items for each site with the Energy Star 
rating of the building.  Improved Energy Star rating could be achieved by setting room 
temperatures outside the range of comfort, reducing ventilation air flow, lowering lighting levels, 
and not allowing occupants to control thermostat settings.  The figure indicates the general trend 
is improved satisfaction level with improved Energy Star rating.  It does indicate that in five of the 
sites that achieved Energy Star designation occupants found conditions to be less than acceptable 
and four other Energy Star sites occupants found to be acceptable but not satisfactory.   
 

 
Figure 3.13 Building Energy Star Rating and Combined Occupant Satisfaction Rating 
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In addition to using less energy than 75% of similar buildings, a professional engineer must verify 
the building design complies with ASHRAE Standard 55 (Thermal Conditions for Human 
Occupants), Standard 62.1 (Ventilation Air for Indoor Air Quality) and the lighting prescriptions 
of Standard 90.1 (Energy).  Figure 3.14 is a bar graph of Energy Star rating (left axis) for central 
loop GSHP sites plotted next to the occupant satisfaction level with the room temperature and 
indoor air quality (right axis).  The standards both state that compliance is based on 80% of the 
occupants finding the comfort (Standard 55) and indoor air quality (Standard 62.1) acceptable.  
Nine of the central loop systems have Energy Star designation and four these had room temperature 
and IAQ ratings below 2.8 which would indict occupants did not find conditions acceptable.  The 
only two sites to receive an Energy Star rating above 90 both fell below this level.  Unlike the 
general trend for all GSHP loop types there appears to be no trend of improved satisfaction with 
improved Energy Star rating for central loop systems.  In most surveys lighting was found to be 
acceptable, satisfactory, or very satisfactory so results are not shown.  Even though a professional 
engineer verified compliance with ASHRAE comfort and IAQ standards, four of nine (44%) of 
the central loop GSHP systems that attained Energy Star designation had either room temperature 
or IAQ satisfaction ratings below 3.0 which is less than acceptable. 
   

 
Figure 3.14 Central Loop GSHP Energy Star with Room Temperature and IAQ Satisfaction  
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Figure 3.15 is a similar bar graph of Energy Star rating next to the occupant satisfaction level with 
the room temperature and indoor air quality for the sub-central, one-pipe, and unitary loop GSHP 
sites.  Similar to the results for central loops the results are a mixed bag of satisfaction levels with 
no strong correlation between Energy Star rating and occupant satisfaction with room temperature 
and IAQ. The sub-central sites with higher Energy Star ratings had slightly lower satisfaction 
ratings than the site with lower Energy Star rating.  One of the one-pipe sites with an Energy Star 
rating of 97 received satisfaction rating above 4.0 for both room temperature and IAQ.  The other 
two one-pipe sites were only acceptable.  The unitary loops received acceptable to satisfied ratings 
for IAQ and two of the sites rated acceptable for room temperature and the third was unsatisfactory.  
Even though a professional engineer verified compliance with ASHRAE comfort and IAQ 
standards, four of eight (50%) of the common, one-pipe and unitary loop GSHP systems that 
attained Energy Star designation had either room temperature or IAQ satisfaction ratings below 
3.0 which is less than acceptable.   
 

 
Figure 3.15 Common, One-Pipe and Unitary Loop GSHP Energy Star with 
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3.5 Maintenance Personnel Survey Results 
 
Near the end of this project it became apparent that many of the operation and maintenance (O&M) 
personnel servicing GSHPs had useful insights into the long-term performance of these systems.  
Therefore, a survey form (Appendix D) was distributed to 15 personnel who had been assigned to 
serve as guides during the site visits.  Five maintenance personnel responded, all from school 
districts with multiple buildings.  While the comments are very useful, perhaps equally as 
insightful is the number of buildings compared to the number of personnel assigned to service the 
HVAC and refrigeration equipment. 
 
Number of Buildings in School District:    23 
Number of Mechanical Service Personnel in School District:   5 
Number of GSHP Systems in School District     7 
Number of Years School District has Used GSHPs     7 
 
Responses to “List the O&M Advantages of GSHPs” - Central Loop Systems 
 

• Fewer components are used in the self contained units with no line sets to check for leaks 
as they are usually covered in walls or floors that are inaccessible. 

• Units have no outside condenser or fan motor that requires service. 

• Units do not require the use of auxiliary heat as long as they are performing at normal 
efficiency and decrease energy consumption.   

• Overall lower energy use in the geothermal thermal system schools.  
 
Responses to “List the O&M Advantages of GSHPs” – One-Pipe Loop Systems 
 

• Very low maintenance 

• Lower energy cost.  
 
Responses to “List the O&M Disadvantages of GSHPs” - Central Loop Systems 
 

• A few mechanical closets have limited space for service and repairs. 

• The fresh air system has always been a source of problems as far as the control system is 
concerned. This is an internal issue: the system stays in alarm mode more than not. A 
factory service technician worked on the system during the 2nd year of operation, but it 
didn’t help much. 

• The dressing room area of the gym is poorly heated and there is no cooling other than a 
fresh air supply. The glycol loop has never provided the heat transfer as designed. The 
backup is provided by electric resistance duct heater. This was an ongoing issue between 
the engineer and everyone else involved. Twelve years later it is still not correct. 

• The VS drive is never below 95% 

• The  energy savings from using WSHP’s can be reduced with the maintenance cost of 
geo-water chemistry, pump/motor maintenance repair or replace, VFD operational issues 
and underground geothermal piping leaks. 

• One of our systems also includes a cooling tower to assist the main geothermal system 
and this has a maintenance cost as well. 
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• Seems the straight air type systems are less complex with less overall maintenance and up 
keep but are not as energy efficient. 

• There are instances in which auxiliary heat would be used in emergency situations due to 
lack of personnel to repair multiple units in a large complex.  

• Lines or strainers (if installed) can become blocked with welding slag or plastic shavings. 
Filter racks blocked by screws due to poor duct installation. 

• Units requiring custom size filters instead of common filter sizes are more costly.  Units 
placed in areas to occupy available space without consideration for manufacture’s 
minimum clearance specifications which serve to accommodate proper service. 

• They have slower recovery time especially in heat mode due to the requirements for fresh 
air in public buildings which in many cases is not conditioned before entering the unit.    

• Because of poor fitting filters and buildup of mineralization in heat exchangers due to 
untreated water in the system causes decreased efficiency. 

•  Low or high water temperatures in extreme hot or cold weather causes lost efficiency or 
failure of equipment. 

• The inability to clean the strainers without draining the entire system due to the absence 
of isolation valves. 

 
Responses to “List the O&M Disadvantages of GSHPs” – One-Pipe Loop Systems 
 

• Our newest sites with more complex controls have been more problematic. 

Responses to “Recommendations to improve O&M in future GSHPs” - Central Loop Systems 
 

• Space vertical piping to allow proper dissipation of heat/cool into surrounding areas. 

• Provide capability to flush system to remove welding slag or shavings. 

• Use HDPE pipe throughout the installation without adding any black iron to the system.  

•  Install a filter in the pump room to further clean system after start up is initiated. 

• Provide proper education of the customer in the importance of maintaining water 
treatment to reduce the mineralization of the heat exchangers and water lines.   

• Specify unit placement within the specified guidelines of the manufacturer’s minimum 
space requirements. 

• Specify or retrofit heat pumps to accommodate standard filters. 

• Use makeup air units that condition entering fresh air in all weather conditions 

• Installing isolation valves on lines entering the units so that proper cleaning of strainers. 

• Conduct very close inspection of installation as it progresses.  

• Continue improvement on the piping material to reduce the chance of underground leaks.  

• Verify engineering calculations that determine the thermal load on the system to ensure a 
large enough heat sink (ground loop) so the GSHP system is not undersized.  

• Cooling towers are always an option but maintenance cost should be considered up front. 
 

Responses to “Recommendations to improve O&M in future GSHPs” – One-Pipe Loop Systems 
 

• Keep the entire system simple!  
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3.6 Residential System Performance 
 
Three of the forty monitored sites are relatively small residential buildings located in Alabama.  
One system has been operating 22 years, the second five years, and the third one year. Energy Star 
designation of residential buildings is not based on energy performance and is not appropriate for 
comparing to Energy Star designation of commercial buildings. 
 
Figure 3.16 demonstrates the monthly energy use in Wh/ft2 for the three buildings.  The older 
home (DH) was originally 1570 ft2 but was enlarged to 1820 ft2 in 1992.  During 1988 operation 
the home had five occupants and only one in 2009.  The home with five years of operation (FL) is 
2100 ft2 total but 700 ft2 is only conditioned on rare occasions.  Values shown in Figure 3.16 are 
based on 1400 ft2.  The new home (GB) is 1170 ft2, was occupied by three teachers for nine months, 
and power was disconnected during the summer months.  The home had many advanced energy 
efficiency features including spray foam insulation (installed at a cost of $8400). 
 
Direct comparison is difficult because of the variation in occupancy.  However, the DH and the 
FL homes were both occupied by one person in 2009-10.  The DH home had a working domestic 
water heat recovery unit (HRU) while the FL home did not.  The higher winter energy use of the 
DH home is likely a result of minimal wall insulation and large single pane window area.  Summer 
energy use is nearly the same and the newer, better insulated home did not have the benefit of the 
HRU.  The DH home had a somewhat level month-to-month energy use due to the high hot water 
demand with five occupants in 1988-89 that was largely produced by the HRU during the summer 
and winter peak heat pump operation.  It is likely that the energy use of the electric water heater 
increased in the spring and fall when the heat pump operated fewer hours. 
 

 
Figure 3.16 Specific Energy (Wh/ft2) of Three Alabama GSHP Homes 
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The long-term performance of the DH home is noteworthy.  After 22 years of operation the system 
energy use compared well with the newer FL home that has a much better thermal envelope and 
larger ground loop (195 ft/ton with 65°F soil compared to 240 ft/ton in 63°F rock) with thermally 

enhanced grout.  The DH system also performed very well compared to the advanced energy 
design GB home with a loop installed in 69°F soil at 200 ft/ton. 

 
It is also noteworthy that the ground loop leaving water temperatures (LWTs) of the DR home 
showed no long term temperature change.  Late summer temperatures were nearly the same after 
22 years of operation in this southern residential application.  After five years of operation the 
maximum ground loop LWT in the FL home was below 75°F.  It should be noted that ground loop 

was sized to meet the loads of the 2100 ft2 space but monitoring was done only when 1400 ft2 was 
being heated and cooled.  The GSHP system in the new GB home experienced a 94°F ground loop 

LWT in the first year of operation which likely contributed to higher energy use than expected. 
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Chapter 4 - Site Surveys Results:  Alabama and Mississippi 
 

4.1 Alabama Rural Electric Association – Montgomery, AL 
 
The office of the Alabama Rural Electric Association served as a demonstration site for the use of 
a novel loop installation rig in 1993.  The drill rig was set into a pit; the first bore was drilled 
diagonally between 190 and 200 feet in depth; a U-tube was inserted, and the drill rotated on a 
table and continued to drill additional bores diagonally in a fan-shaped pattern from the pit.  The 
U-tubes in each pit were connected to supply and return headers, routed into the building, and 
connected to one, two or three heat pumps.  A total of 76 bores in six pits were installed with each 
pit having 10 to 18 U-tubes.  Originally, there were a total of twelve heat pumps in the building 
with a rated capacity of 61 tons (270 ft2/ton). 
 

 

 
Figure AREA-1 Alabama Rural Electric Association Office 
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At the time the area had no GSHP infrastructure, so the mechanical contractor had no experience 
with HDPE piping and the interior connections were made with a combination of PVC, black iron, 
galvanized iron, and brass fittings.  Several interior loop water leaks and other operation problems 
were experienced.  Several areas were not being sufficiently cooled while other areas were too 
cold.  Some of the discomfort was relieved when it was discovered the location of two heat pumps 
had been reversed (a 4-ton unit was installed where a 7-ton unit was specified).  This corrected 
some of the problems but interior leaks and comfort issues remained.  Several heat pumps have 
been replaced due to failure.  Recently, the interior piping was replaced with copper, larger pumps 
were installed, a glass stairway was enclosed to reduce cooling load, two more heat pumps were 
replaced, and an office was converted into an equipment room so that three heat pumps would 
have adequate space to be serviced (Figure AREA-2).  A total of 10 of the 12 original heat pumps 
have been replaced.  The total rated capacity of the equipment has increased from 61 to 69 tons 
(239 ft2/ton). 
 

 
Figure AREA-2 New Pumps, Interior Piping, and Added Equipment Room  

 
The ground loops continue to operate effectively and no leaks have been observed in the exterior 
HDPE piping network.  The rig proved to be too large and expensive and did not provide any 
significant advantage compared to less costly conventional rigs. 
 
Figures AREA-3 and AREA-4 are temperature plots during days when the outdoor temperature 
was at and above the local design condition.  The ground loop leaving water temperature in the 
conference room loop peaked at 89°F while the entering water temperature was 95°F.  This 6°F 

differential indicates the pumps are delivering excessive flow compared to optimal flow (indicated 
by Δt = 9°F to 12°F) at this design condition.  

 
Figures AREA-5 and AREA-6 are similar temperature plots on very hot days for one of the ground 
loops serving the offices.  The leaving water temperature peaked at 93°F while the entering water 

temperature was 101°F.  This higher temperature reflects the higher occupancy of this area 

compared to the conference room which is less frequently used.  The 8°F differential loop 

temperature indicates that the pump for this loop is delivering a more optimal flow rate.  
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Figure AREA-3 Ground Loop Temperatures on a Hot Day in Late Summer – Conference Room  
 

 
 

Figure AREA-4 Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Consecutive Hot Days in Late Summer 
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Figure AREA-5 Ground Loop Temperatures on a Hot Day in Late Summer – Office Loop  
 

 

Figure AREA-6 Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Consecutive Hot Days in Late Summer 
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Building Information 

-16,500 ft2 office 
-Building occupied by 20 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1993 (GHP installed the same year)             

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-12 heat pumps with a total capacity of 61 tons (upgraded to 69 tons)  
-6 water pumps @ 6 hp total (upsized from original 2.55  hp) 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 76 bores 
-190 to 200 ft bore depth with sand as backfill 
-6 pits with 11, 12, 18, 11, 10 & 14 loops on each pit 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 215 ft/ton (0.58 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 8.7 hp/100 tons  
-Building area to cooling load = 239 ft2/ton (upsized from 270 ft2/ton) 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 21 
-kWh/ft2-year = 18.17  Cooling demand = 5.67 W/ft2  Heating demand = 5.44 W/ft2 

Installation Cost:  not available 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 
Summer: 3.4/5   Winter: 3.6/5  Air Quality:  3.0/5  Acoustics:  3.3/5   
Lighting:  3.5/5   Maintenance: 3.4/5   Ability to Control: 3.3/5 

Comments (11 respondents): 

• Unusual number of burnt out light bulbs 
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4.2 Demopolis Middle School – Demopolis, AL 
 
Demopolis Middle School consists of four buildings and a gymnasium totaling approximately 
46,000 ft2.  Figure DMS-1 is a front view of Building 1 which was built in 1926 and formerly 
served as a high school.  In 2002 GSHPs were installed in the 13 classrooms of this building which 
comprise approximately 13,400 ft2 (or 29%) of the total school campus floor area.  The classrooms 
(and a small teachers’ lounge) are heated and cooled by 13 corner console heat pumps (total 
capacity of 39 tons) located in space as shown in Figure DMS-2.  The heat pumps serving 
classrooms 1 through 6 and the teachers’ lounge are connected to a 3 x 6 grid vertical ground loop 
(18 loops) as shown in Figure DMS-3.  Classrooms 7 through 13 and a small office are connected 
to a 4 x 5 + 1 x 1 grid vertical ground loop (21 loops) as shown in Figure DMS-3.  All the loops 
are 200 ft. x ¾ in. HDPE U-Tubes inserted into 4-inch diameter bores which were backfilled with 
sand/pea gravel and grouted with a 12 ft. plug of bentonite at the surface.  Circulation for each heat 
pump is provided by a single 1/6-hp pump that is turned off and on with the compressor.  Check 
valves are placed in the pump outlet to ensure flow is routed through the loop field rather than 
backwards through idle heat pumps. Control is provided by individual programmable thermostats 
in each classroom. Design documents call for 270 cfm of ventilation air to be introduced based on 
CO2 concentration through the console unit cabinet.  This arrangement has resulted in a build-up 
of dust in the cabinets as seen in Figure DMS-2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure DMS-1 Demopolis Middle School, Building 1 
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Figure DMS-2 Classroom Corner Unit with Inside View Indicating Maintenance Needed 
 

 

 
 

Figure DMS-3 Site Plan, Vertical Loop Grids, and Headers for Demopolis Middle School 
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The building received a preliminary US EPA Energy Star rating of 56.  This rating is much lower 
than the other two Demopolis schools that have GSHPs but the percentage of the campus served 
by GSHPs is smaller (29%).  Because both the gymnasium and Building 1 classroom are served 
by the same electric utility meter, the rating of the GSHP portion of the building cannot be isolated. 
 
However, occupants in the Building 1 classrooms rate summer and winter comfort, air quality, 
lighting, ability to control, and required maintenance as very satisfactory (4.4, 4.2, 4.4, 4.4 and 4.6 
out of 5).  Air quality and acoustics were rated as acceptable (3.2 and 3.2 out of 5). 
 
Figures DMS-4, 5, 6 and 7 indicate the ground loop is operating as intended after nine years of 
operation since leaving water temperatures are near 90°F and entering temperatures are between 
100°F and 103°F on days near and above the local 95°F design outdoor air temperature.  Local 
deep ground temperature at the site is 69°F. The pump and piping system appear to be operating 
slightly below optimal flow rates at full load as indicated by the 11 to 13°F differential loop 
temperatures.  At this site there was a modest decline in loop temperature the day after rainfall as 
seen in Figure DMS-6 for two days when the outdoor high temperatures were equal.   
   
Installation costs for the building renovation, mechanical upgrade ground loop are not available 

 

 

Figure DMS-4 Ground Loop Water Temperatures for Three Successive Hot Days 
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Figure DMS-5 Ground Loop Water Temperatures for Day Above Outdoor Design Temperature 
 

 

Figure DMS-6 Loop Water Temperatures for Three Successive Hot Days with Modest Rainfall 
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Figure DMS-7 Loop Water Temperatures for Three Successive Warm Days with Heavy Rainfall 
 

Building Information   

-46,300 ft2 (13,400 ft2 or 29% GHP) middle school 
Total includes 13,400 ft2 classrooms, 10,200 ft2 office/classroom, 15,000 ft2 gym, 3800 ft2 shop, 
3500 ft2 ROTC 
-Building occupied by 581 people (533 students, 48 staff) for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Original building constructed in 1926 (GHP installed in 2002), gym & other buildings non-GHP 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-13 heat pumps with a total capacity of 39 tons 
-13 water pumps @ 1/6 hp each 
-Vertical ground loop: 3/4 in. U-tube with 39 bores 
-200 ft bore depth with sand & pea gravel backfill 
-3 x 6 grid (18 tons) and 4 x 5 + 1 grid (21 tons), both on 20 ft centers  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 200 ft/ton (0.58 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 5.6 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load (GHP area only) = 344 ft2/ton 
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Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 56 
-kWh/ft2/year = 15.76  Cooling demand = 6.41 W/ft2  Heating demand= 7.19 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 4.4/5   Winter: 4.2/5  Air Quality:  3.2/5  Acoustics:  3.2/5   
Lighting:  4.4/5   Maintenance: 4.4/5   Ability to Control: 4.6/5 

Comments: 

• It is humid. 

• It is either freezing or burning. No happy medium. 

• Could not be better [maintenance]. 

• It is hard to hear my students when they answer questions [because of equipment noise 
levels]. 

• When unit is running the air quality is good, when it is not running the air quality is 
poor. 
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4.3 Energy Resource Group – Jackson, MS 

 

The office building of Energy Resource Group in Jackson, MS is a one and one-half story structure 
completed in 1988 as one of the first office buildings in the southeast with vertical high density 
polyethylene (HDPE) U-tube ground heat exchangers.  The building is equipped with four water-
to-air heat pumps totaling 17 tons of capacity.  A 5-hp pump runs continuously when the building 
is occupied (a second pump serves as a back-up). A portion of the building with an unused four-
ton unit remains unfinished, so performance data is based on 13 tons. 
 
The exact dimensions of the ground loop are unknown.  One drawing shows 13 loops at 350 ft. on 
15 ft. centers.  The ground loop contractor bid submittal indicates a total of 4000 ft. of bore and 
12 bores.  The U-tubes are ¾ inch HDPE.  Standard practice at the time was to fill the bore annulus 
with cuttings and sand.  However, no definite specifications were found.  There is also a possibility 
the bores are on 12 ft. centers.  The ground above the loop is a grass lawn. 
 
The building has operated very well for 23 years with only minor replacements of leaking hose 
connections and the failure of a pump.  However, during the summer of 2010 after several days 
with outdoor temperatures exceeding 100°F, high loop temperatures resulted in units shutting off 
due to high pressure.  Thermostats settings were raised to alleviate the problem.  The area 
experienced a 1.27-inch rainfall on Aug. 4 and over three inches total during the next two weeks.  
Outdoor air high temperatures returned to the mid-90°Fs (local design = 96°F).  Ground loop 
leaving temperatures then returned to a range of 80°F to 90°F as shown in the figures below.  
  

 

Figure ERG-1 Ground Loop Temperatures on a Hot Late Summer Day 
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Figure ERG-2 Ground Loop Temperatures on a Mild Late Summer Day 

 

Figure ERG-3 Ground Loop Leaving Water Temperatures during Two Weeks in Late Summer 
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Building Information 

-5100 sq. ft office (does not include a 1400 ft2 unfinished area)  
-Building occupied by 9 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1988 (GHP installed the same year) 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-3 heat pumps with a total capacity of 13 tons (4th heat pump 4-ton not used) 
-2 water pumps @ 5 hp (one is back-up) 
-Vertical ground loop: 3/4 in. U-tube with 12 bores 
-335 ft bore depth with cuttings as backfill (possibly sand also used) 
-2 x 6 grid on 15 ft. centers (possibly 12 ft. centers) 

System Metrics 

Loop = 309 ft/ton (with unused heat pump = 236 ft/ton) 
Pump = 38 hp/100 tons (with unused heat pump = 29 hp/100 tons) 
Building area to cooling load = 390 ft2/ton  

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 84 in 2006, 79 in 2009 (after lighting upgrade) 
-kWh/ft2-yr = 6.5/7.7 Cooling demand = 4.8/4.1 W/ft2 Heating demand = 4.2/3.5 W/ft2 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 3.0/5   Winter: 4.7/5  Air Quality:  4.2/5  Acoustics:  4.2/5   
Lighting:  4.8/5   Maintenance: 4.2/5   Ability to Control: 3.0/5 

Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 

Building Interior HVAC:  NA  Exterior Ground Loop: NA  
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4.4 US Jones Elementary School – Demopolis, AL 
 
US Jones Elementary School consists of five single storey buildings totaling approximately 55,400 
ft2.  In 2002 GSHPs were installed in Buildings I, IV and V, which comprise 38,400 ft2 (or 69%) 
of the total school floor area.  Building I includes the cafeteria and kitchen while Buildings IV and 
V are classrooms.  The classrooms in Building I are heated and cooled by 13 vertical heat pumps 
(total capacity of 39 tons) located in storage closets in each classroom.  The closets (Figure USJ-
2) were added as a part of the building renovation to provide space for the heat pumps and added 
storage for teachers.  The heat pumps are connected to a 5 x 8 grid vertical ground loop (40 loops) 
as shown in Figure USJ-3.  The loops are 200 ft. x ¾ in. HDPE U-Tubes inserted into 4-inch 
diameter bores which were backfilled with sand/pea gravel and grouted with a 12 ft. plug of 
bentonite at the surface.  Circulation for each heat pump is provided by a single 1/6-hp pump that 
is turned off and on with the compressor.  Check valves are placed in the pump outlet to ensure 
flow is routed through the loop field rather than backwards through idle heat pumps. Control is 
provided is by individual programmable thermostats in each classroom. Design documents call for 
270 cfm of ventilation air to be introduced based on CO2 concentration.  No such controls or 
accompanying dampers in the classrooms were observed and untreated ventilation air appears to 
be directly drawn into the heat pump inlet through a short run of duct.   
 
The cafeteria and kitchen in Building I are heated and cooled by two-7.5 ton vertical heat pumps 
(total capacity of 15 tons) located in cafeteria.  The heat pumps are connected to a 4 x 4 + 1 x 2 
grid of vertical ground loops (18 loops) as shown in Figure USJ-3.  The loops are 200 ft. x ¾ in. 
HDPE U-Tubes inserted into 4-inch diameter bores which were backfilled with sand/pea gravel 
and grouted with a 12 ft. plug of bentonite at the surface.  Circulation for each heat pump is 
provided by two 1/6-hp pump that are turned off and on with the compressor.  Check valves are 
placed in the pump outlet to ensure flow is routed through the loop field rather than backwards 
through idle heat pumps.  Design documents indicate the two heat pumps are equipped with 
refrigerant energy recovery units for pre-heating service water.  However, it appears a water-to-
water heat pump is currently being used to provide water heating but no specifications were found.  
Documents also call for two 750 cfm ventilation air heat recovery devices.  Observation indicates 
a single ventilation air unit is being used but no specifications were found.  The unit appears to be 
delivering air to the space above a newly installed dropped ceiling rather than to the cafeteria 
space. 
 
The classrooms in Building IV and Building V are each heated and cooled by 8 free standing 
vertical classroom heat pumps (16 unit total with a capacity of 48 tons) located at the corner of 
each classroom.  The heat pumps from both buildings are connected to a 5 x 8 + 1 x 2 grid of 
vertical ground loop (42 loops) as shown in Figure USJ-3.  The loops are 200 ft. x ¾ in. HDPE U-
Tubes inserted into 4-inch diameter bores which were backfilled with sand/pea gravel and grouted 
with a 12 ft. plug of bentonite at the surface.  Circulation for each heat pump is provided by a 
single 1/6-hp pump that is turned off and on with the compressor.  Check valves are placed in the 
pump outlet to ensure flow is routed through the loop field rather than backwards through idle heat 
pumps. Control is provided by individual programmable thermostats in each classroom. Design 
documents call for 270 cfm of ventilation air to be introduced based on CO2 concentration.   
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Figure USJ-1 Entry to US Jones Elementary – Building II 
 

 
 

Figure USJ-2 Exterior Closet Addition at US Jones Elementary 
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Figure USJ-3 Site Plan, Vertical Loop Grids, and Pipe Headers for US Jones Elementary School 
 
The building received a preliminary US EPA Energy Star rating of 85.  Occupants rate acoustics 
as dissatisfied (2.7 out of 5), comfort, air quality, lighting and ability to control as acceptable (3.4, 
3.5, 2.9, 3.3, 3.3 out of 5), and required maintenance as satisfactory (3.9 out of 5).   
 
Figures USJ-4, 5, 6 and 7 indicate the ground loop is operating as intended after nine years of 
operation since leaving water temperatures are near 90°F and entering temperatures are near 100°F 
on days near and above the local 95°F design outdoor air temperature.  Local deep ground 
temperature at the site is 69°F. The pump and piping system appear to also be operating near 
optimal flow rates as indicated by the 10°F differential loop temperature at full load indicates.  Off-
peak differential of approximately 4°F are lower but expected given the reduced loop field flow 
resistance when only a few of the individual pumps are operating.  It should also be noted that 
rainfall provided no immediate change in loop temperatures as indicated measured results for 
October 26 and 27 shown in Figure USJ-7. 
 
Installation costs for the building renovation, mechanical upgrade ground loop are not available. 
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Figure USJ-4 Ground Loop Water Temperatures for Three Successive Hot Days 
 

 

Figure USJ-5 Ground Loop Water Temperatures for Day Above Outdoor Design Temperature 
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Figure USJ-6 Loop Water Temperatures for Three Successive Hot Days with Modest Rainfall 
 

 

Figure USJ-7 Loop Water Temperatures for Three Successive Warm Days with Heavy Rainfall 
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Building Information 

-55,350 ft2 (38,400 ft2 or 69% GHP) elementary school  
-Building occupied by 646 people (591 students, 55 staff) for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Five buildings (GHP installed in Buildings I, IV & V in 2002) 
-Classroom ventilation induced into heat pump return (no pre-conditioning), ERU in cafeteria 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-31 heat pumps with a total capacity of 102 tons 
-33 water pumps @ 1/6 hp each 
-Vertical ground loop: 3/4 in. U-tube with 100 bores 
-200 ft bore depth with sand & pea gravel backfill and a 12 ft plug 
-3 loop clusters: 1) 5 x 8 grid (39 tons), 2) 4 x 4 + 2 grid (14 tons), 3) 5 x 8 + 2 grid (48 tons) all 
on 20 ft centers  
 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 200 ft/ton (0.53 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 5.4 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 376 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 85 
-kWh/ft2/year =10.76  Cooling demand = 4.79 W/ft2  Heating demand= 4.84 W/ft2  

Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 

Building Interior HVAC:  NA  Exterior Ground Loop: NA  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 3.4/5   Winter: 3.5/5  Air Quality:  2.9/5  Acoustics:  2.7/5   
Lighting:  3.3/5   Maintenance: 3.9/5   Ability to Control: 3.3/5 

Comments: 

• Thermostat is not consistent 

• Room has a musty odor sometimes. I believe it is because it is an old building (not from 
the unit). 

• Quick and effective [maintenance]. 

• Easy [ability to control thermostat]. 

• Sometimes there is a bad odor from the unit. 

• [The unit] is too loud to talk over when running. 

• When the unit is on it is cold. When it is off it is hot- hard to regulate. 

• It is either too hot or too cold. It is hard to regulate a comfortable temperature 

• Sometimes [the unit] is hard to talk over. 
• I would like to have more lights in the room so the students can see their work better. 
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4.5 Westside Elementary School – Demopolis, AL 
 
Westside Elementary School consists of two single story buildings and a small gymnasium totaling 
approximately 57,300 ft2. (See Figures WSE-1 andWSE-2.)   In 2002 GSHPs were installed in the 
classrooms and library of Building I which comprise approximately 26,000 ft2 (or 45%) of the 
total school floor area.  The sixteen classrooms in the south wing are heated and cooled by 15 
vertical heat pumps (total capacity of 45 tons) located in storage closets in each classroom.  These 
heat pumps are connected to a 6 x 7 + 1 x 4 grid vertical ground loop (44 loops) as shown in Figure 
WSE-2.  The eight classrooms in the north wing are heated and cooled by 8 vertical heat pumps 
(total capacity of 24 tons) located in storage closets in each classroom.  These heat pumps are 
connected to a 4 x 5 + 1 x 4 grid vertical ground loop (24 loops) as shown in Figure WSE-2.  The 
library is heated and cooled by 2 classroom console heat pumps (total capacity of 6 tons) located 
in the space.  These heat pumps are connected to a 1 x 6 grid vertical ground loop (6 loops) as 
shown in Figure WSE-2.  All the loops at Westside are 200 ft. x ¾ in. HDPE U-Tubes inserted 
into 4-inch diameter bores which were backfilled with sand/pea gravel and grouted with a 12 ft. 
plug of bentonite at the surface.  Circulation for each heat pump is provided by a single 1/6-hp 
pump that is turned off and on with the compressor.  Check valves are placed in the pump outlet 
to ensure flow is routed through the loop field rather than backwards through idle heat pumps. 
Control is provided by individual programmable thermostats in each classroom. Design documents 
call for 270 cfm of ventilation air to be introduced based on CO2 concentration.  No such controls 
or accompanying dampers in the classrooms were observed.   
 

 
 

Figure WSE-1 Main Entry Westside Elementary School, Demopolis, AL 
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Figure WSE-2 Site Plan, Vertical Loop Grids, and Headers for Westside Elementary School 
 
The building received a preliminary US EPA Energy Star rating of 82.  Occupant surveys have not 
been returned.  The data logger placed on the south wing ground loop was damaged during a storm 
and no data is currently available.  It is noted that the loops are slightly longer than those at US 
Jones Elementary, which operated satisfactorily. 
 
Installation costs for the building renovation, mechanical upgrade ground loop are not available. 
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Building Information   

-57,300 ft2 (26,000 ft2 or 45% GHP) elementary school (100% heated/ 95% cooled)  
-Building occupied by 554 (491 students, 63 staff) people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Two buildings, GHP installed in 2002 in classrooms and library of Building I 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-25 heat pumps with a total capacity of 75 tons 
-25 water pumps @ 1/6 hp each 
-Vertical ground loop: 3/4 in. U-tube with 76 bores 
-200 ft bore depth with sand & pea gravel backfill and a bentonite plug 
-3 loop clusters: 1) 6 x 7 + 1 x 4 grid  2) 5 x 4 + 4 grid 3) 1 x 6 grid, all on 20 ft centers  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 203 ft/ton (0.59 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 5.6 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 347 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 82 
-kWh/ft2/year = 10.70  Cooling demand = 4.92 W/ft2  Heating demand= 4.82 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey:  Not Available 
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4.6 Druid Hills Residence – Tuscaloosa, AL 
 

This 1568-ft2 home served as an Alabama Power demonstration site for a residential application 
of vertical GSHPs which was installed in 1988.  A horizontal 3-ton heat pump with an EER of 
10.6 Btu/W-h is located in the crawl space of the 1570 ft2 home as shown in Figure DHR-1.   The 
ground loop consists of nine 65 ft. deep bores on 15-foot centers with 1-inch HDPE U-tubes 
arranged in three parallel circuits (three U-tubes piped in series on each circuit) as shown in Figure 
DHR-2.  This arrangement was a result of the driller having only 70 ft. of drill rod.  The headers 
are 1-1/2 inch diameter HDPE pipe approximately 75 ft. in length.  Circulation is supplied by a 
single 1/6 hp wet rotor pump.  The heat pump is equipped with a 5,000 Btu/h de-superheater for 
pre-heating domestic water in two 40-gallon tanks.  One tank serves as storage and is not connected 
to the electric service.  No auxiliary heat was installed. 
 

  
Figure DHR-1.  Heat Pump and Loop Pump in Crawl Space after 22 Years of Service 

 

 
Figure DHR-2.  Druid Hills Series Parallel Ground Loop 
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The home is typical late-1950s ranch construction as shown in Figure DHR-3 with ¾-inch 
vegetable board sheathing under 4-inch face brick with a naturally ventilated attic.  Windows are 
wood-frame single pane and the site is well shaded as shown in Figure 3.  The calculated heat 
cooling load was 32,000 Btu/h (at 100°F OAT) and heat loss was 43,000 Btu/h (at 20°F OAT). 

 

 
Figure DHR-3.  West View of Druid Hills Home with Nine Bore Ground Loop in Front Yard 

 
The home has no insulation in the walls and R25 in the ceiling.  The crawl space walls have R-5 
insulation with vents that are intended to be open in the summer and closed in the winter.  They 
have remained closed for several years.  Supply ductwork is located in the crawl space and the 
return duct is in the floor joist.  The system has operated continuously since 1988.  The only service 
necessary was the replacement of the circulation pump (probably unnecessarily) and the pre-heat 
water tank serving the heat recovery (de-superheater) system.  A 250 ft2 bedroom and indoor 
laundry room were added in 1992.  The cooling and heating load remained approximately the same 
since the new space was insulated and portions of the east and north walls were insulated during 
the remodeling.  There were five occupants in the home during the 1988-1989 data collection and 
one occupant in 2009-2010. 
 
Figure DHR-4 shows the ground loop temperatures at the site in the 22nd year of operation.  The 
temperature spikes during the off cycle portion of the plots are a reflection of the unit being located 
in the unconditioned crawl space.  However, the ground loop maximum leaving water temperature 
during the afternoon was 83°F and the corresponding loop entering water temperature was 87.5°F 

for a day with the afternoon high of 93°F. 

 
Figures DHR-5 and DHR-6 show the LWT in 1988 ranged between 79°F and 85°F in the first year 

of operation for a day with the afternoon high of 95°F.  Note that data are not shown during the 

periods when the heat pump was off.  Figure DHR-7 plots the ground loop LWT and outdoor air 
temperature during a late winter day with a low temperature of 24°F. 

 
There appears to be no long-term temperature change at this site.  The formation did contain a high 
amount of sand and sandy-clay and the heating load-to-cooling load ratio was higher than newer 
southern homes due to the lack of insulation and high amount of summer shade.    
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Figure DHR-4 Late Summer Ground Loop Temperatures after 22 Years of Operation 

 

 
Figure DHR-5 Late Summer Ground System Temperatures during First Year of Operation 
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Figure DHR-6 Late Summer Ground System Temperatures First Year of Operation 

 

 
Figure DHR-7 Late Winter Outdoor Air and Ground Loop Temperatures First Year of Operation 
 
Utility use was for the heat pump, electric water heater, and house total were sub-metered daily 
for 12-months and monthly for an additional 3-years.  As shown in Figure DHR-8, monthly energy 
use during the 1988-89 year was relatively flat varying from a low 1000 kWh in October to a high 
of 1400 kWh in February.  The leveling effect is possibly due to the contribution of the heat 
recovery de-superheater in the months of greater heat pump operation which resulted in a reduction 
in the use of the water heater electric elements.  Figure DHR-9 indicates a lower total energy use 
and greater variation (550 to 960 kWh) in 2009-2010, possibly resulting from the lower water 
heating use of the single occupant compared to the five occupants in 1988-1989.  
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Figure DHR-8  Monthly Component Energy Use First Year of Operation 

 

 
Figure DHR-9  Monthly Total Energy Use First and Twenty-First Years of Operation 
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Building Information  ___ 

-1820 ft2 (2010)/1570 ft2 (1989) residence 
-Building occupied by 1 person (2010), 5 people (1989) 
-Building constructed in 1958 (GHP installed 1987) 
-Natural outdoor air infiltration 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-1 heat pump with a total capacity of 3 tons 
-Heat pump controlled by mercury bulb thermostats 
-1 water pumps @ 1/6 hp with on-off control method, unitary loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 9 bores 
-65 ft bore depth with sand backfill 
-3 x 3 grid on 15 ft centers  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 195 ft/ton (0.32 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 5.6 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 607 ft2/ton (2010), 523 ft2/ton (1988)  

Energy Metrics 

-kWh/ft2/year = 4.86 (2009-2010), 7.62 (1988-1989)  
-Cooling kWh/ft2-year = 2.36 (2009-2010), 4.11 (1988-1989) 
-Heating kWh/ft2-year = 2.41 (2009-2010), 3.39(1988-1989) 

Installation Cost  

Building Interior HVAC:  $2600* Exterior Ground Loop: $2900  

• 1988 cost 

• Ductwork contracted at $1500 

• Heat pump at distributor cost ($500) 

• Homeowner, purchased and installed interior and exterior piping loop 

• Drilling contracted at $3/ft 

• Water heating loop cost not included 
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4.7 Lake Tuscaloosa Residence – Tuscaloosa, AL 
 

The Lake Tuscaloosa Residence shown in Figure LTR-1 is a 2100-ft2, 1-1/2 story home completed 
in 2006.  It is heated and cooled by a 2-3/4 ton vertical water-to-air heat pump that was 
manufactured in 1992 (Figure LTR-2) and served in another application.  The rated EER is 14.6 
Btu/W-hr (ARI Standard 330).  The lower floor space (1400 ft2) is heated and cooled continuously 
while the upper space is only conditioned for guests.  A manual damper is used to close off air 
flow to the upper floor.  The structure has fiberglass R-19 hr-ft2-°F/Btu) walls, R30 insulation in 

the lower floor ceiling, and R-25 in the roof.  The calculated cooling load of the home was 30,000 
Btu/h (at 100°F OAT) and heat loss was 24,000 Btu/h (at 20°F OAT).   
 
The ground loop consists of four 165 ft. deep bores with 1-inch HDPE U-tubes on 25 and 30-foot 
centers arranged in parallel circuits as shown in Figure LTR-3.  Two bores are grouted with 
thermally enhanced bentonite, one with a thermal conductivity of 0.90 Btu/hr-ft-°F and the second 

with 1.1 Btu/hr-ft-°F.  A third bore is grouted with a thermally enhance cement grout (k = 0.9 

Btu/hr-ft-°F) and the fourth was filled with masonry sand.  The formation thermal conductivity at 

the site is 1.73 Btu/hr-ft-°F, the undisturbed temperature is 62.5°F, and water table was 80 ft. below 

grade when the loops were installed.  The supply and return headers are 1-1/2 inch diameter HDPE 
pipe approximately 50 ft. in length and buried three ft. below grade.  Circulation is supplied by a 
single 1/6 hp wet rotor pump.  Although the heat pump is equipped with a de-superheater it is not 
currently connected to the 40-gallon hot water tank.  No auxiliary heat is installed. 
 

 
 

Figure LTR-1.  West Facing View of Lake Tuscaloosa Residence 
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Figure LTR-2.  Lake Tuscaloosa Heat Pump Installation (2005) and with Data Logger (2011) 

 

 
Figure LTR-3.  Lake Tuscaloosa Ground Loop 

 
Figure LTR-4 was taken after a 2009 lightning strike on a tree near the home.  All the equipment 
with electronic components were ruined (garage door opener, computer router, cable TV box, and 
one television).  However, the electro-mechanical controls of the heat pump and thermostat 
sustained no damage. 
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Figure LTR-4 Evidence of Lighting Strike that Did Not Affect Heat Pump 

 
Figure LTR-5 to LTR-8 display four system temperatures: the ground loop leaving water, ground 
loop entering water, the supply air and return air.  The unit was sized to heat and cool the entire 
2100 ft2 space but data was only taken when the main floor was being conditioned. Therefore the 
unit rarely ran continuously and the data are difficult to read.  Figure LTR-5 indicates the ground 
loop leaving water temperature remained around 59°F the entire day.  The entering water 

temperature remains between 54°F and 55°F when the unit is operating.   

 

 
Figure LTR-5 Lake Tuscaloosa System Temperatures on a Cold January Day 
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Figure LTR-6 provides a better view by isolating a 2-hour period on a morning when the outdoor 
temperature is 23°F. The ground loop leaving water temperature remained around 59°F the entire 

period while the entering water temperature is 54°F when the unit is operating. The return air 

temperature is between 68°F and 70°F and the supply air temperature approaches 100°F just before 

the unit shuts off. 
 

 
Figure LTR-6 Lake Tuscaloosa System Temperature During a Cold January Morning 

 
Figure LTR-7 provides a similar 2-hour recording on day when the outdoor temperature is 100°F. 

When the unit cycled on the entering water temperature began at near 75°F for about 5 minutes 

which likely reflects the temperature of the water that was in the horizontal portion of the ground 
loop header.  After this the temperature drops to between 64°F and 66°F until the unit cycles off.  

At this point the measured temperature returned to the value of the equipment room. The ground 
loop entering water temperature remained around 75°F when the unit was operating. The return 

air temperature was around 76°F except for the periods after the unit cycles off due to time delay 

circuit that operates the fan for a brief period after the compressor is off. 
 
Figure LTR-8 is included to demonstrate the ground loop temperature in October after an extended 
period of non-operation.  This was the first time the unit was operated in the heating mode after 
the cooling season.  The leaving water temperature indicated the ground loop had returned to near 
its original undisturbed temperature of 62.5°F. 
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Figure LTR-7 Lake Tuscaloosa System Temperatures during a Hot June Afternoon 

 

 
LTR-8 Lake Tuscaloosa System Temperatures on First Day of Heating Operation 
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Records of the monthly electrical energy cost and consumption have been maintained and energy 
use for the heat pump was measured.  Figure LTR-9 is a plot of the monthly cost for the six years 
of occupancy.  The figure also contains the annual cost for the residence and the cost for the heat 
pump.  The cost for the heat pump was computed by multiplying the average cost per kWh (which 
includes a base charge) times the heat pump kWh.   This procedure yields a six-year average annual 
cost of $337 per year ($28 per month) with an average energy cost of 12.5 cents.   
 
Figure LTR-10 is a plot of the monthly house total and heat pump energy use for the six years of 
occupancy.  Note there was a pronounced decline in both the energy consumption of the home and 
heat pump for the three most recent years when there was only one permanent occupant living in 
the home. 
 

 
 

Figure LTR-9 Monthly Total Energy Cost, Annual Total Cost, and Annual Heat Pump Cost 
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Figure LTR-10 Monthly Total Energy Use, Annual Total Use, and Annual Heat Pump Use 
 

Building Information  

-2100 ft2 total/1400 ft2 continuously conditioned, (700 ft2 conditioned only for guest) 
-Building occupied by 2 people (2006-09), 1 person (2010-11) 
-Building constructed in 2005 (GSHP installed 2005) 
-Natural outdoor air infiltration 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-1 heat pump with a total capacity of 2-3/4 tons 
-Heat pump controlled by mercury bulb thermostats 
-1 water pumps @ 1/6 hp with on-off control method, unitary loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 4 bores 
-165 ft bore depth with thermally enhanced grout (3 bores) and sand (4th bore) 
-2 x 2 grid on 25 ft. and 30 ft. centers  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 240 ft/ton (0.31 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 6.1 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 760 ft2/ton  

Energy Metrics 

-kWh/ft2-year = 5.3 (based on continuously conditioned 1400 ft2 space), 3.5 (based on 2100 ft2) 
-Cooling kWh/ft2-year = 1.02 (1400 ft2 base), 0.68 (2100 ft2 base) 
-Heating kWh/ft2-year = 0.92 (1400 ft2 base), 0.62 (2100 ft2 base) 

Installation Cost  

Exterior Ground Loop: $4000 (Homeowner purchased and installed headers and interior piping) 
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4.8 Mirror House #1 – Greensboro, AL 
 

The Mirror House #1 shown in Figure GMH-1 is an 1172-ft2, single story home completed in 
2010.  The home and the identical Mirror (image) House #2 with conventional HVAC were built 
as a cooperative project between the Hale (County, Alabama) Empowerment & Revitalization, 
Inc. (HERO) and Auburn University School of Architecture Rural Studio.  The project combines 
innovative architectural features with advanced energy technologies.  The Mirror House #1 is 
heated and cooled by a 2-ton vertical water-to-air heat pump that is located in a small closet as 
shown in Figure GMH-2.  The rated heat pump EER is 18.0 Btu/W-hr (GLHP/ISO 13256-1).  The 
hot water tank was located on the opposite side of the house so the heat recovery unit (de-
superheater) was not connected.  However, an energy recovery unit is used to circulate ventilation 
air. There was insufficient space in the closet to locate the 1/8-hp circulation pump and purge 
valves.  So they were located in the return air plenum beneath the heat pump as shown in Figure 
GMH-2.   
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Figure GMH-1 SE and SW Facing Views of Greensboro Mirror House #1 
 
The original calculated cooling load of the home was 18,000 Btu/h (at 100°F OAT).  The home 
was insulated with three inches of open cell spray foam in the walls which was claimed to have an 
“equivalent” R-value of 18 hr-ft2-°F/Btu. Four inches of closed-cell spray foam insulation were 

installed beneath the metal roof with a claimed R-Value of 40 hr-ft2-°F/Btu.  These R-values are 

somewhat higher than those in the published product specifications.  There were also some 
discrepancies in the window areas used in the original calculation.  Revised calculations indicated 
a heat gain of 22,400 Btu/h at 96°F outdoor air temperature and a heat loss of 23,500 Btu/h at 20°F 
so that a 2-ton heat pump would be necessary.   
 
The ground loop consists of two 200 ft. deep bores with 1-inch HDPE U-tubes separated by 20 
feet and arranged in parallel circuits as shown in Figure GMH-3.  The properties of the bore grout 
are unknown.  Local ground temperatures were estimated by local water well temperatures to be 
69°F.  The short supply and return headers between the ground loop and heat pump are 1-1/4 inch 

HDPE pipe which are reduced to 1-inch before entering the purge valves and the 1-inch HDPE 
connections to the heat pump. 
 

 

  
Figure GMH -2 Heat Pump Installation in Tight Space and Pump in Return Duct (2011) 
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Figure GMH-3 Mirror House#1 Floor Plan and GSHP Equipment and Ground Loop 

 
The three-bedroom home was occupied by Teach for America educators from September 2010 
through May 2011.  In June through September 2011 the home was unoccupied and the power was 
turned off during these three most critical summer months.  Table GMH-1 provides the energy 
consumption and utility cost for an eight-month period.  Figure GMH-4 which was taken in May 
2011 demonstrates that routine filter changes did not occur frequently. 
 

Date kWh Days Bill ¢/kWh

10/14/2010 551 22 $68.40 12.4

11/12/2010 770 29 $95.05 12.3

12/14/2010 826 32 $100.18 12.1

1/14/2011 964 30 $112.87 11.7

2/15/2011 1108 33 $125.96 11.4

3/16/2011 580 28 $75.41 13.0

4/14/2011 632 29 $82.53 13.1

5/16/2011 826 32 $102.42 12.4

Mirror House #1 Energy Use and Cost

 
Table GMH-1 Eight Month Electrical Energy Use and Costs  
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Figure GMH-4 Dirty Filter after Nine-Months of Operation 

 
 Figures GMH-5 and GMH-6 indicate the ground loop leaving water temperatures approach 94°F 

when operation is continuous for about eight hours on June 19.  The entering water temperature is 
7°F to 8°F higher when the unit is operation.  The return air temperature is held between 70°F to 

75°F. 

 
The original bid for a complete GSHP system at this site including all exterior and interior heat 
pump work and the complete air-distribution system was $21,000.  This was well beyond the 
budget available but the staff at HERO supported the effort in order to determine if the technology 
would benefit their efforts to provide affordable homes to low and moderate income families.  They 
supported efforts to go ahead with the project if some cost savings could be identified given the 
payback for the GSHP was extended when compared to the alternative bid of $8500 for a complete 
system with a 15 SEER air heat pump. 
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Figure GMH-5 Mirror House #1 System Loop Temperatures During a Hot June Day 

 
 

 
Figure GMH-6 Mirror House #1 System Loop Temperatures During Three Hot June Days 
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Efforts were made to find equipment at a lower cost than the stand alone-bids of $4000 and $6000 
for high efficiency water-to-air heat pumps.   A bid of $1899 was received for a unit with a 17.0 
EER from an out of state distributor.  However, the manufacturer’s sales distribution manger did 
not permit the sale and an 18.0 EER unit was purchased for $4000.  The vertical ground loop was 
installed for $3850 ($9.63/ft.) but a $2000 charge was made for the ground loop design.  The 
installation of the heat pump and air distribution was completed at a cost of $8200 (which included 
the cost of the heat pump). The trenching (done with shovels), header installation, pump mounting, 
and connections to the heat pump were done by volunteers.  The pump and fitting costs were 
approximately $500.  Thus the total cost was $14,550 ($7525/ton) which was 71% higher than the 
air heat pump cost. 
 
Building Information   

-1172 ft2 floor area 
-Building occupied by 3 people for nine-months 
-Building constructed and GSHP installed in 2010 
-Ventilation air provided via an Energy Recovery Unit 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-1 heat pump with a total capacity of 2 tons 
-Heat pump controlled by programmable thermostats 
-1 water pump @ 1/8 hp with on-off control method, unitary loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 2 bores on 20 ft. center 
-200 ft bore depth with unknown grout  
  
System Metrics 

-Loop = 200 ft/ton (0.34 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 6.3 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 586 ft2/ton  

Energy Metrics 

-kWh/ft2-year = only eight months of data 
-Cooling kWh/ft2-year = no data for June-August 
-Heating kWh/ft2-year = 1.25 

Installation Cost  

Ground Loop Installation and Materials:       $3850 
Ground Loop design    $2000 
Two-ton Heat pump    $4000 
Duct and heat pump installation  $4200 
Pump and fittings    $  500 
Ground loop headers-heat connections 
   (header piping and purging by volunteers $      0  (approximate value = $1000) 

Total              $14,550 ($7275/ton) 
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 Chapter 5 – Site Survey Results: Southeast Tennessee and North Georgia 
 

5.1 Arnold Elementary School – Cleveland, TN 

 

Arnold Elementary School is a three-story 70,000 ft2 building constructed in 1929 seen in Figure 
AES-1.  A 146-ton geothermal heat pump system was installed in 2006.  The ground loop consists 
of 96 vertical, 1.0-in. U-tubes, 300 ft. in depth completed with a thermally-enhanced cement grout 
(Mix 111).  Thirty-seven console water-to-air heat pumps serve the classrooms and offices.  
Classroom units are ductless as shown in Figure AES-2 and are equipped with energy recovery 
units.  Total capacity of the ERUs is approximately 25 tons.  A 30-hp pump with a variable-speed 
drive provides circulation through the unitary heat pumps and loop field.  A 30-hp back-up pump 
is also available. 
 

 
 
Figure AES-1 Entrance to Arnold Elementary School 
 
The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 93 and occupants rate comfort, air quality, 
and ability to control as dissatisfied (1.9 to 2.7 out of 5), acoustics and maintenance requirements 
as acceptable (3.4, 3.4 out of 5) and lighting as satisfactory (3.7 out of 5).  It has not been 
determined if this low satisfaction rating is a result of dysfunctional controls, the inability of the 
equipment to maintain space temperature, or the inability of the occupants to adjust conditions. 
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In order to avoid the elevated ground loop temperatures experienced at nearby Cleveland Middle 
School, the ground loop size was increased (to 197 ft/ton), vertical loop separation distance 
expanded (to 20 ft) and the system was equipped with a 200-gpm fluid cooler with a 15 hp fan and 
2-hp spray pump (see Figure AES-2). Figures AES-3 and AES-4 indicate this was successful since 
leaving water temperatures are below 85°F and return temperatures below 80°F on days that 
exceeded the local 94°F design outdoor air temperature.  However, the low differential loop 
temperature (Δt ≈ 4°F) at full load indicates the pump is delivering over twice the optimal flow 
rate (indicated by Δt ≈ 10°F) and the VS pump drive may not be properly functioning since 
differential temperatures are small (Δt ≈ 3°F) at part-load. 
 
Furthermore, the increase in size of the loop field and separation distance between the vertical 
loops was more than sufficient to prevent elevated loop temperatures and the fluid cooler was 
unnecessary.  It is reported that the fluid cooler has never been operated so that the loop 
temperatures shown in Figures AES-3 and AES-4 represent values for a non-hybrid system.  In 
fact, the cooler is no longer functional because it was not being used and tubes ruptured during a 
period of low outdoor air temperatures. 
 
Installation cost for the ground loop in 2006 was $5.51/ft2 or $13.35/ft. of vertical bore.  Cost for 
the building HVAC system was not available. 
   
   

  

Figure AES-2 Classroom Heat Pump with ERU and Non-operational Fluid Cooler 
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Figure AES-3  Ground Loop Temperatures during an above DesignTemperature Day 

 

Figure AES-4  Ground Loop Temperatures during three High Temperature Days 
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Building Information   

-69,748 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 400 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1929 (GHP installed 2006) 
-Ventilation air provided through ERUs in classroom heat pumps 
-Ventilation air equipment capacity = 16,500 cfm (41 cfm/person, 0.24 cfm/ft2) 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-37 heat pumps with a total capacity of 146 tons 
-1 water pump @ 30-hp with VS Drive, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 96 bores, 8 circuits, 400 ft. x 6 in. dia. S&R headers 
-300 ft bore depth with Mix 111 backfill 
-8 x 12 grid on 20 ft centers 
-240 gpm fluid cooler (non-operational, ruptured tubes from freeze-up)  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 197 ft/ton (0.41 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 20.5 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 478 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 93 
-kWh/ft2/year = 8.05  Cooling demand = 3.43 W/ft2  Heating demand= 3.30 W/ft2  

Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 

Building Interior HVAC:  NA  Exterior Ground Loop: $384,449 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey (11 respondents) 

Summer: 2.6/5   Winter: 2.1/5  Air Quality:  2.7/5  Acoustics:  3.4/5   
Lighting:  3.7/5   Maintenance: 3.4/5   Ability to Control: 1.9/5 

Comments: 

• My room gets stuffy and there is no airflow in the hallways or stairs 

• During the heating season, my room is very cold and the hallways and stairs are freezing 

• It is really too loud and makes weird noises 

• Hallways hot, temp is never consistent 

• It usually doesn’t help to adjust the thermostat 

• Have a hard time on weekends getting the override to work 

• I love Arnold and am very happy to be part of the team.  However, I am hoping to see some 
positive changes in the cooling/heating system. 

• [Air quality acceptable] except in stairwells 

• [Equipment] can be a little loud 
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5.2 Battlefield Primary School – Fort Oglethorpe, GA 
 

Battlefield Primary School is a single-story, 85,000 ft2 building (See Figure BPS-1) constructed in 
2002 with a 234-ton geothermal heat pump system. The ground loop consists of 156 vertical 1-1/4 
inch U-tubes, 320 ft. in length backfilled with gravel and grouted at the surface with hole plug 
(bentonite pellets).  There are 63 water-to-air heat pumps, many located above hallways in 
mezzanines as shown in Figure BPS-2.  Thirty-eight of the heat pumps are located in classrooms 
and are each connected to two vertical loops piped in series. Circulation through each heat pump 
and loop is provided by single 1/6-hp pumps.  The remaining water-to-air heat pumps in the 
building core are connected to a central loop served by two 7.5-hp pumps with variable speed 
drives (See Figure BPS-2).  The central loop consists of 7 circuits which are connected to the pump 
room via fourteen 3-inch diameter supply and return headers to a 7 x 10 grid central loop field.  
Circulation for ERU is provided by six 1/6-hp pumps. The ventilation air is provided via a 6500 
cfm energy recovery unit (enthalpy wheel type) with a hydronic coil/water-to-water heat pump. 
There were some high humidity complaints noted in the occupant satisfaction and comfort surveys.   
 

 

BPS-1 View of Battlefield Primary School Entry 

 
The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 89 and occupants rate cooling season 
comfort and air quality as acceptable (3.2 and 3.3 out of 5) and winter comfort, acoustics, 
maintenance requirements, ability to control, and lighting as satisfactory (3.7 and 4.1 out of 5).  
 
Figure BPS-3 indicates the core building ground loop is operating as intended with the entering 
water temperatures remaining below 93°F and return temperatures below 86°F on days near the 
local 94°F design outdoor air temperature.  However, the low differential loop temperature (Δt ≈ 
6 to 7°F) at full load indicates the pump is delivering more than the optimal flow rate (indicated 
by Δt ≈ 10°F). 
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BPS-2  Battlefield Heat Pumps in Mezzanine and Equipment Room with Building Core Pumps 

and Ground Loop Headers 

Figure BPS-4 indicates the classroom heat pump is operating as intended with the entering water 
temperatures remaining below 96°F and leaving temperatures below 86°F on days above, on and 
just below the local 94°F design outdoor air temperature.  The differential loop temperature (Δt ≈ 
10°F) indicates the 1/6-hp circulator pump is near optimal flow rate. 
 
Installation cost for the system was not available. However, nearby Ringgold Primary school 
constructed in 1999 had an installation cost of $23.30/ft2, of which $17.39/ft2 was for the building 
HVAC system and $5.91/ft2 or $9.98/ft of vertical bore for the ground loop.  However the ground 
loop at Ringgold was 121 ft/ton compared to 214 ft/ton at Battlefield. 
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Figure BPS-3  Ground Loop Temperatures during Near-Design Temperature Day 

 

Figure BPS-4  Ground Loop Temperatures during Hot Days 
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Building Information   

-85,000 ft2 primary school 
-Building occupied by 665 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2002 (GHP installed the same year) 
-Ventilation air provided by 6500 cfm Energy Recovery Units (Enthalpy Wheel) 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-64 heat pumps with a total capacity of 234 tons (including a 15-ton water-to-water unit) 
-2 water pumps @ 7.5 hp each for core loop, 44 pumps @ 1/6 hp for classrooms and ERU 
-Vertical ground loop: 1.25 in. U-tube with 156 bores (70 for core, 86 for classrooms & ERU) 
-320 ft bore depth with #89 gravel as backfill and hole plug 
-7 x 10 grid on 20 ft centers for core, two 1.25 U-tubes x 320 ft. in series for classroom units 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 214 ft/ton (0.58 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 9.5 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 364 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 89 
-kWh/ft2/year = 8.77  Cooling demand = 4.28 W/ft2  Heating demand= 3.95 W/ft2  

Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 

Building Interior HVAC:  NA  Exterior Ground Loop: NA 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey (10 respondents) 

Summer: 3.2/5   Winter: 3.9/5  Air Quality:  3.3/5  Acoustics:  3.9/5   
Lighting:  4.1/5   Maintenance: 3.7/5   Ability to Control: 3.7/5 

Comments: 

• Humid and muggy in some rooms; hard to get a comfortable temperature 

• Muggy and stuffy 

• Very humid in our classroom – stuffy 

• Every now and then sulfur can be smelled inside and outside 

• Hall and some classroom sometimes feel humid 

• Halls occasionally smell bad but my not be related to the HVAC 

• Constant “hum” noticeable but tolerable 
• When A/C was out in my room, it was fixed quickly 
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5.3 Cleveland Middle School – Cleveland, TN 
 

Cleveland Middle School is a single story 228,000 ft2 building constructed in 2001 with a 639-ton 
geothermal heat pump system connected to a central ground loop.  The original design called for 
324 bores at 300 ft. on 20 ft. bore centers.  However, only 286 vertical bores with 1.0-in. U-tubes, 
290 ft. in depth on 15 centers with a thermally enhanced bentonite grout were installed.  Unitary 
water-to-air heat pumps serve individual zones typically installed near but outside the rooms as 
shown in Figure CMS-1.   The ventilation air is supplied with three units which contain energy 
recovery wheels and 25-ton direct expansion units. Two 40-hp pumps with variable-speed drives 
provide circulation through the unitary heat pumps and loop field. 
 
The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 79 and occupants rate the comfort and air 
quality as acceptable (2.9 to 3.4 out of 5) and the acoustics, lighting, and maintenance requirements 
as satisfactory (3.8 to 4.1 out of 5). 
 
The systems experienced exceptionally high loop field temperatures during the first year of 
operation with leaving water temperatures exceeded 120°F and returned above 106°F.  The loop 
field is shorter at less than 120 ft/ton than typical installations and bores are separated by 15 ft. 
which is closer than recommended practice (1999 ASHRAE Applications Handbook, p. 31.14).  
There is also some indication that control malfunctions may also have contributed to the situation 
since loop temperature data indicate a significant cooling load in the winter.  Delivery of excess 
ventilation air has also been suggested but no data has been provided to indicate this possibility. 
 
After one season of operation, the system was equipped with a 500-gpm fluid cooler with a 15 hp 
fan and a 7.5 hp spray pump (see Figure CMS-1) to mitigate the elevated loop field temperatures.  
Figures CMS-2 and CMS-3 indicate this was successful since leaving water temperatures are 
below 94°F and return temperatures below 86°F on days that exceeded the local 94°F design 
outdoor air temperature.  These data also indicate the VS pump drive is not properly functioning 
since differential temperatures are very small at part-load.  Data also indicate the loop field is being 
cooled at night by the fluid cooler.  The control system is scheduled for replacement. 
 

 

Figure CMS-1.  Heat Pump in Hall Closet and Fluid Cooler Installed to Relieve Hot Loop 
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Figure CMS-2 Loop Field Temperatures on Design Day with Fluid Cooler Operational 

 

Figure CMS-2 Loop Field Temperatures on Three Hot Days with Fluid Cooler Operational 
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Installation costs for the building HVAC system and ground loop were not available. 
 

Building Information   

-228,000 ft2 middle school 
-Building occupied by 1250 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2001 (GHP installed the same year) 
-Ventilation air provided via 3 – 25 ton units with ERU wheels  

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-133 heat pumps with a total capacity of 639 tons 
-2 water pumps @ 40 hp each with VS drive, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 286 bores 
-290 ft bore depth with bentonite backfill (1.07 Btu/hr-ft-°F) 
- 13 x 22 grid on 15 ft centers (as-built drawings not available) 
-500 gpm fluid cooler with 15 hp fan and 7.5 hp spray pump (added in 2002)  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 130 ft/ton (0.36 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 12.5 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 357 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 79 
-kWh/ft2/year = 9.67  Cooling demand = 3.30 W/ft2  Heating demand= 2.94 W/ft2  

Installation Cost: Not Available 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey (9 respondents) 

Summer: 3.2/5   Winter: 3.4/5  Air Quality:  3.3/5  Acoustics:  4.1/5   
Lighting:  4.1/5   Maintenance: 3.8/5   Ability to Control: 2.9/5 

Comments: 

• Either too hot or too cold 

• Thermostat does not adjust correctly 
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5.4 Heritage Middle School – Ringgold, GA 
 

Heritage Middle School is a single-story, 135,000 ft2 building (See Figure HMS-1) constructed in 
2004 with a 447-ton geothermal heat pump system.  The ground loop consists of 200 vertical 1-
inch U-tubes, 260 ft. in length (52,000 ft. total bore length) arranged in a 10 by 20 grid and 
backfilled with thermally enhanced grout (kg = 1.11 Btu/hr-ft-°F).  There are 98 water-to-air heat 
pumps and 5 water-to-water heat pumps. The heat pumps are connected to a central loop served 
by two 20-hp pumps with variable speed drives.  The VS drives are currently by-passed and 
operating continuously in order to minimize cut-out of heat pumps due to elevated loop 
temperatures.  The central loop consists of 10 circuits which are connected to the building via ten 
sets of 3-inch diameter supply and return headers. The ventilation air is provided via a 29,300 cfm 
energy recovery unit (enthalpy wheel type) supplemented by five water-to-water heat pumps with 
a total capacity of 84 tons. An additional ventilation air requirement is present due to 2700 cfm 
laboratory flow hoods.  There were some high humidity complaints noted in the occupant 
satisfaction and comfort surveys.   
 
 

 

HMS-1 View of Heritage Middle School Entry 

 
The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 39 and occupants rate the air quality as 
acceptable (3.4 out of 5) and the comfort, acoustics, maintenance requirements, ability to control, 
and lighting as satisfactory (3.5 to 4.4 out of 5).  
 
Figures HMS-2 and HMS-3 indicate elevated ground loop temperatures with the entering water 
temperatures near 104°F and return temperatures approaching 99°F on days above, at, and just 
below the local 94°F design outdoor air temperature.  The low differential loop temperature (Δt ≈ 
4 to 5°F) at full load indicates the pump is delivering more than the optimal flow rate in order to 
prevent cut-out of heat pumps. 
 
Installation costs for the system were not available.  
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Figure HMS-2  Ground Loop Temperatures during Above Design Temperature Day 

 

 

Figure HMS-3  Ground Loop Temperatures during Three Hot Days 
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Building Information 

-135,000 ft2 middle school 
-Building occupied by 1153 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2004 (GHP installed the same year) 
-Ventilation Air Energy Recovery Unit (29,300 cfm) with auxiliary water-to-water heat pumps 
-25.4 cfm per occupant 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-103 heat pumps with a total capacity of 447 tons (363 W-A + 84 W-W) 
-2 water pumps @ 20-hp each + 1 hp + ¾ hp 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 200 bores 
-260 ft bore depth with grout TC = 1.1 Btu/hr-ft/F (52,000 bore feet total) 
- 10 x 20 grid on 20 ft centers 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 116 ft/ton (0.58 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 9.3 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 302 ft2/ton  

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 39 
-kWh/ft2-year = 14.55  Cooling demand = 4.73 W/ft2  Heating demand = 4.50 W/ft2 

Installation Cost: Not Available 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey (8 respondents) 

Summer: 3.5/5   Winter: 3.9/5  Air Quality: 3.4/5  Acoustics:  4/5   
Lighting:  4.4/5   Maintenance: 3.5/5   Ability to Control: 3.9/5 

Comments: 

Recently our building has been humid 

• There is a high pitched noise in the ceiling above my room 

• Either a sauna or a meat locker, no in between 

• I had no heat last winter, had to wear a coat all winter and use space heaters 

• Humidity in my room is common 

• Stuffiness is a problem 
• Air in classroom was out for 10 days  
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5.5 Mayfield Elementary School – Cleveland, TN 
 
Mayfield Elementary School is a two-story, 84,000 ft2 building constructed in 2007 with a 224-
ton geothermal heat pump system. The ground loop consists of 166 vertical, 1.0-in. U-tubes, 300 
ft. in depth completed with a thermally-enhanced cement grout.  The bore pattern is an irregular 
set of grids located around the perimeter of the building (6x10, 2x8, 2x3, 2x20, 2x11, 3x5, 1x7). 
There are 50 water-to-air heat pumps many located in closets that open to hallways as shown in 
Figure MES-1.  Three ventilation air units with air-cooled condensers, natural gas heat and energy 
recovery wheels are installed with a flow rate of 26,670 cfm.  It should be noted this will provide 
over 50 cfm per occupant which is three times the value typically required to comply with 
ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2007.  There was higher than normal levels of occupant dissatisfaction, 
including complaints related to high humidity.  A 50-hp pump with variable-speed drive provides 
circulation through the unitary heat pumps and loop field.  A 50-hp back-up pump is also available. 
 
The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 87 and occupants rate comfort, air quality, 
and ability to control as dissatisfied (1.9 to 2.6 out of 5), acoustics and maintenance requirements 
as acceptable (3.4, 3.4 out of 5) and lighting as satisfactory (3.9 out of 5). It has not been 
determined if this low satisfaction rating is a result of dysfunctional controls, the inability of the 
equipment to maintain space temperature, or the inability of the occupants to adjust conditions. 
 
In order to avoid the elevated ground loop temperatures experienced at nearby Cleveland Middle 
School, the ground loop size was increased (to 224 ft/ton), vertical loop separation distance 
expanded (to 20 ft) and the system was equipped with a 200-gpm fluid cooler with a 15 hp fan and 
2-hp spray pump (see Figure MES-1).   Figures MES-2 and MES-3 indicate this was successful 
since leaving water temperatures are below 84°F and return temperatures below 78°F on days that 
exceeded the local 94°F design outdoor air temperature. However, the low differential loop 
temperature (Δt ≈ 6°F) at full load indicates the pump is delivering near twice the optimal flow 
rate (indicated by Δt ≈ 10°F) and the VS pump drive may not be properly functioning since 
differential temperatures are small (Δt ≈ 3°F) at part-load. 
 
Furthermore, the increase in size of the loop field and separation distance between the vertical 
loops was more than sufficient to prevent elevated loop temperatures and the fluid cooler was 
unnecessary. It is reported that the fluid cooler has never been operated so that the loop 
temperatures shown in Figures MES-2 and MES-3 represent values for a non-hybrid system.   
 
Installation cost for the system in 2007 was $23.72/ft2, of which $14.83/ft2 was for the building 
HVAC system and $8.89/ft2 or $14.99/ft of vertical bore for the ground loop. 
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Figure MES-2 Classroom Heat Pump in Closet and Non-operational Fluid Cooler 
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Figure MES-2  Ground Loop Temperatures during an above DesignTemperature Day 
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Figure MES-3  Ground Loop Temperatures during Three High Temperature Days 

Building Information 

-84,000 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 500 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2007 (GHP installed the same year) 
-Air-cooled DX/gas heat ventilation air units with energy recovery 
-Ventilation air equipment capacity: 26,670 cfm (53 cfm/person, 0.32 cfm/ft2) 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-50 heat pumps with a total capacity of 224 tons 
-1 water pump @ 50 hp (with 50 hp backup) each with VS drive, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 166 bores 
-300 ft bore depth with Mix 111 backfill 
- Multiple grids on 20 ft centers (6 x 10, 2 x 8, 3 x 3, 2 x 20, 2 x 11, 3 x 5, 1 x 7) 
-240 gpm fluid cooler (non-operational)  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 222 ft/ton (0.58 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 22.3 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 375 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 87 
-kWh/ft2/year = 8.83  Cooling demand = 3.66 W/ft2  Heating demand= 3.30 W/ft2  

Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 

Building Interior HVAC:  $1,245,948 ($14.83/ft2) Exterior Ground Loop: $746,627 ($8.89/ft2) 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey (8 respondents) 

Summer: 1.9/5   Winter: 2.1/5  Air Quality:  2.6/5  Acoustics:  3.4/5   
Lighting:  3.9/5   Maintenance: 3.4/5   Ability to Control: 2.3/5 

Comments: 

• The cooling system is great since the gym floor happened 

• Heating acceptable as long as it stays like it is now 

• Extremely hot during May, August, and September 

• Not cool enough, very humid posters fall off wall (b/c of humidity) 

• Have not used heat yet 

• Very stuffy 

• The quality of the water in the room is very poor.  It has a cloudy look and terrible taste. 

• Becomes 80°F by 4:15.  Too hot for parent conferences and working after school 

• Thermostats do not adjust temperature 

• Not consistently cool, usually freezing 

• In heating, too cool around windows 
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• Air quality very dusty 
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5.6 Woodstation Elementary School – Rock Springs, GA 
 
Woodstation Elementary School is a single-story, 85,000 ft2 building constructed in 2003 with a 
287-ton geothermal heat pump system.    The ground loop consists of 70 vertical 1-1/4 inch U-
tubes, 370 ft. in length.  The grout or backfill type has not been determined.  There are 62 water-
to-air heat pumps connected to a central loop served by two 10-hp pumps with variable speed 
drives.  The central loop consists of 7 circuits which are connected from to pump room via seven 
sets of 3-inch diameter supply and return headers to a 7 x 10 grid central loop field.  The ventilation 
air is provided by multiple energy recovery units (enthalpy wheel type), typically one unit for two 
classroom.  Total rated flow rate is 15,850 cfm. The ERUs are supplemented with three 5-ton 
water-to-water heat pumps which are connected to the central ground loop.   
 
The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 83 and occupants ratethe comfort, air 
quality, acoustics, maintenance requirements, ability to control, and lighting as satisfactory (3.5/5 
and 4.1/5).  
 
Figure WES-1 indicates the core building ground loop is operating as intended with the entering 
water temperatures remaining below 91°F and return temperatures below 83°F on day when the 
high outdoor air temperature was 93°F, just below the local 94°F design outdoor air temperature.  
However, the low differential loop temperatures (Δt ≈ 7°F) at full load and part-load (Δt ≈ 1 to 
3°F) indicates the pump is delivering more than the optimal flow rate.  Apparently the VS drive is 
not functioning since the output frequency is constant at 60 Hz. 
 
Figure WES-2 indicates the loop temperatures were slightly higher during a day with a 92°F high 
in late August, two weeks before the temperatures shown in WES-1 were measured.  The entering 
water temperatures rose to 96°F and return temperatures to 82°F.  However, the differential 
temperatures were in the optimal range (Δt ≈ 9 to 10°F) at full-load.  The VS drive frequency 
remained constant at 60 Hz and therefore the differential temperatures were much lower than 
optimal when loads are reduced.  The continuous operation of the pumps at full-load speed may 
be somewhat responsible for the slightly lower Energy Star rating compared to Battlefield Primary 
School. 
 
It should be noted the loop length is significantly smaller than other installations at 90 ft/ton of 
installed capacity.  However, the floor area per unit capacity was quite low (296 ft2/ton) which 
indicates the equipment may be oversized so that the loop length per ton would be greater if the 
units were not oversized. 
   
Installation cost for the system was not available. 
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Figure WES-1  Ground Loop Temperatures during Near-Design Temperature Day 

 

Figure WES-2  Ground Loop Temperatures during Three Warm Days (92°,87°,88°F) 
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Building Information 

-85,000 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 532 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2003 (GHP installed the same year) 
-Ventilation air: Multiple ERUs (two classrooms/ERU) and three 5-ton w-w heat pumps 
-Ventilation air equipment capacity: 15,850 cfm (30 cfm/person, 0.19 cfm/ft2) 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-65 heat pumps with a total capacity of 287 tons 
-2 water pumps @ 10 hp each + 2 @ 1/6 hp 
-Vertical ground loop: 1.25 in. U-tube with 70 bores 
-370 ft bore depth (25,900 ft. total bore) with unknown grout/backfill 
-7 x 10 grid on 20 ft centers 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 90 ft/ton (0.30 ft of bore/ft2 floor area) 
-Pump = 7.1 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 296 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 83 
-kWh/ft2/year = 9.95  Cooling demand = 4.01 W/ft2  Heating demand = 4.33 W/ft2  

Installation Cost: Not Available  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey (10 respondents) 

Summer: 3.5/5   Winter: 3.7/5  Air Quality:  3.8/5  Acoustics:  3.6/5   
Lighting:  4/5   Maintenance: 4.1/5   Ability to Control: 3.6/5 

Comments: 

• It seems to be either freezing or warm/stuffy in the media center 

• Loud in the media center 
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Chapter 6 – Site Survey Results:  Florida and South Georgia 
 

6.1 Azalea Trace Senior Care Facility – Pensacola, FL 

 

Azalea Trace Terrace II, Senior Care Facility is a 4-story 77,700 ft2 building constructed in 2000 
shown in Figure AT-1.  A 125-ton geothermal heat pump system was also installed in 2000.  
Terrace II is one of several buildings on the campus and is occupied by residents who can care for 
themselves.  There are a total of 50 two-bedroom apartments ranging in size from 982 to 1534 ft2.  
Each apartment has a full kitchen with washer and dryer hook-ups as shown in Figure AT-2. Each 
is served by a geothermal heat pump located in an interior closet above a water heater as shown in 
Figure AT-3.  There are also fifteen additional heat pumps (33 tons total) that serve common areas 
and hallways.  There are no provisions for ventilation air other than infiltration and exhaust fans 
in bathroom and kitchens.  Two alternating central 25-hp pumps (Figure AT-4) provide continuous 
circulation through the ground loop and building heat pumps.  Only one pump is used at any time.  
No pump control is used. 
 

 
 

Figure AT-1 Azalea Trace Terrace II 
 

 
 

Figure AT-2 Azalea Trace Terrace II Kitchen and Laundry Room 
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Figure AT-3 Apartment Heat Pump with Water Heater and Common Area Heat Pump 

 

Figure AT-4 Central Alternating 25-hp Pumps 

The ground loop consists of 130 vertical bores with 1.0-in. diameter HDPE U-tubes 320 ft. in 
length (330 ft/ton).  The bores are separate by 20 ft. and are arranged in a 10 x 13 grid with 10 
parallel circuits (13 U-tubes each).  The soil is sandy clay, sand and ironstone.  A set of six-inch 
diameter headers approximately 200 feet in length connect the ground loop to the building. 
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Figure AT-5 indicates the ground loop is performing well after 11 years of operation since the 
maximum water temperatures leaving the ground loop is 85.5°F on a day when the outdoor air 
temperature was 96°F (the local design outdoor air temperature is 94°F). However, the low 
differential loop temperature (Δt ≈ 4°F) at full load indicates the pump is delivering over twice the 
optimal flow rate (indicated by Δt ≈ 10°F). 
  

 

Figure AT-5  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Hot Day 

 
Figure AT-6 demonstrates the ground loop temperature on a mild day with rainfall.  The leaving 
water temperatures are slightly lower and demonstrate a similar pattern to those on the hot day.  
The differential loop temperature is near 2°F in the late afternoon.  This indicates fewer heat pumps 
are operating than on the hot day since the flow is constant. 
 
Figure AT-7 shows the loop temperatures for three mid-week days (Tuesday-Thursday) with an 
outdoor high temperature of 92°F.  The maximum differential temperature loop was approximately 
3°F. 
 
This system and building are very well maintained and the controls are simple, reliable, and easy 
to use.  The ground loop is performing very well.  The only issue out of line is the pump(s) are 
oversized. 
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Figure AT-6  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Mild Day with Rainfall 

 

Figure AT-7  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Three Consecutive Warm Days (T,W,Th) 
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The building received a preliminary US EPA Energy Star rating of 88.  It is probable that this 
rating would be even higher if the pump(s) were sized to maintain a approximately 3 gpm per ton 
which would be indicated by a 9 to 10°F differential loop temperature at full load. 

 
The occupants are generally satisfied with the system. The satisfaction with the air temperature 
comfort is high compared to other buildings surveyed in the course of this project at 3.9 (summer 
and 4.1 winter).  Air quality and acoustics receive the lowest rating at 3.5 each.  Lighting was 
satisfactory and maintenance was near very satisfied at 4.2. The rating for the ability to control 
was 4.0, which is admirable given the relative age of occupants.  The occupants submitted a 
relatively high number of surveys. 
 
Installation cost for the ground loop and building HVAC system was not available. 
 

Building Information  ___ 

-77,700 ft2 senior care facility 
-Building occupied by 72 people 
-Building constructed in 2000 (GHP installed same year) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation method is natural infiltration 
 
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-65 heat pumps with a total capacity of 125 tons 
-Heat pumps controlled with programmable thermostats 
-25 hp with continuous operation, central loop, alternated with second 25-hp pump 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 130 bores at 320 ft. (41,600 ft.) 
-Normal practice at the time was to backfill annulus with cuttings, not verified in this case 
-10 x 13 grid on 20 ft centers 
 
System Metrics 

-Loop = 333 ft/ton  
-Pump = 20 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 622 ft2/ton 
 
Energy Metrics 

-Preliminary Energy Star Rating = 88 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 3.9/5   Winter: 4.1/5  Air Quality:  3.5/5  Acoustics:  3.5/5   
Lighting:  3.8/5   Maintenance: 4.2/5   Ability to Control: 4.0/5 
 

Comments: 

- In general the [air] quality is good. However, cigarette odor (4th floor) and doggie odor 
are noticeable when approaching certain areas. 

- Too noisy! 
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- Air conditioner [is] too loud. 
- Halls [are] too cold at 72° (F). 
- The air conditioning ducts may need cleaning (dust and allergens). 
- 1st floor public hall [is] very cool. 
- Too much heat comes through glass: East side is hard to cool from noon-4pm. 
- Ceiling fans [must be] on constantly to move air. 
- Very noisy – have to adjust TV and music system every time HVAC system turns on 

or off. 
- Too much pet odor in 1st floor hallways. 
- Need to fix leaks in pump room and clean up room. 
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6.2 Camden County (GA) Courthouse – Woodbine, GA 
 
The Camden County (GA) Courthouse is a 2-story 58,000 ft2 building constructed in 2004 seen in 
Figure CCC-1 in which a 115-ton geothermal heat pump system was installed.  The ground loop 
consists of 120 vertical, 1-inch U-tubes, 230 ft. n depth.  However, there is some uncertainty 
regarding the depth, number and separation of the bores since as-built drawings were not available 
at the site.  Twenty six water-to-air heat pumps are located in various equipment rooms throughout 
the building.  Two typical installations are shown in Figure CCC-2.  As shown in the figure, 
pressure gauges, thermometers, and flow control valves are placed on the water connections to the 
heat pumps.  Ventilation air is provided by 8460 cfm energy recovery unit.   
 

 
 

Figure CCC-1 Camden County Courthouse Entry 
 

 
 

Figure CCC-2 Heat Pumps Located in Equipment Rooms 
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Circulation through the heat pumps and loop field is provided by one of the two 15-hp, 555 gpm 
pumps.  Flow is continuous and each pump is alternated manually by the service technician.  The 
interior piping is steel while the ground loop is HDPE.  The connections between the building and 
ground loop are made in a small valve vault just outside the building perimeter as shown in Figure 
CCC-3.  
 

  
Figure CCC-3 Central Loop Pumps in Equipment Room and Exterior Valve Vault Piping 

 
There have been some reported operational difficulties related to high loop temperatures (Note the 
failed compressor in Figure CCC-2.)  Plugging of some strainers has been experienced. Some of 
this might be attributed to the counter-intuitive instructions provided by the contractor to restrict 
flow with the control valves “because the heat pumps need time to better remove heat from the 
water”.  Some problems may be related to the use of a variety of piping materials as seen in Figure 
CCC-4.  The owners are making adjustments in attempt to correct the situation.   
 

 
Figure CCC-4 Heat Pump Connections with Flow Regulators and Dissimilar Metal Piping 
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Figure CCC-5 indicates the afternoon ground loop leaving water temperature rises to 102°F on 
three consecutive days when the high outdoor air temperature was 97°F or 98°F.  The 
corresponding ground loop entering water temperature was 107°F to 108°F.  The differential loop 
temperature (Δt ≈ 5°F) at full load indicates more than optimal flow rate is being circulated through 
this heat pump (indicated by Δt ≈ 10°F).  
 
Figure CCC-6 is a single day plot of the ground loop temperatures and return air temperature for 
another heat pump.  The ground loop leaving water temperature rises to 102°F when the high 
outdoor air temperature was 101°F. The corresponding ground loop entering water temperature 
was 114°F.  This differential loop temperature (Δt ≈ 12°F) at full load indicates slightly less than 
optimal flow rate is being provided to this heat pump (indicated by Δt ≈ 10°F).  The return air 
temperature in the afternoon rises above the normal comfort level.  Thus the unit does not appear 
able to meet the cooling requirement which is to be expected given the high ground loop 
temperatures. 
 
Figure CCC-7 is a plot of loop temperatures for the same heat pump on a milder day.  Loop 
temperatures moderate about 2°F and the return air temperatures indicate the unit is providing 
adequate cooling to the zone. 
    

 
 

CCC-5 Ground Loop Water Temperatures on Three Consecutive Hot Days 
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CCC-6  Ground Loop Water and Return Air Temperatures on a Very Hot Day 

 

 
CCC-7 Ground Loop Water and Return Air Temperatures on a Mild Day 
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The Energy Star rating of the building is pending until utility use records are released.  Occupants 
rate the cooling mode temperature, acoustics, maintenance, and ability to control as satisfactory.  
Heating mode temperature, air quality, and lighting are acceptable.  Comments indicate the less 
than satisfactory air quality rating may be result of smoke from nearby fires entering the building.  
Installation cost for the system is unknown.  
 

Building Information 

-58,000 ft2 building type 
-Building occupied by 150 people for 40 to 45 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2004 (GHP installed in same year) 
-Energy Recovery Units with DX supplement: 8460 cfm 
-56.4 cfm per person and 0.146 cfm per ft2 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-26 heat pumps with a total capacity of 115 tons 
-1 water pump @15 hp with continuous control method, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 120 bores 
-230 ft bore depth with cuttings backfill 
-20 ft centers  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 240 ft/ton  
-Pump = 13 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 504 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics Not Available 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 4.00/5   Winter: 3.57/5  Air Quality:  3.36/5  Acoustics:  3.79/5   
Lighting:  3.36/5   Maintenance: 4.00/5   Ability to Control: 4.07/5 

Comments: 

- Sometimes outside odors (smoke from fires) seem to be coming in through system 
- Smoke leaking in building 
- Some parts of the office are cooler than others. hard to keep all offices at about the 

same temperature 
- Areas of the office are freezing, while others are hot and humid 
- Air is humid (heating season) 
- Air is not fresh and smoke from area fires lingered in my office for weeks. 
- Some areas in the courthouse are like iceboxes. Grand jury temperature never matches 

thermostat settings 
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6.3 Cervantes Street McDonald’s™ Restaurant – Pensacola, FL 

 

The McDonald’s restaurant on East Cervantes Street in Pensacola, FL is a single-story 5000 ft2 
building constructed in 2008 as seen in Figure McD-1.  A 40-ton geothermal heat pump system 
was installed with a fifty-six vertical 1.0-inch HDPE U-tubes. Seven water-to-air heat pumps are 
located above the ceiling.  The interior piping headers are also HDPE.  There is a discrepancy 
regarding the ventilation air equipment but it appears the installed unit has a capacity of 2000 cfm.  
There are five kitchen exhaust hoods with a total capacity of 4025 cfm.  Two 3-hp pumps provide 
circulation through a central distribution system.  Both pumps have VSD drives as shown in Figure 
McD-2 and one is intended as a back-up.  However, both pumps were running at the time of the 
inspection.  The meter on one pump was not working and the second pump remained at 44 Hz 
during the entire site visit.  
 

 
 

Figure McD-1 Pensacola East Cervantes Street McDonald’s 
 

The ground loop consists of fifty-six 350 feet deep bores.  One-inch HDPE U-tubes were placed 
into the 4.5 inch diameter bore holes and grouted with thermally enhanced bentonite. A formation 
thermal property test performed before design indicated the wet sandy-clay formation has a 
thermal conductivity of 1.3 Btu/hr-ft-°F and an undisturbed deep ground temperature of 72°F.  The 

bores are placed on 30 ft. centers to better mitigate potential long term ground temperature rise is 
this system that has a very large imbalance between heat rejection (cooling mode) and heat 
extraction (heating mode) loads. 
 
Figure McD-3 shows the entering and leaving water temperature for a day that was above the local 
design temperature of 94°F. The ground loop is operating well since the maximum leaving 
temperature of 87°F is only 15°F above the local deep earth temperature.  The pump also appears 
to be properly sized since the differential temperatures is 10°F during the peak late afternoon 
period.  The second pump had been manually deactivated.  The extended operating hours (20+ per 
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day) of the restaurant are apparent.  However, the low differential loop temperature (Δt ≈ 2-3°F) 
at part-load condition indicates the VS pump drive may not be properly functioning. 
 

 
Figure McD-2  Variable Speed Pump Drives  

 

Figure McD-3  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Hot Day 

Figure McD-4 demonstrates a similar trend on a mild day with precipitation.  The maximum 
leaving water temperature was 86°F and was constant for almost the entire occupied period. The 
differential loop temperatures at 8°F were only lower slightly than on the hot day. The low 
differential loop temperatures (Δt ≈ 2-4°F) at part-load condition also occurred.   Figure McD-4 
also demonstrates these trends over a three-day period when the maximum daily outdoor 
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temperature was 92°F.  Note there was a slight upward drift of about 0.5°F in loop temperatures 
over the three-day period when similar loads were likely to be experienced due to the outdoor 
temperatures and occupancy (Tuesday through Thursday). 
 

 

Figure McD-4  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Mild Day with Precipitation 

 
 

Figure McD-5  Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Consectuive Warm Days 
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The building had a specific energy consumption of 138 kWh/ft2/year, a summer demand of 0.9 
kW/ft2, and a winter demand of 0.9 kW/ft2.  In all likelihood the winter demand was based on 
cooling requirement, since the contribution of heat loss through the envelope in this type of 
application is small. There was only one occupant survey which rated comfort, air quality, lighting, 
acoustics, and ability to control as very satisfied.  Building maintenance requirements was rated as 
acceptable. 
 
Currently, a US EPA Energy Star rating for fast food restaurants is not available.  A performance 
comparison of the GSHP system is available with a nearby similar store with conventional air-
cooled rooftop units.  Figure McD-6 compares the demand of the Cervantes location (GSHP) with 
the demand of the Gulf Breeze store (RTUs) during a mid-summer week.  Figure McD-7 compares 
the energy use of the two stores during the summer months of 2011.  The demand of the GSHP 
system is approximately one-half the demand of the of the rooftop units and the is less than one-
half during the peak summers months. 
 
Installation cost for the system was not available.  
  

  

 
Figure McD-6  GSHP and RTU Hourly Air Conditioner Demand (kW) Comparsion 
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Figure McD-7  GSHP and RTU Monthly Air Conditioner Energy (kWh) Comparsion 

 
Building Information  
-5000 ft2 fast food restaurant 

-Building occupied by a variable number of people for 147 hours a week 

-Building constructed in 2008 (GHP installed in 2011) 

-Outdoor Air Ventilation flow rate 2000 cfm and 4025 cfm of kitchen exhaust 
 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
-7 heat pumps with a total capacity of 40 tons 

-Heat pump control method Direct Digital Control (DCC) 

-1 water pump @ 6 hp with variable speed control method, central loop 

-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 56 bores @ 350 ft bore depth (19,600 ft.) 

- 4 x 14 grid on 30 ft centers, grouted thermally enhanced bentonite  
 

System Metrics 
-Loop = 490 ft/ton  

-Pump = 15.0 hp/100 tons 

-Building area to cooling load = 358 ft2/ton 
 

Energy Metrics 
-Energy Star Rating = N/A (no benchmarking standard for fast food restaurants) 

-kWh/ft2/year = 138  Cooling demand = 29.6 W/ft2  Heating demand=all yr clg. 
  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 
Summer: 5/5    Winter: 5/5    Air Quality:  5/5    Acoustics:  5/5     

Lighting:  5/5     Maintenance: 3/5     Ability to Control: 5/5 
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6.4 Dublin Middle School  - Dublin, GA 
 
Dublin Georgia Middle School is single story, 105,000 ft2 (approximation) building constructed 
in 2003 in which a geothermal heat pump system was installed.  The ground loop was installed by 
a design-build subcontractor and specifications, loop field dimensions and lengths were not 
included in the drawings the provided the school district. The network of vertical, U-tubes, are 
brought to six shallow earth filled vaults as shown in Figure DGMS-1.   Water-to-air heat pumps 
are located in the mezzanine above the hallways as seen in Figure DGMS-2.  The duct work 
appears to be in very good order but there are no auxiliary drain pans beneath the units as shown.  
Ventilation air is provided by four-3000 cfm Energy Recovery Units (ERUs) which are 
supplemented with six 6-ton water-to-water heat pumps also shown in figure DGMS-2.  Loop 
circulation is provided by two 7.5 hp base mounted pumps located in the main equipment room, 
which are supplemented by three 5-hp pumps located in wings of the building as shown in Figure 
DGMS-3.   
 

 
Figure DGMS-1 Six Loop Field Vaults and Close-up View with Steel Plate Cover Removed 
 

 
Figure DGMS-2 Classroom Heat Pump on Hallway Mezzanine and Water-to-Water Units  
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Figure DGMS-3 Main Loop Pumps in Equipment Room and Supplemental Pump In Mezzanine 

 
The system has experienced numerous operational difficulties many of which can be attributed to 
failure and nuisances leaks in the interior PVC piping.  Most troubling are several failures of the 
branch tee connections on the main header.  In Figure DGMS-4 the maintenance foreman points 
to the frequent failure point in the bushing used to connect a copper pipe male adaptor to the heat 
pumps.  The figure also shows the repaired tee using the same arrangement that has previously 
failed on several occasions.  Some leaks might also be a result of not having auxiliary drain pans 
beneath the heat pumps. 
 

 
Figure DGMS-4 Failure Point of Branch Tee Bushing and Repaired Tee 

 
The large amount of make-up water required because of the leaks and failures has resulted in the 
school system being unable to maintain the water treatment to prevent corrosion of the steel piping 
in the equipment room.  Figure DGMS-5 shows a handful of particles that are regularly collected 
when the system is flushed after repairs.  Many two-ways valves have become inoperable and have 
been removed.  One of the six ground loops experienced a leak and Figure DGMS-5 also shows 
the poor condition of the valve near the repaired leak. 
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Figure DGMS-5 Particles Removed from Piping Loop and Failed Connection in Ground Loop 

 
The owners are very dissatisfied with the performance and maintenance requirements of the 
system.  The principal has stated, “…when it works its work fine, it just doesn’t work very long”.  
The administration and maintenance personnel are very dissatisfied with this system and have 
requested assistance in obtaining a cost estimate to rectify or replace the poorly performing system 
and to prevent future failures, nuisance leaks and the need to continually replace damage ceiling 
tiles.  
 
The Energy Star rating of the building is pending until utility use records are released.  The data 
loggers and satisfaction surveys have not been returned.   
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6.5 Pen Air Credit Union – Pensacola, FL 

 

The Pen Air Credit Union is a 5-story 58,640 ft2 building shown in Figure PACU-1.  The lower 
three floors were constructed in 1999 and the upper floors were added in 2001.   Floors 1-3 are 
served by 19 water-to-air heat pumps with a total capacity of 65 tons.  Three additional water-to-
air heat pumps that condition a total of 7470 cfm of outdoor air with a combined capacity of 40 
tons.  Floors 4-5 are served by 12 water-to-air heat pumps with a total capacity of 41 tons. Two 
additional water-to-air heat pumps condition a total of 2955 cfm of outdoor air with a combined 
capacity of 19 tons.  The total heat pump capacity serving the building is 165 tons, with 105 tons 
serving the room air and 60 tons conditioning the outdoor air. 
 
The ground loop serving floors 1-3 is located in the rear of the building in eight circuits (rows) of 
vertical bores 250 ft. in depth with 15 U-tubes in each row for a total of 120 loops.  The upper 20 
ft. of each bore is grouted with bentonite and the bores are reported to be backfilled with cuttings. 
The ground loop serving floors 4-5 is located below the front parking lot in four rows of vertical 
bores.  Two rows have 14 U-tubes, one row has 12, and the fourth row has 11 U-tubes, which 
results in a total of 51 bores.  Each row is piped in parallel in a reverse-return pattern.  The variation 
in the number of U-tubes in parallel will create some flow imbalance although it is not likely to be 
significant.  Each bore is 250 ft. in depth with ¾ inch HDPE U-tube piping.   
 
 

 
 

Figure PACU-1 Building Exterior 
 

The water-to-air heat pumps are located in several equipment rooms throughout the building.  
Figure PACU-2 shows the vertical water-to-air heat pumps located in two of the rooms. The supply 
and return headers for each ground loop circuit are routed into the first floor equipment room as 
shown in Figure PACU-3.  Note that the eight supply and return headers for floors 1-3 are insulated 
(on the right) while the five supply and return headers for floors 4-5 (on the left) are not insulated.  
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The headers are gathered together overhead in the equipment room and routed to the two central 
pumps shown in Figure PAFC-4.  The pump motors are equipped with variable speed drives and 
the heat pumps have two-ways valves which can be seen in Figure PACU-2.  

 

 

Figure PACU-2 Vertical Water-to-Air Heat Pumps in Equipment Rooms 

 

 

Figure PACU-3 Ground Loop Headers in 
Equipment Room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure PACU-4 Central Loop Pumps 
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Figure PACU-5 shows the ground loop entering and leaving water temperature during a day when 
the temperature exceeded the local design temperature.  Loop temperature leaving the ground loop 
(and entering the heat pumps) remained between 83°F and 89°F for the entire 24-hour period.  The 
differential loop temperature during the occupied period remained between 7°F and 8°F.  This 
indicates the VS pump drive is maintaining flow slightly above the optimum value (indicated by 
Δt ≈ 10°F).  During the unoccupied period the differential temperature is 4°F and 5°F (Δt ≈ 4°F) 
which indicates the drive is not ramping down enough to reap the full benefits of the system.  With 
both pumps are operating (as they were the morning of the survey), their size (18 hp/100 tons) and 
capacity is well over recommended values (5 to 10 hp/100 tons).  It should be verified that one of 
the pumps is off during the unoccupied periods in order to reduce the flow rate and pump energy 
consumption. 
 

 
 

Figure PACU-5  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Hot Day 

Figure PACU-6 shows the ground loop entering and leaving water temperature during a mild day.  
Loop temperatures and differentials are very similar to values for the much warmer day with the 
return temperatures between 83°F to 89°F for the entire 24-hour period.   
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Figure PACU-6  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Mild Day with Rainfall 

 
 

Figure PACU-7  Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Warm Days 
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The building received an US EPA Energy Star rating of 32 and the specific energy consumption 
is high (22.84 kWh/ft2-year).  Occupants rate summer comfort, winter comfort and air quality as 
acceptable (3.0, 3.0, and 3.2 out of 5), acoustics, lighting, and maintenance as satisfactory (3.7, 
3.6, and 3.7 out of 5), and ability to control as dissatisfactory (2.6 out of 5). However, the occupants 
submitted a large number of surveys with many negative comments regarding the inability to 
control temperature and being too cold in both the summer and winter.  The low Energy Star rating 
coupled with the problematic controls and the unusually large ventilation air flow capacity (76 
cfm/person), indicate there may be an excessive amount of outdoor air being introduced into the 
building.  It is suggested that the outdoor and indoor CO2 concentrations be measured to determine 
if this is a possibility.  The oversized pump size may also be contributing to the high energy 
consumption. 
 
The ground loop appears to be performing well in spite of the high energy use of the building 
 
Installation cost for the building HVAC system was not available. 
   
Building Information 
-58,636 ft2 office building 
-Building occupied by 134 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1999 (2 floors added in 2001) (GHP installed in 1999) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation provided by 5 water-to-air heat pumps, total flow rate 10,425 cfm 
-76 cfm per person and 0.18 cfm per ft2 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
-36 heat pumps with a total capacity of 165 tons 
- Energy Management Sys (EMS) - Direct Digital Control (DCC) 
-2 water pumps @ 30 hp with variable speed control method, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 3/4 in. U-tube with 120 + 51 bores @ 250 ft bore depth (42,750 ft.) 
- Cuttings backfill, 20 ft. of bentonite at top 
-8 x 15 grid on 20 ft centers + 4 x (14, 14, 12, 11) grid 

System Metrics 
-Loop = 270 ft/ton  
-Pump = 18.3 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 358 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 
-Energy Star Rating = 32 
-kWh/ft2/year = 22.84  Cooling demand = 4.84 W/ft2  Heating demand= 4.20 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 
Summer: 3.0/5   Winter: 3.0/5  Air Quality:  3.2/5  Acoustics:  3.7/5   
Lighting:  3.6/5   Maintenance: 3.7/5   Ability to Control: 2.6/5 

Comments: 

- Too warm in certain rooms. 
- It is always too cool. 
- I, along with other employees, wear my winter coat because it’s so cool in the winter. 
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- In drive-thru there is a sour smell when it rains. 
- Cannot adjust thermostat setting. 
- Our offices are very cold in the winter. 
- Office is too cold even in the middle of summer. 
- Windows are drafty, cannot adjust thermostat. 
- Stuffy in winter. 
- Thermostats do not work. If one area is comfortable the other areas are uncomfortable. 
- Thermostat is in a different office are. If it is adjusted for one area, the other areas are 

unhappy. 
- Ducts need to be cleaned. 
- Very stuffy year round. Very warm year round. 
- Air quality is terrible when the temperature tries to warm up. 
- It is either freezing or very hot. Never comfortable. 
- We have heat? 
- It can be difficult to know how to dress because of the fluctuation in temperature. 
- The unit in the closet next to our office is very loud. 
- Most mornings it is still very hot when arriving (during cooling season). 
- Stuffy during the first few hours of the day. 
- Very dusty – have complained often. 
- I sit right next to unit – not only do I hear it constantly, it vibrates the floor. 
- It’s very easy to report [maintenance issues], but nothing changes. 
- I think the thermostat in our room is disconnected – it does not affect temperature. 

- In the summer, I have to dress like its winter and I drink cocoa. 
- My area could be brighter, especially when it is dark outside. 
- We were told not to touch it (the thermostat). 
- Decent control (of thermostat). 
- A/C goes out often, it is impossible to know how to dress. 
- At the five branches I’ve worked at, allergens are at the highest. 
- Slight adjustment to thermostat makes the change [in temperature] to drastic. 
- Vent is loud even though it doesn’t seem to work well. 
- I didn’t know we had the ability to control the thermostat – where is it? I’m so there! 
- Air vents look very dusty – may be the cause of frequent sneezing. 
- No thermostats in sight! 
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6.6 Marine Extension (MAREX) Service Laboratory – Brunswick, GA 
 
The University of Georgia Marine Extension Service Laboratory shown in Figure MRX-1 is a 
single-story, 16,000 ft2 building constructed in 1980 and expanded to its current size in 1990. A 
45-ton geothermal heat pump system was installed in 2007.  Six of the ten water-to-air heat pumps 
are located in two equipment rooms in the building as shown in Figure MRX-3.  Two of these 
units are 5-ton dual capacity heat pumps, the other units inside the building are single capacity 
(two 5-ton, two 4-ton, and one 3-ton).   Four dual-capacity units are located on the roof (two 5-ton 
and two 4-ton).  The energy recovery unit (ERU) was disabled and untreated ventilation air is 
provided to the building.   
 

 
Figure MRX-1 University of Georgia Marine Extension Service Laboratory Entry 

  

 
Figure MRX-2 View from Rear of Marine Extension Service Laboratory  
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Continuous circulation through the heat pumps and loop field is provided by a 3-hp pump shown 
in Figure MRX-4.  The interior piping and the ground loop are HDPE pipe.  The connections 
between the building heat pumps and ground loop are made in an above-ground set of circuit 
headers on the building perimeter also shown in Figure MRX-4. Each circuit can be isolated with 
valves on the supply and return lines.  The temperatures and pressures can be measured on the 
supply and return header of each circuit via the P/T ports shown in the figure.  The ground loop 
consists of 69 vertical, 3/4-inch U-tubes, 250 ft. in depth with 18 ft. bore spacing.  This results in 
a total loop length of 17,250 for vertical bore (383 ft/ton) in an area where the undisturbed ground 
temperature is approximately 70°F. 

   

  
Figure MRX-3 Heat Pumps Located in Equipment Rooms 

 

  
Figure MRX-4 Central Loop Pumps in Equipment Room and Exterior Valve Vault Piping 
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Performance of the laboratory system has been extensively monitored but the information has not 
been collected regularly.   Figure MRX-5 is plot of the ground loop leaving and entering water 
temperature for a 24-hour period on September 20-21, 2011.  The high outdoor temperature during 
the period was 86°F.  The LWT remained between 78°F and 80°F, which is excellent considering 

the high ground temperature at this location. MRX-6 is plot of the ground loop leaving and entering 
water temperature for the week proceeding September 20.  Note the ground loop LWT remained 
below 81°F on September 15 when the high outdoor temperature was 96°F.  On August 4, the day 

of the site visit, the ground loop LWT was 82.5°F and the EWT was 91.6°F.  The differential loop 
temperature at this high load condition indicates the pump is delivering near optimal flow rate 
(indicated by Δt ≈ 10°F).  However, at lower part-loads the reduced differential temperatures 
indicate the pump is delivering more than optimal flow. 
   
The Energy Star rating of the building is pending until utility use records are released.  Occupants 
rate the summer and winter temperature comfort as satisfactory and the acoustics as very 
satisfactory.  Air quality, lighting, maintenance requirements, and ability to control were 
acceptable.   
 
Installation cost for the system was not available.  
 

 

Figure MRX-4   Daily Ground Loop Leaving (Blue) and Entering (Red) Water Temperatures 

       Noon                                 6 pm          ←―9/20/11 MN 9/21/11―→           6 am 

9/20/2011 Outdoor Temperatures High = 86°F, Low = 71°F 

On day of site visit (8/4/2011), the ground loop EWT was 

91.6°F and LWT was 82.5°F at 4:15 pm.  The daily 

outdoor air high temperature was 100°F, Low was 78°F.  
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Figure MRX-5   Weekly Ground Loop Leaving (Blue) and Entering (Red) Water Temperatures 

Building Information 
-16,000 ft2 office and laboratory 
-Building occupied by 8 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1990 (GHP installed in 2007) 
 
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
-10 heat pumps with a total capacity of 45 tons 
-1 water pump @ 3 hp with variable speed control method, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 0.75 in. U-tubes with 69 bores 
-250 ft bore depth with cutting and sand backfill 
 
System Metrics 
-Loop = 383 ft/ton  
-Pump = 6.7 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load =356 ft2/ton 
 
Energy Metrics Not Available 
 
Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 
Summer: 4/5   Winter: 4/5  Air Quality:  3.3/5  Acoustics:  4.3/5   
Lighting:  3.3/5   Maintenance: 3/5   Ability to Control: 3.3/5 
 
Comments: (Only three respondents) 

- very dissatisfied with humidity 
- lighting level is too low 

  

9-20-11  9-19-11 9-18-11 9-17-11 9-16-11 9-15-11 9-14 

86/71°F 82/64°F 78/64°F 78/62°F 80/69°F 96/68°F  89/66
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Chapter 7 - Site Surveys Results:  Northeast Tennessee and South Central Kentucky 
 

7.1 Daniel Boone High School – Johnson City, TN 
 
Daniel Boone High School is a partial two-story 161,600 ft2 building constructed in 1971 seen in 
Figure DB-1.  A 400-ton geothermal heat pump system was installed in 1995 and was one of the 
first large buildings in the region to apply this technology. One hundred eighteen water-to-air heat 
pumps serve the main building.  The heat pumps are located in mechanical rooms and above 
ceilings as shown in Figure DB-2. Two 2.5 ton water-to-water heat pumps supplement the hot 
water supply. Two 40-hp dual speed pumps with programmable logic controllers (PLCs) provide 
circulation through the heat pumps, building piping and loop field.  Eight circulator pumps were 
installed on high head loss units to prevent nuisance trip outs. Ventilation air is introduced when 
conditions are mild but in order to maintain comfort the controls are set to close the outside air 
dampers when outdoor temperatures are high or low.  In several classrooms, CO2 concentration 
was elevated. The original chilled water ventilation air system was not modified except for the 
units serving the gym and shops.  Two of these seven units were replaced with water-to-air heat 
pumps and three 25 kW electric resistance units were upgraded to 44 kW.  The campus includes 
two auxiliary buildings (Band/Art/Nursing and ROTC/Welding/Agriculture/Horticulture/CAD) 
that are heated and cooled by air-to-air heat pumps. Three air-to-air heat pumps serve the office 
area of the main building.  Electric heaters are used as back-up since this was an early adoption of 
the technology with a degree of uncertainty regarding ability to maintain winter comfort.  
 

 
 

Figure DB-1 Daniel Boone High School  
 

   
 

Figure DB-2 Heat Pumps in Mechanical Room, Above Ceiling, and Cut-Out for Fan Service 
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The four gym units were replaced with water-to-air heat pumps and the welding shop has been 
converted to a fitness center with water-to-air also installed.  Electric heaters are only used in 
auxiliary buildings, wood working shop, and old auto mechanics areas.  The 2.5 ton water-to-water 
heat pumps were only in service approximately four years because of continual complaints about 
hot water and the inability to keep them running as they continued to trip the high pressure 
switches.  They were disconnected and the electric boiler was put back into full service. 
 
In 2008 a new science wing (approximately 18,000 ft2) was opened with eleven water-to-air heat 
pumps with pre-conditioned outside air, several ceiling heaters and two units which are air-to-air 
heat pumps for control rooms.  This system is connected to a new and separate ground 
loop.  Concentration was then turned to the main building where alterations and renovations 
continued.  The air to air units in office areas were removed from operation and replaced with 
water-to-air heat pumps.  There are also six water to water heat pumps which are used to heat and 
cool the auxiliary gym which was originally the pool area.   
 

 

Figure DB-3 Dual Speed 40-hp Pumps  

The ground loop was designed to be 320 – ¾ in. HDPE U-tube vertical heat exchangers 150 ft. in 
length arranged in a 10 by 32 grid and separated by 15 ft.  The vertical bores were grouted with a 
flowable fill of sand and cement.    The grid was arranged in 16 circuits with 20 U-tubes in each 
circuit.  One circuit has been disabled because of a leak so a total of 300 U-tubes in 15 circuits are 
active.  The local ground temperature is 59°F, the thermal conductivity is 1.34 Btu/hr-ft-°F, and 

the diffusivity is 0.7 ft2/day. 
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Figure DB-4 Twenty U-tube Ground Loop Pod (One of Fifteen)  

 

Figure DB-5 Daniel Boone High School Ground Loop Circuits  

Figures DB-6 and DB-7 indicate the ground loop is insufficient at 113 bore feet per ton with 15 ft. 
separation since leaving water temperatures are near 100°F and return temperatures are between 
105°F and 109°F on days that are near local 90°F design outdoor air temperature.  The differential 
loop temperature (Δt ≈ 9°F) at full load indicates the pump(s) are delivering near optimal flow 
rate.  The differential temperatures at part-load indicate excessive flows are being delivered.  This 
is to be expected since the multi-speed pump control has been disabled for many years.  Figure 
DB-8 indicates the ground loop recovers by about 8°F in a period of 4 days when the high outdoor 
temperatures fell from 95°F to the 71°F. 
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Figure DB-6  Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Consecutive Near Design Days 

 

 
 

Figure DB-7  Ground Loop Temperatures on Above Design Outdoor Temperature Day 
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Figure DB-8  Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Consecutive Mild Days 

The building received a preliminary US EPA Energy Star rating of 21.  The building consumes 
over 18 kWh/ft2 per year, which is higher than most other schools in this survey.  Occupants rate 
room temperatures, lighting, acoustics and building maintenance as acceptable (3.0 to 3.5 out of 
5.0).  The air quality and the ability to control were rated as dissatisfactory at 2.71/5 and 2.75/5. 
 
Figure DB-9 indicates the annual energy use was fairly constant until the 2008-09.  The energy 
surveys conducted during the early years of operation indicate the percentages of building energy 
consumption were 15% for the heat pumps, 12% of the water pumps, and 9% for the electric 
auxiliary heat (GeoExchange System Performance Monitoring, Daniel Boone High School, 
prepared by CDH Energy, for the Geothermal Heat Pump Consortium, 1999). 
 
This system was a rather large, early adoption of GHP technology in the region and was thoroughly 
monitored.  Many lessons were learned that have the potential to serve as a guideline for 
improvements in later systems.  These lessons include: 
 

• Vertical bore separation distance of 15 ft. is insufficient in most cases. 

• Steel interior piping requires a great deal of attention to water treatment and should be 
avoided in systems with small maintenance staffs and budgets. 

• The control system for the dual speed circulation pumps did not operate as designed and 
failed completely in a short period of time. 
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Figure DB-9 Annual Electrical Energy Usage  

 

• The monthly pump energy was near or exceeded the heat pump energy use except during 
the months of June and July when the building was largely unoccupied.  

• If the system had not been closely monitored, it may have never been discovered that many 
of the two-way valves never functioned. 

• The electric resistance heat was activated during periods when the heat pumps were able 
to provide sufficient capacity.  Monitoring indicated the heat pumps operated only 65% of 
full load on the peak winter day in 1999 yet the monthly energy consumption of the electric 
resistance equaled the heat pump energy use. 

• Any variable speed system with flow control valves should be monitored to ensure the 
system continues to provide low pump energy. 

• Water-to-air heat pumps do require maintenance and should be located so filters, fan 
motors, compressors can be easily serviced or replaced.  

• Maintenance staff input should be solicited and taken into account during the design. 
 
Results: Operation and Maintenance Personnel Survey of GHP Systems 

Organization Washington County TN School System 

Number of Buildings in Your Organization with GHPs:  12   
Approximate Number of Years Your Organization has used GHPs 16  
Total Number of All Buildings in Your Organization 29 
Number of Mechanical Service Personnel Assigned to all Buildings 5 

Please list the Operation and Maintenance Advantages of GHPs based on your experiences                    
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Fewer components are used in the self contained units with no line sets to check for leaks as they 
are usually covered in walls or floors that are inaccessible.  They also have no outside condenser 
or fan motor that requires service.  These units do not require the use of auxiliary heat as long as 
they are performing at normal efficiency and decrease energy consumption.  However, there are 
instances in which auxiliary heat could be used in emergency situations due to lack of personnel 
to repair multiple units in a large complex.  

Please list the Operation and Maintenance Disadvantages of (or Problems with) GHPs based on 
your experiences  

Lines or strainers (if installed) can become blocked with welding slag or plastic shavings. Filter 
racks blocked by screws due to poor duct installation. Units requiring custom size filters instead 
of common filter sizes which are more costly.  Units placed in areas to occupy available space 
without consideration for manufactures minimum clearance specifications which serve to 
accommodate proper service.  They have slower recovery time especially in heat mode due to the 
requirements for fresh air in public buildings which in many cases is not conditioned before 
entering the unit.   Noisy turning vanes and high air noise produced by the unit decreases the ability 
to concentrate in the classroom.  Because of poor fitting filters and buildup of mineralization in 
heat exchangers due to untreated water in the system causes decreased efficiency.  Low or high 
water temperatures in extreme hot or cold weather causes lost efficiency or failure of equipment.  
The inability to clean the strainers without draining the entire system due to the absence of isolation 
valves is problematic. 

Please provide recommendations for future GHPs installations that would improve Operation 
and minimize Maintenance Requirements (Use back of survey or additional pages if necessary) 

The vertical piping spacing should be sufficient to allow proper dissipation of heat/cool into 
surrounding areas.  Flush system to remove welding slag or shavings introduced during 
installation.  Preferably use POE pipe throughout the installation without adding any black iron to 
the system.  Installing a filter in the pump room to further clean system after start up is initiated.  
Proper education of the customer in the importance of maintaining water treatment to reduce the 
mineralization of the heat exchangers and water lines is necessary.  This will prevent damage to 
the unit due to constriction or complete blockage of lines through mineral deposits and costly 
repairs.  Unit placement should be within the specified guidelines of the manufacturer’s minimum 
space requirements.  Researching filter sizes with consideration to retrofitting unit to accommodate 
standard filters. Using makeup air units that condition entering fresh air in all weather conditions 
and installing isolation valves on all lines entering the units so that proper cleaning of strainers can 
occur.  Very close inspection of installation as it progresses.   

Additional Comments from Maintenance Staff 
 
The system is more trouble than it is worth.  We don’t have the manpower to keep it up. 
 
The temperature and humidity remain stable until students occupy the rooms and computers and 
lights are turned on.  This could be cause by the age and lowered efficiency of the equipment since 
the water loop is not treated and mineral deposits minerals in the heat exchangers.  There are an 
excessive amount of rust flakes which stop up the strainers and water control valves.  If black iron 
pipe is used, care should be taken to flush and remove all welding slag and filters at pumps used 
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to remove and control contaminants as well as treatment to reduce deterioration of pipe. In my 
opinion P.E. should be used instead with the same procedure at installation.  
 
The heating mode room temperatures ratings should be between acceptable to satisfactory.  The 
major problems are loose fitting air filters and holes in the ductwork above the ceiling. This results 
in dust accumulation on the air coil in turn causing high head pressures and occasional tripping of 
safety switches.  This also contributes to odors, extra humidity and stuffiness.  As far as the noise 
levels go, air noise is the major problem.  This can be caused by improper sizing and distribution 
of air but also from the turning vanes and scoops in the duct which rattle due to not being securely 
fastened at the time of installation.  These are things we encounter every day as we continue to 
work at maintaining this system. 
 
Installation cost for the ground loop and the building HVAC system was not available. 
 

Building Information   

-161,600 ft2 high school (plus an approximately 18,000 ft2 science wing addition in 2008) 
-Building occupied by 1522 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1971 (GHP installed in 1995) 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-118 heat pumps with a total capacity of 400 tons 
-Energy Management System with Direct Digital Control 
-2 water pumps @ 80 hp with dual-capacity control method (disabled), central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 0.75 in. U-tube with 300 bores @ 150 ft bore depth (45,000 ft.) 
- Sand & concrete backfill 
-Fifteen 4 x 5 circuits on 15 ft centers  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 113 ft/ton  
-Pump = 20 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load =404 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 21 
-kWh/ft2/year = 18.23  Cooling demand = 4.75 W/ft2  Heating demand= 4.64 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 3.13/5   Winter:  3.25/5 Air Quality:  2.75/5  Acoustics:  3.13/5   
Lighting:  3.29/5   Maintenance: 3.14/5   Ability to Control: 2.71/5 

Comments: 

- Dust! 
- Harsh [lighting], too bright 
- Very noisy 
- No [thermostat] adjust available 
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7.2 Hopkinsville (KY) Municipal Building 
 
The Hopkinsville Municipal Building is a 2-story 35,000 ft2 office building with a basement in 
which a closed loop ground source heat pump was installed in 2004.  The design called for 57 
water-to-air heat pumps with a total nominal capacity of 85 tons.  The ground loop consists of 54 
vertical 1-1/4 inch U-tubes, 300 ft. in length (16,200 ft. total bore length) backfilled with crushed 
limestone with a 1 ft. bentonite plug at the top of the bore hole.  The heat pumps are connected to 
a reverse return central loop inside the building served by two 7.5-hp pumps (250 gpm at 70 ft. of 
head) with variable speed drives.  The drawings do not include two-way valves on the heat pumps 
and the sensors for the VS drives are located on the ground loop supply and return headers in the 
basement.  The pump control sequence described in the Temperature Control Section (15900) 
indicates the drive does not control the pump speed but operates the central pump at full speed 
when heating or cooling is required.  The pump was operating at full speed (60 Hz) on the mild 
day when observations were made (Feb. 25, 2011).  The connection hose and strainer sizes to the 
heat pumps were not specified on the drawings provided.  One observation of an exposed 2-ton 
heat pump in the basement indicated the connections were only ½ inch as shown in Figure HMB-
1.  It should be noted this unit was not shown in the 2004 drawings, and that units called for in this 
area were multiple ¾ ton Trane units and that the manufacturer was Mammoth. 
 

 
Figure HMB-1.  Basement Heat Pump Hose Connections and Strainer (1/2 inch IPS) 

 
The ground loop piping consists of 3 parallel circuits each with 3-inch HDPE headers, 18 vertical 
U-tube loops arranged in a reverse-return piping that has reducers to permit ground loop flushing. 
The three loops are connected to a common manifold in the basement equipment room and 
transitioned to the interior piping near the pumps, which are shown in Figure HMB-2.  The interior 
piping material is not indicated in the documents that were provided.  It appears to be steel rather 
than HDPE since some sizes called for on the drawings are not available in HDPE (2-1/2 inch).  A 
chemical shot feeder was installed as specified but no records of treatment were located.  
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Figure HMB-2.  Base Mounted Central Pumps and Chemical Feeder 

 
The ventilation air is provided via an energy recovery unit (enthalpy wheel type) with a rated 
supply air capacity of 2950 cfm at 0.5 inches of water with an exhaust air capacity of 2250 cfm at 
0.6 inches of water. 
 
The building is arranged on the property so that the east and west facing walls are longer than the 
north and south walls.  The east facing wall is heavily shaded in the summer and the west facing 
wall is not. 
 
Operational Difficulties 

• Comfortable temperatures cannot be maintained in several areas of the west side of the 
building. 

• Water temperatures in excess of 100°F returning from the ground loop have been 
reported. 

• Several units have failed and many require resetting to continue operation in the summer. 

• The system was flushed previously and evidence of build-up was found in the heat pump 
strainers. 

• Comfort problems were not reported on the east side of the building and winter indoor 
temperature problems are not an issue throughout the building.  

 
 

 

Observations of GSHP system 
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• Although the GSHP system has experienced these operational difficulties, there has been 
a marked decline in the energy consumption (Figure HMB-3) and peak demand (Figure 
HMB-4) of the building as shown in the figures below. 
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Figure HMB-3.  Annual Energy Consumption Before and After GSHP Installation 
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Figure HMB-4.  Peak Cooling and Heating Demand Before and After GSHP Installation 

• These figures also indicate the building energy use and demand have been relatively 

constant since the system was installed and that increases in cooling demand are more a 

function of the weather conditions rather than long term heat build-up.  Note the decline 

in demand in 2009 when the cooling degree days were 1428 °F-days and the increase in 

demand in 2010 when the values was 2160°F-days.  If recorded temperatures from the 

summers of 2005 and 2006 are available this could be confirmed. 
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Concerns and Potential Reason for Operation Difficulties – Preliminary Observations 

 

• If chemical treatment was not performed, the strainers at each of the heat pump 
connections are likely to become plugged and restrict the water flow to units.  This 
coupled with the elevated ground loop temperature will result in unit controls shutting 
down the heat pumps.  Repeated resetting (either manually or automatically) of units may 
result in eventual failure. 

• Because the VS drive does not control the pump speed, a great deal of additional heat is 
rejected to the ground loop.  In this case a 7.5 hp pump could add up to an additional 25% 
of net heat rejected to the ground loop.  With pumps controlled to match equipment load 
this could be a little as 1.5%.  This additional heat will raise loop temperatures. 

• Because the VS drive does not control the pump speed, a great deal of energy 
consumption is probable.  In this case for a 7.5 hp pump, an additional 35% more HVAC 
system energy consumption is possible based on the typical cooling and heating 
equivalent full load hours in Kentucky (See ASHRAE Research Report 1120).   

• It is also possible that the backfill used in this case could wash out and leave a portion of 
the vertical ground loop surrounded by air in the bore.  This portion of the loop would 
essentially be useless for heat transfer.  The water table was observed to be at 72 ft. 
below grade or 67 ft. below the top of the vertical bore.  Thus, the potential reduction in 
effective loop would be 22% of the 300 ft. bore. 

• If restrictions due to undersized heat pump hose kits and strainers are similar to the one 
observed in the basement, water flow restrictions, and therefore elevated outlet water 
temperatures, would further exacerbate lack of cooling capacity and heat pump failure 
issues. 

• If chemical treatment was not performed, there is potential damage to interior steel piping 
and fittings that could eventually compromise the integrity of the piping and result in 
leaks. 

•  If chemical treatment was not performed, there is potential that interior scaling and build 
up could be carried over into the ground loop piping. 

 
Suggestions for Preliminary Modifications  

 

• The entire interior system needs to be flushed, the strainers cleaned, and the integrity of 
the piping be verified during flushing by observing the presence of leaks. 

• A water treatment specialist should be consulted to evaluate the current condition of the 
piping system and provide a recommended course of action. 

• The ground loop should be flushed independently. 

• A temporary or permanent fluid cooler should be installed to minimize ground loop 
temperatures during the 2011 cooling season.  There are 2–inch purge ports that could be 
used to temporarily connect a small fluid cooler to offset the pump heat addition and 
possible loss of ground loop capacity due to the washing out of the crushed limestone 
bore loop fill.  A capacity of 30 to 50 tons (100 to 150 gpm) is possible through a 3 x 2 x 
2-inch tee.  This would allow a temporary fix without cutting into the existing piping 
network.  The cooler could be operated by temperature set point or continually to 
minimize temperature rise. 
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• This action should be followed up with a more thorough evaluation of the system to: 

1. Investigate the need for interior piping replacement 
2. Recommend a pump and flow control scheme to minimize unnecessary pump 
heat rejection into the ground loop and additional energy consumption. 
3. Determine if a portion ground loop should be excavated to access the condition of 
the bore hole fill and consider if re-grouting is prudent. 
4. Consider the alternative of providing a permanent fluid cooler, recognizing that a 
significant additional maintenance cost would be incurred that is unnecessary with 
properly functioning geothermal heat pump systems. 

Observations of GSHP System after Initial Corrective Action 

The system was completely flushed to remove debris and city Of Hopkinsville personnel 
indicated a significant amount of debris was flushed from the interior piping.  However, a few 
weeks after flushing the heat pump serving the tax office failed.  Figure HMB-5 shows debris 
had clogged the undersized steel braided hose.  A chemical treatment plan is now in place to 
limit further degradation of the steel piping. 

 
Figure HMB-5.  Debris Plugging Braided Steel Hose to Failed Tax Office Heat Pump 

 

A selected number of heat pump and connections were surveyed.  Results indicate the connection 
hoses to the larger heat pumps are smaller than those specified for the original design.  Additionally 
several valves to the heat pumps were partially closed.  However, no further heat pump failures 
were reported during the summer of 2011 and comfort conditions in the building were acceptable.  
Figure HMB-6 shows recorded temperatures in early September when the outdoor temperatures 
approached 100°F, the hottest period of the 2011 summer.  Note the water loop temperature 

remained between 88°F and 92°F.  While this is higher than optimum for this climate, it will 

provide acceptable performance until more complete modifications are made to the system.  The 
modifications will likely include removal of pipe and hose connection, provisions to reduce pump 
energy, and an evaluation of the pipe integrity. 
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Figure HMB-6 Recorded Outdoor Maximum and Ground Loop Temperatures 

Figures HMB-7 and HMB-8 are included to show the ground loop temperatures during days of 
mild heating requirements.  It is noted that the warm temperatures caused by the cooling season 
excesses results in favorable winter temperatures for the heat pump system. 
    

 

Figure HMB-7 Recorded Ground Loop Temperatures During Mild Heating Days  
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Figure HMB-8 Recorded Ground Loop Temperatures During a Mild Heating Day  

Building Information   

-35,000 ft2 office building 
-GHP retrofit installed in 2004 
-Outdoor air ventilation provided by enthalpy wheel ERU with supply capacity of 2950 cfm 
-Ventilation air flow 0.0843 per ft2 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-Design calls for 57 heat pumps with a total capacity of 85 tons 
-BAS heat pump control method 
-2 water pumps @ 7.5hp each with variable speed control (inoperable), central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1.25 in. U-tube with 54 bores 
-300 ft bore depth with crushed limestone backfill and bentonite plugs 
-3 x 18 grid on 20 ft centers  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 191 ft/ton  
-Pump = 17.6 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 412 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 49 (2008)  [Energy Star = 9 (2003) before GSHP retrofit] 
-kWh/ft2/year = 19.57  Cooling demand = 4.19 W/ft2  Heating demand= 3.58 W/ft2 
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7.3 Johnson City (TN) Power Board – Building A 
 
Johnson City (TN) Power Board – Building A is a 2-story 37,150 ft2 building constructed in 2002 
with a geothermal heat pump system.  The building entrance is shown in JCPa-1 and the second 
floor main interior corridor is shown in Figure JCPa-2.  Thirty–seven water-to-air heat pumps with 
a total nominal capacity of 106 tons heat and cool the building.  The units are located in a large, 
first floor equipment room.  Figure JCPa-3 demonstrates the quality of the interior installation and 
the accessibility of the equipment for service.  Two 10-hp (256 gpm/97 ft. head) pumps with 
variable speed drives provide circulation through the interior piping, heat pumps and loop field.  
Figure JCPa-4 shows the pumps and VSDs.  Six exhaust fans with a total capacity of 3450 cfm 
provide fresh air to the building 52 occupants (66 cfm/person).  A 56,000 Btu/h (550 lb/day) 
dehumidifier has been installed to assist in maintaining comfort. 
 

 
 

Figure JCPa-1 – Entrance to Johnson City Power Board, Building A 
 

 
 

Figure JCPa-2 – Interior Corridor Johnson City Power Board, Building A 
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Figure JCPa3 - Heat Pumps  

  

Figure JCPa4 - Pumps and Variable Speed Drives 

The ground loop consists of forty-two 1-1/4 in. HDPE U-bend vertical heat exchangers 300 ft. in 
length arranged in a 6 by 7 grid and separated by 20 ft.  The ground loop is underneath the building 
parking lot.  The design calls for the annuli of the vertical bores to be filled with “pea-gravel” and 
grouted with 5 ft. bentonite plugs at intervals of 40 ft.  The grid is arranged in 3 circuits with a set 
of 3-inch headers connecting each circuit to the building equipment room.  The horizontal distance 
between each circuit and the equipment room is approximately 500 ft.  The original design called 
for 93 U-tubes at 300 ft. each which would be 263 ft. of bore per ton.  The as-built installation 
results in 119 ft. per ton which is significantly shorter than typical installations encountered during 
the course of this project.  A photograph of the original design and the as-built modifications are 
shown in Figure JCPa-5.  Figure JCPa-6 details the vertical U-bend ground heat exchanger design. 
A test was performed that indicated the ground thermal conductivity at the site is 1.3 Btu/hr-ft-°F 

but no ground temperature was provided. 
 
There is no indication why the number of bores was reduced from 93 to 42 but this has clearly 
compromised the performance of this system. There is also no verification that the bores were 
grouted or backfilled as specified, but it is unlikely that they were completed in this manner 
because of the difficulty of doing so. 
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Figure JCPa-5 Original Design and As-Built Modifications of Ground Loop 
 

  

Figure JCPa-6 Vertical U-Tube Ground Heat Exchanger Designs 
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The performance of this system is poor.  The Energy Star rating was 11 out of a possible 100, the 
energy use is high at 25 kWh/ft2-yr, and the cooling mode demand is high at 6.5 W/ft2.  There were 
a number of comfort complaints and the occupant ratings for summer indoor temperatures and the 
ability to control are especially low. 
 
As shown in Figures JCPa- 7, -8, and -9, the ground loop temperatures are very high and are the 
most likely cause for the poor performance.  At these elevated temperatures the heat pump 
efficiencies will be very low and the equipment capacity (especially the dehumidification capacity) 
will be compromised.  Higher operating temperatures (and therefore refrigerant pressures) will 
also likely reduce equipment life.  Another area of concern is the rather large capacity of the 
ventilation air equipment that is able to provide 66 cfm/person.  However, CO2 concentration 
measurements at the site indicate the outdoor rate is only slightly above recommended values.  
 
Figure JCPa-7 indicate peak leaving water temperatures are 110°F and return temperatures are 
117°F on days that exceeded the local 90°F design outdoor air temperature.  The differential loop 
temperature (Δt ≈ 7°F) at full load indicates the pump is delivering slightly more than optimal flow 
rate (indicated by Δt ≈ 10°F).  However, the higher flow rate is likely to be advantageous since the 
water leaving the ground loop is at such high temperatures.  The VS pump drive does not appear 
to be properly functioning since part-load differential temperatures are low (Δt ≈ 2°F). 
 

 
Figure JCPa -7  Ground Loop Temperatures on Day Above Outdoor Temperature Design 

Figure JCPa-8 demonstrates loop temperatures on the three preceding days that are near the local 
design temperature.  The daily peak leaving water temperatures are 113°F, 115°F, and 116°F.  The 
differential loop temperature (Δt ≈ 6°F) at near full load indicates the pump is delivering slightly 
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more than optimal flow rate (indicated by Δt ≈ 9 to 10°F).  The VS pump drive does not appear to 
be properly functioning since differential temperatures are small (Δt ≈ 2°F) at part-load. 
 
Figure JCPa-9 demonstrates loop temperatures on the three mild days soon after the period 
recorded in the Figures JCPa-7 and JCPa-8.  The daily peak leaving water temperatures moderated 
somewhat (103°F, 102°F, and 102°F).  The peak differential loop temperatures (Δt ≈ 4°F) indicate 
the load was approximately 60% of the load during the day when the outdoor temperature reached 
95°F  The VS pump drive does not appear to be properly functioning since differential 
temperatures are small (Δt ≈ 2°F) at part-load. 
 

  

 

Figure JCPa -8  Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Days Near Outdoor Design 
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Figure JCPa -9  Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Mild Days  

 
The building received a very low US EPA Energy Star rating of 11. Occupants find the room 
temperatures very dissatisfactory at 1.0/5 in cooling and acceptable in heating at 3.0/5, the air 
quality as acceptable at 3.3/5, the lighting as very satisfactory at 4.5/5, the acoustics as satisfactory 
at 4.0/5, the building maintenance as acceptable at 3.3/5, and the ability to control as very 
dissatisfactory at 1.5/5. 
 
Installation cost for the ground loop and building HVAC system were not available. 
 
Building Information 

- 37,150 ft2 office building 
-Building occupied by 52 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2002 (GHP installed same year) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation via exhaust fan at a flow rate = 3450 cfm 
-66 Cfm per person and 0.09 cfm per ft2 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-37 heat pumps with a total capacity of 106 tons 
-Heat pump control method = Direct digital control energy management system 
-2 water pumps @ 10 hp with variable speed control method, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1.25 in. U-tube with 42 bores @ 300 ft bore depth (12,600 ft.) 
-Pea gravel backfill and bentonite plugs 
-6 x 7 grid on 20 ft centers  
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System Metrics 

-Loop = 119 ft/ton  
-Pump = 18.9 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load =306 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 11 
-kWh/ft2/year = 25.43  Cooling demand = 6.32 W/ft2  Heating demand= 4.78 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 1.0/5   Winter: 3.0/5  Air Quality:  3.3/5  Acoustics:  4.0/5   
Lighting:  4.5/5   Maintenance: 3.3/5   Ability to Control: 1.5/5 

Comments: 

- Always very cold [in cooling season] 
- Usually okay in the winter 
- They [maintenance] always try – just can’t ever seem to get it regulated 
- We wish we had more freedom to adjust [the thermostats] ourselves 
- Thermostats don’t reflect true settings 
- Reported cold temperatures several times, attempts have been mad but cannot get 

temperature regulated. 
- No middle ground – temperature is either 68° or 78° 
- Unit is loud and chirps or clicks 
- JCPB personnel are open to complaints regarding HVAC, but seem to have their hands 

tied in what they can do about fixing it. 
- The thermostat is useless. It does not adjust the temperature at all. 
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7.4 Johnson City (TN) Power Board – Building B 
 
Johnson City (TN) Power Board – Building B is a 1-story 19,000 ft2 building with a conditioned 
partial basement constructed in 2002 with a geothermal heat pump system.  The building location 
is shown in JCPb-1 and the lower level conference room is shown in Figure JCPb-2.  Eighteen 
water-to-air heat pumps with a total nominal capacity of 62 tons heat and cool the building.  The 
units are located in the conditioned basement equipment room as shown in Figure JCPb-3.  Two 
7.5-hp (155 gpm/83 ft. head) pumps with variable speed drives provide circulation through the 
interior piping, heat pumps and loop field.  Figure JCPb-3 also shows theses pumps.  A total 
capacity of 2875 cfm of fresh air is supplied to the building.  Two 22,000 Btu/h (188 lb/day) 
dehumidifiers have been installed to assist in maintaining comfort. 

 

 
 

Figure JCPb-1 – Layout of Johnson City Power Board, Buildings A and B 
 

 
 

Figure JCPb-2 – Conference Room Johnson City Power Board, Building B 
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Figure JCPb - 3 Building B Heat Pumps and Central Loop Pumps 

The ground loop consists of twenty-four 1-1/4 in. HDPE U-bend vertical heat exchangers 300 ft. 
in length arranged in a 4 by 6 grid and separated by 20 ft.  The ground loop is underneath the 
building parking lot.  The design calls for the annuli of the vertical bores to be filled with “pea-
gravel” and grouted with 5 ft. bentonite plugs at intervals of 40 ft.  The grid is arranged in 2 circuits 
with a set of 3-inch headers connecting each circuit to the building equipment room.  The 
horizontal distance between each circuit and the equipment room is approximately 100 ft.  The 
original design called for 28 U-tubes at 300 ft. each which would be 135 ft. of bore per ton.  The 
as-built installation results in 116 ft. per ton which is significantly shorter than typical installations 
encountered during the course of this project.  A photograph of the original design and the as-built 
modifications are shown in Figure JCPb-4.  Figure JCPa-5 details the vertical U-bend ground heat 
exchanger design. A test was performed that indicated the ground thermal conductivity at the site 
is 1.3 Btu/hr-ft-°F.  No ground temperature was provided in the test report.  There is no verification 

that the bores were grouted or backfilled as specified but it is unlikely they were completed in this 
manner because of the difficulty of doing so. 
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Figure JCPb-4  Original Design and As-Built Modifications of Ground Loop 

 

  

Figure JCPb-5  Vertical U-Tube Ground Heat Exchanger Design 
 

As shown in Figures JCPb-6 and -7 the ground loop peak leaving water temperatures are between 
92 and 94°F high.  At these temperatures the heat pump efficiencies will be mediocre and 
dehumidification capacity compromised.  The loop lengths are near the values of the loops 
connected to Building A but the ground temperatures are 10 to 15°F lower.  This appears to be a 
result of the reduced use of Building B, which includes the conference room which is not 
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continually used.  The ventilation air system is rated at 2875 cfm which is likely sized to meet the 
conference room needs when densely occupied (~150 people).  It is not clear how this is controlled 
when the conference room is not in use. 
 
 

 

Figure JCPb -6  Ground Loop Temperatures for Four Consecutive Days near Design Conditions 

 
The differential loop temperature shown in Figure JCPb-7 (Δt ≈ 5°F) at full load indicates the 
pump is delivering slightly more than optimal flow rate (indicated by Δt ≈ 10°F.  This would 
indicate the pump is oversized and or the building is not fully loaded. The VS pump drive also 
does not appear to be properly functioning since differential temperatures are small (Δt ≈ 5°F) at 
full-load and essentially zero at approximately 10 hours per day. 
 
Figure JCPb-8 demonstrates loop temperatures on the three mild days soon after the period 
recorded in the Figures JCPb-6 and JCPb-7.  The daily peak leaving water temperatures moderated 
(87°F, 85°F, and 84°F).  The peak differential loop temperatures (Δt ≈ 2-3°F) indicate the load 
was approximately 50% of the load during the day when the outdoor temperature reached 95°F  
The VS pump drive does not appear to be properly functioning since differential temperatures are 
small even at full-load.  Additionally, the pump(s) appear to be over-sized at 24.2 hp/100 tons. 
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Figure JCPb -7  Ground Loop Temperatures for Day above Design Conditions  

 

 
 

Figure JCPb -8  Ground Loop Temperatures for Three Consecutive Mild Days  
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At this point the building energy consumption is has not been provided so the US EPA Energy 
Star, specific energy consumption (kWh/ft2-yr) and demand (W/ft2) are not computed. Surveys for 
Building B were not computed, however values for the nearby Building C are included below and 
are similar to the results for building A. Occupants find the room temperatures very dissatisfactory 
at 1.0/5 in cooling and acceptable in heating at 3.0/5, the air quality as acceptable at 3.3/5, the 
lighting as very satisfactory at 4.5/5, the acoustics as satisfactory at 4.0/5, the building maintenance 
as acceptable at 3.3/5, and the ability to control as very dissatisfactory at 1.5/5.   
 
Installation cost for the ground loop and building HVAC system were not available. 
 
Building Information   

-19,000 ft2 office building 
-Building occupied by 28 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2001 (GHP installed same year) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation via exhaust fan at a flow rate = 2875 cfm 
-103 cfm/person (conference room unoccupied) or 22 cfm/person when occupied by 100 people 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-18 heat pumps with a total capacity of 62 tons 
-Heat pump control method: Direct Digital Control Energy Management System 
-2 water pumps @ 7.5 hp with variable speed control, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1.25 in. U-tube with 24 bores @ 300 ft bore depth (7,200 ft.) 
-Pea gravel backfill and bentonite plugs 
-6 x 4 grid on 20 ft centers 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 116 ft/ton  
-Pump = 24.2 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 306 ft2/ton 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey (SURVEYS FROM BUILDING C) 

Summer: 1.0/5   Winter: 3.0/5  Air Quality:  3.3/5  Acoustics:  4.0/5   
Lighting:  4.5/5   Maintenance: 3.3/5   Ability to Control: 1.5/5 
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7.5 North Warren Elementary School - Smith Grove County, KY 

 

North Warren Elementary School shown in Figure NWE-1 is a partial two–story 53,000 ft2 
building constructed in 1941.  The central two-story portion of the building and the north 
auditorium wing are heated and cooled with a 120-ton geothermal heat pump system.  A total of 
25 water-to-air heat pumps serve this portion of the building.  The classrooms and hallways heat 
pumps are primarily console units as shown in Figure NEW-2.  The auditorium is served by two 
ten-ton vertical water–to-air units as shown in Figure NEW-3.  A south wing and gymnasium are 
served by a newer geothermal heat pump system which has had less satisfactory performance and 
information is more limited. The ventilation air is conditioned with four 10-ton water-to-water heat 
pumps as shown in Figure NEW-4.  The pumps in this figure are used to circulated the building 
loop water for the water-to-water units.  
   

 
Figure NWE-1 Entrance to North Warren Elementary School 

 
Water circulation is provided to the central and north wings by single a 20-hp pump shown in 
Figure NEW-4 that is capable of delivering 450 gpm with 110 ft. of head.  The pump is connected 
to a variable speed drive and may not be adequately regulating flow rate as indicated by the low 
water temperature differentials during periods of lighter loads (Figure NEW-5).  The building 
interior loop is steel pipe. 
 
The dimensions of the ground loop are not clearly known.  The ground loop drawings were not 
with the records stored at the construction office.  One portion of the ground loop is thought to 
consist of 40 - 150 ft. deep vertical bores with one-inch HDPE U-tube heat exchangers.  This 
results in a total bore length of 6000 ft which is clearly insufficient to support the 120-ton system 
(50 ft./ton).   
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Figure NWE-2 Console Water-to-Air Heat Pumps in Hallway of Original Building 

  

Figure NWE -3 Auditorium Served by Two Ten-Ton Units (One Shown on Right)  

 

  
Figure NWE-4 Water-to-Water Heat Pumps and Pumps and Main Ground Loop Pumps 
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Loop field temperature measurements were made in the late winter on relatively mild days.  Figure 
NWE-5 show ground loop entering and leaving temperatures on day with a morning low air 
temperature of 37°F.  A small number of heat pumps are operating in the heating mode throughout 
the evening and night as indicated by the ground loop leaving liquid temperature being slightly 
higher than the entering temperature (0.2 to 0.5°F).  The units continue to operate in net cooling 
just before 6:00 am and then into net cooling after 6:00 am as indicated ground loop leaving liquid 
temperature being 1 to 2°F  lower than the entering temperature.  The ground loop temperatures 
all remain between 56°F and 61°F which are excellent values for both heating and cooling.  Figure 
NWE-6 demonstrates similar loop temperature trends for three consecutive days that are also mild.  
 

 
 

Figure NWE-5  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Mild Late Winter Day  
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Figure NWE -6  Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Consecutive Mild Late Winter Days  

The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 88 in 2009 and 92 in 2010 but occupants 
are somewhat dissatisfied with summer comfort, winter comfort, air quality, acoustics, and 
maintenance.  Ability to control space temperature was rated as acceptable and lighting as 
satisfactory.   
 
Installation cost for the ground loop and the building HVAC system were not available. 
 

Building Information  

-53,000 ft2 elementary school (geothermal heat pump system described serves 38,300 ft2) 
-Building occupied by 430 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1941  
-Ventilation air conditioned with four ten-ton water-to-water heat pump system (with FUs). 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-25 heat pump with a total capacity of 120 tons 
-Heat pump controlled with programmable thermostats 
-1 water pump @ 20-hp with variable speed control method, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop with 1 in. U-tubes and 40 bores claimed but cannot be verified 
-150 ft bore depth, 4 x 10 grid, separation distance cannot be verified 
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System Metrics 

-Loop = 50 ft/ton  
-Pump = 16.7 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 319 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 88 (2009), 92 (2010) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 10.35  Cooling demand = 4.80 W/ft2  Heating demand= 5.26 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 2.9/5   Winter: 2.9/5  Air Quality:  2.8/5  Acoustics:  2.9/5   
Lighting:  3.8/5   Maintenance: 2.5/5   Ability to Control: 3.1/5 
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7.6 Plano Elementary School – Warren County, KY 

 

Plano Elementary School is a 73,600 ft2 building constructed in 2007 with a 228-ton geothermal 
heat pump system.  A total of 54 water-to-air heat pumps serve the building.  The ventilation air 
is conditioned with two water-to-water heat pumps integrated to work with three energy recovery 
units (ERUs) that have a combined capacity of 12,400 cfm.  Figure PES-2 is a photo of a water-
to-air and water-to-water unit in an equipment room.  Figure PES-3 is a view of one of the ERUs 
in the same equipment room.  
 
Water circulation is provided by individual pumps on each unit which are connected to a central 
loop.  Heat pumps that are less than 4-tons are served by 1/6 hp air-cooled pumps. Heat pumps 
ranging in size from 4 to 7.5 tons are served by a 0.4-hp pump, 10-ton units by ½ hp pumps, and 
15 tons units by ¾-hp pumps.  The central loop is made of PVC pipe inside the building and HDPE 
for the ground loop.  

 

 
Figure PES-1 Entrance to Gymnasium 

 
The ground loop consists of 132 - 300 ft. deep vertical bores with one-inch HDPE U-tube heat 
exchangers.  This results in a total bore length of 39,600 ft or 174 ft./ton.  The bores are arranged 
in a 6 x 22 grid and are space by 20 ft. in direction and 30 ft. in the other direction.   There are 12 
parallel circuits with 11 U-tubes each. 
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Figure PES-2 Water-to-Air and Water-to-Water Heat Pumps 

 

 

Figure PES-3 Ventilation Air Energy Recovery Unit 

 
Loop field temperature measurements were made in the late winter on relatively mild days.  Figure 
PES-4 show ground loop entering and leaving temperatures on day with a morning low air 
temperature of 73°F.  Note the morning leaving water temperature was 2 to 5°F higher than the 
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entering loop temperature which indicates most of the heat pumps were in the heating mode.  Later 
in the morning the differential temperature was smaller meaning some heat pumps went into the 
cooling mode.  At approximately 11:00 am the system switched over to net cooling since the 
ground loop leaving temperature was less than the entering temperature. In the afternoon the 
differential temperature was typically around 8°F which indicated most and possibly all the 
operating units were in cooling.  Note the early morning start-up differential loop temperature was 
5°F, which would indicate most of the operating heat pumps were in the heating mode. These 
differential loop temperatures values indicate the pumps appear to be properly sized (which would 
be indicated by differentials of near 6°F in heating and 10°F in cooling). 
 
Figure PES-5 demonstrates similar performance for three consecutive days with mild outdoor air 
conditions. 
 
   

 

Figure PES-4  Ground Loop Temperatures  
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Figure PES-5  More Ground Loop Temperatures 

The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 97 but occupants are dissatisfied with 
summer comfort, winter comfort and their ability to control space temperature (2.3, 2.1, and 1.6 
out of 5).  A rating of 1.6 out of 5 for ability to control was one of the lowest ratings in this category 
among the 40 buildings surveyed.  Acoustics and maintenance requirements were rated as 
acceptable (3.1, and 2.9 out of 5).  Air quality and lighting rated as satisfactory (3.5 and 3.6 out of 
5).  This building received a larger than average number of comments, several indicating 
thermostat adjustments did little to affect temperature.  Some occupants commented that a single 
unit serves two classrooms and that adjusting temperature in one room disrupts the conditions in 
the adjacent room.  
 
Installation cost for the ground loop and the building HVAC system were not available. 
   
Building Information   

-73,600 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 621 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2007 (GHP installed the same year) 
-Ventilation air at 12,400 cfm conditioned by three energy recovery units supplemented by two 23 
ton water-to-air heat pumps  
-19.97 cfm per person and 0.168 cfm per ft2 
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Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-56 heat pumps with a total capacity of 228 tons 
-Energy Management Sys (EMS) with Direct Digital Control (DCC) 
-2 water pumps @ 5hp each with on-off control method, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 132 bores 
-300 ft bore depth  
-6 x 22 grid on 20 ft centers 

 

System Metrics 
-Loop = 174 ft/ton  
-Pump = 4.4 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 323 ft2/ton 

 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 97 (2010) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 9.55  Cooling demand = 3.91 W/ft2  Heating demand= 4.40 W/ft2  

 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 2.3/5   Winter: 2.1/5  Air Quality: 3.5/5  Acoustics: 3.1/5   
Lighting:  3.6/5   Maintenance: 2.9/5   Ability to Control: 1.6/5 

Comments: 
- Have been without heat many weeks. 
-  [Thermostat] doesn’t always work. 
- If you adjust the setting [of the thermostat] at all, the connecting room’s temperature 

changes drastically. 
- Different temperatures throughout the library. 
- At times not warm enough. 
- I have been in three different classrooms and in each of them temperatures exceeded 

86 degrees on a regular basis [during cooling season]. 
- My classroom stayed between 61 and 64 degrees for most of the winter season. We had 

a few days where it started at 58 degrees and struggled to reach 63 degrees by the end 
of the day. 

- When it is too hot in the rooms, air is really stuffy. We routinely have to bring fans 
from home to keep kids from overheating. 

- At times, when the heat or air tries to come on, it makes a very loud squealing noise. 
- [Thermostat] We can try to adjust them but it doesn’t work. 
- I have had a light out for sometime 
- (In regards to acoustics) Other classroom’s active board sound interrupts our class 

instruction 
- (In regards to maintenance) We can send an e-mail easily enough but nothing seems 

to change.  If it does get “fixed”, it only lasts for a week or two. 
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7.7 Rich Pond Elementary – Warren County, KY 

 

Rich Pond Elementary School is a 61,300 ft2 building that has undergone several modifications 
and expansions since 1952 when it was rebuilt on a site previously occupied by older buildings.  
The front entrance is shown Figure RPE-1 and Figure RPE-2 is a photo of the entry hallway mural 
that depicts the buildings that previously served as Rich Pond Elementary.  A 186-ton geothermal 
heat pump system serves the school.  The initial installation consisted of 25 heat pumps with a 
capacity of 120 tons.  An addition required 17 more heat pumps with a total capacity of 66 tons.  
Thirteen 500-cfm three energy recovery units (ERUs) are integrated with classroom console water-
to-air heat pumps and shown in Figure RPE-3.  Vertical units that serve other areas of the building 
are also shown in Figure RPE-3.   
 

 
 

Figure RPE-1 Entrance to Rich Pond Elementary School 
 

 
Figure RPE-2 Entry Hallway Mural Depicting Previous Rich Pond Elementary Buildings 
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Figure RPE-3 Classroom Console Water-to-Air with Energy Recovery Unit and Vertical Unit 

Water circulation is provided by two central 20-hp pumps as shown in Figure RPE-4.   The central 
loop is a combination of steel and PVC pipe inside the building and HDPE in the ground. 

 

 

Figure RPE-4 Central Loop Pumps, Two at 20-hp Each 

The ground loop consists of 94 - 150 ft. deep vertical bores with HDPE U-tube heat exchangers.  
This results in a total bore length of 14,100 ft or 76 ft./ton.  The bores are arranged in two grids, 
one 6 x 11 grid and the second is 2 x 4 and the loops are space by 10 ft. in one direction and 30 ft. 
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in the other direction.   There are four parallel circuits with various numbers of U-tubes on each 
circuit. 
 
Loop field temperature measurements were made in the late winter on relatively mild days.  Figure 
RPE-5 show ground loop entering and leaving temperatures on day with a morning low air 
temperature of 37°F.  The heat pumps are operating in the cooling mode as indicated by the ground 
loop leaving water temperature being slightly lower (3°F or 4°F during some periods) than the 
entering temperature.  The ground loop temperatures all remain between 56°F and 61°F which are 
excellent values for both heating and cooling.  Figure RPE-6 demonstrates similar loop 
temperature trends for three consecutive days that are also mild.  
 

 

 

Figure RPE-5  Ground Loop Temperatures  
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Figure RPE-6  More Ground Loop Temperatures 

The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 81 but occupants were dissatisfied with 
summer comfort, winter comfort, air quality, acoustics and their ability to control space 
temperature (2.4, 2.4, 2.0, 2.1, and 2.6 out of 5).  Lighting and maintenance requirements were 
rated as acceptable (3.3, and 3.3 out of 5).  This building received a larger than average number of 
comments on a variety of issues as noted below.   
 
Installation cost for the ground loop and the building HVAC system were not available. 
   
Building Information   

-61,300 ft2 elementary school  
-Building occupied by 750 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Classroom ERUs provide 500 cfm each (≈20 cfm person) 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-42 heat pumps with a total capacity of 186 tons 
-2 water pumps @ 20hp each with continuous control and central loop 
-Vertical ground loops with 94 bores at 150 ft bore depth  
-6 x 11 + 2 x 14 grid on 20 ft centers 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 76 ft/ton  
-Pump = 21.5 hp/100 tons 
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-Building area to cooling load = 330 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 81 (2010) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 13.65  Cooling demand = 5.17 W/ft2  Heating demand= 5.40 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 2.4/5   Winter: 2.4/5  Air Quality:  2.0/5  Acoustics:  2.1/5   
Lighting:  3.3/5   Maintenance: 3.3/5   Ability to Control: 2.6/5 

Comments: 

- Too cold in the building. 
- Room has very, very old carpet. Smells musty, feels damp in room and I wonder about 

mold. 
- My room feels very stuffy at times. 
- Always feels damp in my room. Often stuffy [which is] very bad for the instruments. 
- Either hot or cold: no in between. 
- Stuffy at times and strange smell. 
- Constant noise that must be spoken above. 
- Very humid 

- Loud 
- The air has a very moldy, mildew smell to it in certain sections of the building. 
- The units are very loud and disruptive to students. 
- Terrible: it is either freezing or so hot you cannot breathe. 
- Hot one minute, cold the next. 
- [Temperature] fluctuates. Warm air blown, then suddenly cold. 
- Too noisy when trying to teach [if the] unit is on. 
- If you move the temperature the slightest bit to make warmer the room becomes very 

humid and sticky. 
- Air seems musty & /stale. 

- Do not like constant roaring sound. 
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7.8 Unicoi County (TN) High School – Erwin, TN 
 
Unicoi County High School shown in Figures UC-1 and UC-2 is a 2-story 135,000 ft2 building 
constructed in 1999 with a vertical U-tube geothermal heat pump system.  Seventy-six water-to-
air heat pumps with a nominal capacity of 380 tons heat and cool the building (355 ft2/ton).  The 
heat pumps are typically located in equipment room closets and some have very limited space for 
service and repairs as shown in Figure UC-3.  Ventilation air is provided by three energy recovery 
units (ERUs) with a total capacity of 25,600 cfm (34 cfm per person).  The dressing area in the 
gymnasium is heated via a glycol “runaround” heat recovery coil that is supplemented with an 
electric furnace.  Two 20 hp pumps (10.5 hp/100 tons) with variable speed drives (VSDs) provide 
circulation through the heat pumps, building piping, and loop field.  Each pump is rated to provide 
464 gpm at 95 ft. of water head.  Figure UC-4 shows the pumps, the compact interior circuit 
headers, and the VSDs. 
 

 
Figure UC-1 Unicoi County Tennessee High School 

 

 
Figure UC-2 Unicoi County Tennessee High School 
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Figure UC-3 Heat Pumps in Closets  

  

Figure UC-4 Pumps, Ground Loop Circuit Headers, and Variable Speed Drives 

The original ground loop designed shown in Figure UC-5 called for 140 ¾-inch vertical U-tubes 
380 ft. in depth arranged in 14 circuits (10 U-tubes per circuit).  The two below grade valves and 
a circuit setter were arranged on each U-tube.  The 10 U-tubes in each circuit were to be connected 
to one of the 15 supply and return circuit headers in a 4 ft. deep by 4 ft. diameter concrete manhole 
as shown in Figure UC-6.  An alternative design of nine circuits with 3-inch diameter headers and 
a total of 145, 1-inch diameter U-tubes was proposed as shown in Figure UC-7.  The nine sets of 
circuit headers shown in Figure UC-4 indicate this alternative was accepted. However, the final 
design is reported to consist of 145 U-tubes at 380 ft. each (145 ft. per ton).  Two separate tests 
were performed with one indicating the thermal conductivity at the site is 1.43 Btu/hr-ft-°F and the 

second indicating the value is 1.54 Btu/hr-ft-°F.  Neither test reported the ground temperature. 
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Figure UC-5 Loop Field Design Layout with 140 U-bends and 15 Circuits 

  

Figure UC-6  Original Design With 280 Below Grade Valves and 140 Circuit Setters 

 

Figure UC-7 Revised Loop Field with 145 U-bends, 9 Circuits and No Valves or Circuit Setters 
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The ground loop has performed acceptably after 12 years of operation considering the loop length 
is only 145 ft. per installed ton (0.41 ft/ft2).  Figure UC-8 shows the loop leaving water temperature 
remains below 90 during a three day period when the outdoor temperature was in the low 90°F 

range. The figure demonstrates the VSD is not functioning as intended since the differential 
temperature a low part-load is often between 0 and 3°F.  This is corroborated by the HVAC 

technician’s comment that the VSD never runs at less than 95%. 
 
 

 
 
Figure UC-8  Ground Loop Temperatures during Three Hot Days near Local Design Conditions 

Figure UC-9 plots the ground loop temperature on a day when the outdoor temperature is above 
the local design condition.  The leaving water temperature peaks at 89.5°F when the outdoor 

temperature peaks at 95°F.  However, the differential temperature is 5.5°F on this above design 

day indicating the pump is somewhat oversized.  Figure UC-10 demonstrates the gradual decline 
during three mild days that occurred soon after the hot days shown in Figures UC-8 and UC-9. 
 
The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 54.  Occupants find the room temperatures 
acceptable in cooling (3.3/5) and heating (3.1/5), the air quality and lighting are also acceptable at 
3.4/5 and 3.0/5, the acoustics as satisfactory at 3.8, the building maintenance as very satisfactory 
at 4.4/5 and the ability to control as dissatisfactory at 2.1/5. 
 
The GHP system seems to working in good order other than the slightly oversized pump that 
operates continuously at full load because of the non-functioning VSD.  The lower than expected 
Energy Star rating is likely a result of the electric duct heater in the gymnasium dressing room 
operating frequently as a result of the runaround loop being ineffective. 
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Figure UC-8  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Day above Local Design Condition 

 

Figure UC-9  Ground Loop Temperatures during Three Consecutive Mild Days 
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Maintenance Staff Comments  

• “A few mechanical closets have limited space for service and repairs.” 

• “The fresh air system has always been a source of problems as far as the control system is 

concerned. This is not related to the Johnson Controls Metasys system, but is an internal 

issue: the system stays in alarm mode more than not. A McQuay factory service technician 

worked on the system the 2nd year of operation, but it didn’t help much.” 

• “The dressing room area of the gym is poorly heated and there is no cooling other than a 

fresh air supply. The glycol loop has never provided the heat transfer as designed. The 

backup is provided by electric resistance duct heater. This was an ongoing issue between 

the engineer and everyone else involved. Twelve years later it is still not correct.” 

• VS drive is never below 95% 

Building Information  

-135,000 ft2 high school 
-Building occupied by 750 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1999 (GHP installed in same year) 
- Ventilation Air provided via a 25,600 cfm Energy Recovery Unit 
-34 cfm per person and 0.19 cfm per ft2 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-76 heat pumps with a total capacity of 380 tons 
- Energy Management System, Direct Digital Control 
-2 water pumps @ 40 hp with variable speed control method, central loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 145 bores @ 380 ft bore depth (55,100 ft.) 
-380 ft bore depth with unspecified backfill 
- 5 x 29 grid on 20 ft centers 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 145 ft/ton,   
-Pump = 10.5 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load =355 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 54 
-kWh/ft2/year = 11.93  Cooling demand = 3.44 W/ft2  Heating demand= 4.11 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 3.30/5   Winter: 3.10/5  Air Quality:  3.00/5  Acoustics:  3.80/5   
Lighting:  3.40/5   Maintenance: 4.40/5    Ability to Control: 2.10/5 

Comments: 

- My [classroom] had some issues early on (in cooling mode), but works great now 
- Can get too warm (in heating mode) 

- Odors 
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- I would like to be able to adjust the thermostat more than 2 or 3 degrees 
- Sometimes smell is horrid. 
- [Dissatisfied with cooling and heating mode] only because of the lack of classroom 

thermostat control 
- Always cold [in heating mode] 
- I have an air freshener 

Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 

Building Interior HVAC:  NA  Exterior Ground Loop: NA  
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7.9 Warren County Public Schools Office – Bowling Green, KY 

 

Warren County Public Schools Office is a 14,760 ft2 single story building with a 41-ton geothermal 
heat pump system shown in Figure WCO-1.  The water-to-air heat pumps are horizontal with 
electro-mechanical controls as shown in Figure WCO-2.  Figure WCO-3 shows limited access 
service technicians have available with the units located above the ceilings.  
 

 
 

Figure WCO-1 Warren County Public Schools Main Office – Bowling Green, KY 
 

 

Figure WCO-2 Water-to-Air Heat Pumps 
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Figure WCO-3 Horizontal Heat Pumps Location and Loop Pump Mechanical Room as Storage 

Water circulation is provided by two 5-hp pumps shown in Figure WCO-3 that each delivers 126 
gpm. These pumps operate continuously and are connected to a central interior loop of Schedule 
40 PVC pipe.  The ground loop is a horizontal system consisting of 14 horizontal circuits located 
in 300 ft. long trenches separated by 12 feet.  As shown in figure WCO-4 each trench has six ¾-
inch, HDPE pipes backfilled with agricultural lime.  This results in 4200 total feet of trench and 
25,200 feet of pipe.  The original designed called for the trench depth to be 5 ft. 6-in.  Site reports 
indicated the depth was approximately 4 ft. 6-in. deep.  The supply and return ground loop headers 
are 3-inch HDPE and are approximately 120 ft. in length.  
 

 

Figure WCO-4 Cross-Section of Warren County Public School Office Horizontal Ground Loop 

Loop field temperature measurements were made in the late winter on relatively mild days.  Figure 
WCO-5 shows the ground loop entering and leaving temperatures on day with a morning low air 
temperature of 31°F.  It appears many of the building heat pumps are in the cooling mode since 
the leaving water temperature is 3°F (morning) to 5°F (afternoon) lower than the ground loop 
entering liquid temperature.   The LWT ranged between 52°F and 53°F throughout the day.  These 
temperatures can be expected since the undisturbed horizontal ground temperature at a 5 ft. depth 
would be slightly below 50°F at this time of the year.  Figure WCO-6 demonstrates similar 
performance on a day that was warmer.  
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Figure WCO-5  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Mild Winter Day with Heat Pumps in Cooling   

 

Figure WCO-6  Ground Loop Temperatures on a Milder Winter Day   

The building received a preliminary US EPA Energy Star rating of 49.  Occupants were satisfied 
with the summer indoor air temperature, acoustics, lighting and maintenance.  Winter temperature, 
air quality, and ability to control were acceptable.  
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Building Information  

-14,760 ft2 office 
-Building occupied by 45 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-Twelve heat pumps with a total capacity of 41 tons 
-Heat pump control method: Programmable Thermostats 
-2 water pumps @ 5-hp each with continuous control method, central loop 
-Horizontal ground loop: 6 tubes per trench (0.75 in. tube) with 14 trenches at 300 ft length 
-4 to 5 ft trench depth with A.G. Lime backfill 
-12 ft trench separation 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 102 ft/ton  
-Pump = 24.4 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 360 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 49 (Preliminary) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 27.98  Cooling demand = 3.85 W/ft2  Heating demand= 3.69 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey (25 surveys completed) 

Summer: 3.6/5   Winter: 3.4/5  Air Quality:  3.4/5  Acoustics:  3.6/5   
Lighting:  3.7/5   Maintenance: 3.8/5   Ability to Control: 3.3/5 

Comments: 

- My office stays the same temperature despite the thermostat setting 
- They have checked my office’s thermostat and can’t fix it to adjust. 
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Chapter 8 - Site Surveys Results:  Central Illinois and South Central Texas 
 

8.1 Benjamin Elementary School - Bloomington, IL 
 
Benjamin Elementary School shown in Figure BNE-1 is a two-story 76,914 ft2 building that was 
completed in 2010.  The building is served by a 218-ton one-pipe geothermal heat pump system 
with 69 water-to-air heat pumps.  Ventilation air is provided three energy recovery units (ERUs) 
with a combined capacity of 15,500 cfm. 

 

  
Figure BNE-1 Benjamin Elementary School Entrance and Main Equipment Room  

 
The one-pipe system is used in this school similar to the piping arrangement that is incorporated 
in the older buildings in the area that have been retrofitted with a GHP.  A single pipe serves as 
the supply and return.  A circulator pump located inside the heat pump cabinet is activated when 
the unit calls for heating or cooling.  After leaving the heat pump, the liquid is returned to the one-
pipe loop downstream from the intake. Figure BNE-1 shows pump arrangement.  At least one of 
the 20-hp main pumps operates continuously to prevent recirculation of the exit water into the heat 
pump inlet.  An additional main pump is activated when the loop return temperature rises above 
the cooling set-point or below the heating mode set-point.     
 
This building was not monitored but is included to demonstrate more recent installation costs.  The 
building is new while the others in the district are retrofits.  It has more elaborate controls (with 
which the owners are not satisfied) and energy recovery units (ERUs) which were not used in the 
retrofits. 
 
The ground loop consists of 156, 1 in. HDPE vertical U-bend heat exchangers each 250 in length 
(39,000 ft. total).  The vertical bores were grouted with thermally-enhanced bentonite.   
 
Installation cost for the ground loop was $511,200, ($6.65/ft2 or $13.11/ft. of vertical bore).  Cost 
for the building HVAC system was $1,496,400 ($19.46/ft2) which included $303,035 for the heat 
pump units ($3.94/ft2 or $1390/ton).  Thus, the total cost of the GHP retrofit was $2,007,595 
($26.10/ft2).   
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8.2 Brigham Elementary School - Normal, IL 
 
Brigham Elementary School shown in Figure BE-1 is a single-story structure that was built in 1956 
and has had two additions for a total of 55,156 ft2. A 117-ton one-pipe geothermal heat pump 
system was installed in 2008.  Thirty-eight water-to-air heat pumps serve the building.  The large 
vertical units are located in the classrooms as shown in Figure BE-2 and are controlled by 
programmable thermostats. Ventilation air is provided via dampers in the heat pumps that are 
controlled by CO2 sensors.  The offices are heated and cooled by conventional low-profile console 
units. Before the GHP installation the schools and gymnasiums were only heated.  
 

 
 

Figure BE-1 Brigham Elementary School, Bloomington, IL  
 

 
Figure BE-2 Classroom Heat Pump  
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Figure BE-3 is a schematic of the one-pipe system.  One pipe serves as the supply and return in 
that a circulator pump is activated when the unit calls for heating or cooling.  The circulator pump 
draws water into the heat pump from the main pipe and returns it to the same pipe downstream.  
At least one of the main pumps operates continuously to prevent recirculation of the exit water to 
the into the heat pump inlet.  An additional main pump is activated when the loop return 
temperature rises above the cooling set-point or below the heating mode set-point.  Figure BE-4 
shows a typical main two-pump arrangement for the one-pipe system.  Each pump at Brigham is 
7.5 hp. 
 

 

Figure BE-3 One-pipe Diagram and Pumps with Traditional Reverse-Return Ground Loop 

 

Figure BE-4 Typical Main Pump Installation for One-Pipe System 

The ground loop consists of ninety, 1 in. HDPE vertical U-bend heat exchangers inserted into 200 
ft. deep bores.  The vertical bores were grouted with thermally-enhanced bentonite.  The local 
ground temperature at a nearby site was measured to be 55°F, thermal conductivity is 1.30 Btu/hr-
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ft-°F, and thermal diffusivity is 0.94 ft2/day.  The vertical loops are installed in 9 x 10 grid separated 

by 20 ft. arranged in 9 circuits with 10 U-tubes in each circuit.  Isolation valves for each circuit 
are located below grade and accessed through a plastic pipe riser. 
 
In 2010 a lighting and partial envelope energy upgrade were conducted.  T8 fluorescent lighting 
fixtures and double pane-thermal break windows were added.  The window area was decreased 
using fiberglass panels with R-19 insulation but no insulation was able to be added to the existing 
walls. 
 
The owners are very satisfied with the reduced energy consumption and lower maintenance 
requirements.   The maintenance staff is especially satisfied with the simplicity of the system in 
these retrofits.  The newer schools in the district incorporate a one-pipe GSHP system but more 
complex controls were added.  The comments from the maintenance staff below indicate they 
prefer the original control systems.  (See comments below).  
 
Figure BE-5 indicates the ground loop is operating effectively in the cooling mode since the ground 
loop leaving water temperature does not exceed 64°F on the warmest day during the May 2011 
month.  The differential loop temperatures range between 10°F and 11°F during the peak afternoon 
period which indicates the pumps are properly controlled.  In the off peak periods the differential 
loop temperatures increase to about 15 which indicates pump flow rate continues to be maintained 
even at the lighter load.  Even though the differential is higher than 10°F, the system efficiency is 
likely to be improved due to the reduced pumping power. 
 

 
 

Figure BE-5  Ground Loop Temperatures on Warm Day Near End of School Year  
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Figure BE-6 is a similar plot of ground loop temperature over a two-day period with high 
temperatures slightly less than the day display in Figure BE-5.  The ground loop leaving water 
temperature does not exceed 63°F and the differential loop temperatures range between 13°F and 
15°F for the entire two days. 
 

 

Figure BE-6  More Ground Loop Temperatures  

Maintenance Staff Comments  

• O&M advantages of GHPs are:  Very low maintenance 

• O&M disadvantages (or problems) of GHPs are:  Keep the control systems simple as they 
perform better. Our newest sites with more complex controls have been more problematic 

• Recommendations for future GHP installations that would improve O & M:  Keep the 
entire system simple 

 
Brigham Elementary School received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 95 in 2008, 97 in 2009, and 
97 in 2010.  Occupants found the summer indoor temperature acceptable.  The winter temperature, 
air quality, lighting, maintenance requirements, and ability to control were acceptable.  However, 
occupants were dissatisfied with the acoustics which is a recurring comment with the vertical 
console units used in the school district.  
 
Installation cost for the ground loop was $243,117, ($4.41/ft2 or $13.51/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $144,000 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($2.61/ft2 or $8/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$99,117 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.80/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
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system was $492,423 ($8.93/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GHP retrofit was $735,540 
($13.34/ft2).  Table BE-1 provides details of the system costs. 
 

 

Item $/ft2 Total

One Pipe Loop $2.52 $138,951.00

Insulation $0.44 $24,258.00

Pumps $0.16 $8,600.00

Expansion Tank $0.05 $3,000.00

Air Venting $0.01 $450.00

Equipment Installation $0.25 $13,800.00

Electric/Controls $1.07 $59,189.00

Sheet Metal $0.46 $25,305.00

General Work $0.72 $39,780.00

Condensate drainage $0.11 $6,000.00

Equipment Mark-up $0.38 $20,700.00

Balance $0.09 $5,040.00

Chemical $0.02 $1,375.00

Glycol $0.14 $7,900.00

Total $6.42 $354,348.00

Well Field $4.41 $243,117.00

Equipment $2.50 $138,075.00

TOTAL $13.34 $735,540.00

Table BE-1  Geothermal Heat Pump Budget

 

Building Information 
 
-55,156 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 420 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1956 (GHP installed in 2008) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation introduced through the wall into heat pump cabinet 
-15 cfm per person 
 
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
 
-38 heat pumps with a total capacity of 117 tons 
-Heat pump control method (Programmable Thermostat,  
- 40 water pumps @ 15 hp with on-off control method, central/one-pipe loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 90 bores 
-200 ft bore depth with thermally enhanced bentonite backfill 
- 9 x 10 grid on 20 ft centers  
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System Metrics 
 
-Loop = 154 ft/ton  
-Pump = 12.8 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 471 ft2/ton 
 
Energy Metrics 
 
-Energy Star Rating = 95 (2008), 97 (2009), 97 (2010) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 6.15  Cooling demand = 1.92 W/ft2  Heating demand= 2.38 W/ft2  

 
Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 
 
Summer: 3.6/5   Winter: 2.9/5  Air Quality:  3/5  Acoustics:  2.3/5   
Lighting:  2.7/5   Maintenance: 3.3/5   Ability to Control: 3.1/5 
 
Comments: 

 
- Extremely cold air blows out of the unit when the heat is not on, almost fells like a draft 

from outside. 
- The room is cold when set to temperatures within district limits. When the blower is 

on, it is loud and hard to hear students. Our lighting is old, dirty and in need of updating. 
- I just have concerns about the system blowing cold air once the temperature is set or 

it’s off. 
- Only issue is that air is only circulated in the middle part of the room. It also blows 

materials everywhere! Need lots of paperweights. 
- The temperature is erratic because the heat either blows full force or not at all. 

Additionally, the blower is very noisy which makes it difficult to hear students and for 
the students to hear us. 
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8.3  Carlock Elementary School - Carlock, IL 
 
Carlock Elementary School shown in Figure CES-1 is a single-story building that was constructed 
in 1938 and has three subsequent additions which resulted in a total of 19,000 ft2.  A 48-ton one-
pipe geothermal heat pump system was installed in 2008.  Eighteen water-to-air packaged heat 
pumps serve the building.  The vertical units shown in Figure CES-2 are located in the classrooms 
without ductwork and are integrated unobtrusively with decorations as shown in Figure CES-3.  
Control is provided by programmable thermostats. Ventilation air is provided via dampers in the 
heat pumps that are controlled by CO2 sensors.  The offices are heated and cooled by low-profile 
console units. Before the GHP installation the school and the gymnasium were not cooled.  
 

 
 

Figure CES-1 Carlock Elementary School, Carlock, IL  
 
In this piping system a single pipe serves as the supply and return.  A circulator pump located 
inside the heat pump cabinet is activated when the unit calls for heating or cooling.  After leaving 
the heat pump, the liquid is returned to the one-pipe loop downstream from the intake. 
 

 
 

Figure CES-2 Classroom Heat Pump 
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Figure CES-3 Students with Classroom Heat Pump in Background  

Figure CES-4 shows pump arrangement at typical one-pipe main pump arrangement.  At least one 
of the 2-hp main pumps operates continuously to prevent recirculation of the exit water into the 
heat pump inlet.  An additional main pump is activated when the loop return temperature rises 
above the cooling set-point or below the heating mode set-point.     

 

 

Figure CES-4 Typical Main Pump Arrangement for One-Pipe GHP System 

The ground loop consists of forty, 1 in. HDPE vertical U-bend heat exchangers each 200 in length 
(8,000 ft. total).  The vertical bores were grouted with thermally-enhanced bentonite.  The local 
ground temperature at a nearby site was measured to be 55°F, thermal conductivity is 1.30 Btu/hr-

ft-°F, and thermal diffusivity is 0.94 ft2/day.  The grid is arranged in 5 circuits with 8 U-tubes in 
each circuit.  Isolation valves for each circuit are located below grade and accessed through a 
plastic pipe riser. 
 
In 2009 a lighting and partial envelope energy upgrade were conducted.  T8 fluorescent lighting 
fixtures and double pane-thermal break windows were added.  The window area was decreased 
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but many of the walls were unable to be upgraded since they are concrete block.  No insulation 
was added to the existing roof. 
 
The owners are very satisfied with the reduced energy consumption and lower maintenance 
requirements.   The maintenance staff is especially satisfied with the simplicity of the system in 
these retrofits.  The newer schools in the district incorporate a one-pipe GSHP system but more 
complex controls were added.  The comments from the maintenance staff below indicate they 
prefer the original control systems.  (See comments below).  
 
Maintenance Staff Comments  

• O&M advantages of GHPs are:  Very low maintenance 

• O&M disadvantages (or problems) of GHPs are:  Keep the control systems simple as they 
perform better. Our newest sites with more complex controls have been more problematic 

• Recommendations for future GHP installations that would improve O & M:  Keep the 
entire system simple 

 
Carlock Elementary School received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 82 in 2010.  Occupants rated 
the summary indoor temperature, winter temperature, air quality and lighting as acceptable.  
Maintenance requirements and ability to control were found to be satisfactory. However, 
occupants were dissatisfied with the acoustics which is a recurring issue with the vertical console 
units used in the school district. 
 
Installation cost for the ground loop was $105,460, ($5.55/ft2 or $13.18/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $72,000 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($3.80/ft2 or $9.00/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$33,460 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.76/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
system was $288,540 ($15.19/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GHP retrofit was $390,400 
($20.55/ft2).   
 

Building Information 
 
-19,000 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 150 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1938 (GHP installed in 2008) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation introduced through the wall into heat pump cabinet 
-15 cfm per person 
 
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
 
-18 heat pumps with a total capacity of 48 tons 
-Heat pump control method: Programmable Thermostat 
-20 water pumps @ 5.5 hp with on-off control method, central/one-pipe loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 40 bores 
-200 ft bore depth (8000 ft. total) with thermally enhanced bentonite backfill 
-5 x 8 grid on 20 ft centers 
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System Metrics 
 
-Loop = 167 ft/ton  
-Pump = 11.5 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 396 ft2/ton 
 
Energy Metrics 
 
-Energy Star Rating = 82 (2010) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 9.99  Cooling demand = 3.09 W/ft2  Heating demand= 4.12 W/ft2  

 
Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 
 
Summer: 2.8/5   Winter: 2.6/5  Air Quality:  3.3/5  Acoustics:  2.3/5   
Lighting:  2.9/5   Maintenance: 3.8/5   Ability to Control: 3.5/5 
 
Comments: 
 

- Hallways are freezing in the winter time. Teachers should not have to have their 
classroom doors open to heat or cool the hallways. Noise level is unacceptable in the 
gym when the system turns on. 

- The range of temperature – either too hot or too cold. Hallway – too cold. 
- It is hard to keep it at a constant temperature – it [the unit] runs all day. 
- Hallways are always freezing during winter. Lights must be off for Smart Board use 

and the room gets too cold or too hot. (This respondent also indicated that the lighting 
level is too high). 

- System is too loud. 
- Doesn’t regulate [temperature] well. 
- The vent is very effective in the back of the room, but the front will always feel 

hotter/colder. There are times when the temperature shown on the monitor does not 
reflect the feel of the room (i.e. 68°F was shown, but the room was so hot, the door had 
to be opened). 

- (Respondent checked that the noise level of the unit was acceptable, but pointed out 
that the unit for that room was outside rather than inside). 

- Watching videos or working the Smart Board is difficult because the system 
immediately turns off. 

- We don’t like that the heating/cooling units shut off when the lights are turned off. We 
turn the lights off when we use the Smart Board. Rooms tend to be too humid or too 
cold in the summer months. They are hard to keep at a steady temperature in the winter. 
Our halls are cold in the winter. 

 
Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 
Building Interior HVAC:  $288,540  Exterior Ground Loop: $105,460 
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8.4 Cedar Park High School – Cedar Park, TX 
 

Cedar Park High School is a 2-story, 410,000 ft2 building that was originally completed in 1995 
with a ground source heat pump system.  The school was expanded to its current size in 1998.  The 
original HVAC system included 392 tons of water-to-air heat pumps primarily used in the 
classrooms and offices.  Most common areas (which are not typically occupied for as many hours 
as the classrooms and offices) are cooled and heated with conventional air-based systems totaling 
350 tons of capacity.  Ventilation air is conditioned by a 270-ton system consisting of a 
combination of energy recovery units (ERUs) supplemented an air-cooled chiller. 
 
The original GSHP system consisted of 151 heat pumps each connected to an individual ground 
loop.  A total of 169 one-sixth horsepower pumps provided circulation with 18 of the larger units 
having dual pumps. The ground loop was arranged around the perimeter of the building in irregular 
patterns.  A total of 392 vertical 1-inch U-tubes were installed in 290 ft. deep bores, separated by 
15 ft.  The vertical bores are grouted with a bentonite clay product with relatively poor thermal 
properties (k = 0.38 Btu/hr-ft-°F).   The local ground temperature is approximately 71°F.  

 

 
 

Figure CPH-1 Main Entrance, Cedar Park High School 
 

In 1998 the school was expanded to its current size and the GSHP system was increased to a total 
of 549 tons, 208 heat pumps, 230 one-sixth horsepower pumps, with 549 vertical bores each with 
1-inch by 290 ft. U-tubes.  The common area air-cooled HVAC capacity was expanded to 550 tons 
and the capacity of the ERU/DX ventilation air system was increased to a total of 470 tons.  
Common areas are heated via air-handling units with hot water provided by a boiler. 
 
Figure CPH-3 records the ground loop and the inlet air temperature on a very hot day near the end 
of the school year.  The ground loop leaving water temperature ranges between 87°F and   92°F.  

Note, the air temperature in the classroom ranges between 69°F and 74°F and yet the unit appears 

to be able to maintain this condition while operating only about 50% of the time.  It appears the 
pump is oversized (Δt ≈ 4°F while operating) and maybe operating continuously since the Δt < 1°F 

when the unit is off. 
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Figure CPH-2 East Entrance, Cedar Park High School Addition 

 

 

Figure CPH-3 Loop and Return Air Temperatures, Hot Day at End of School Year 
 

Figure CPH-4 shows the ground loop and the inlet air temperature on three very hot days before 
the day with the 106°F high outdoor air temperature.  The patterns for all three days are similar to 

the pattern on the 106°F high outdoor air temperature day. 
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Figure CPH-4 Loop and Return Air Temperatures on Three Consecutive Hot Days 
 

The local area experienced a seven month period from March to September of severe drought and 
record high temperatures.  Table CPH-1 compares the monthly rainfall totals during drought to the 
1981-2010 normal averages.  The first significant rainfall occurred on October 8 (1.7 inches) and 
October 9 (0.49 inches). 

 

Austin 2011 Drought - Seven Month Rainfall (Inches) 

  Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Total 

2011 0.15 0.19 1.91 1.39 0.05 0.00 0.01 3.70 

30-yr Norm 2.51 2.28 2.66 4.38 2.45 1.63 2.49 18.40 

 
Table CPH-1 Totals During Drought Preceding October 8-9 Rainfall 

Figure CPH-5 indicates the ground loop temperatures on a hot day before the end of the drought 
are about the same as the values in June.  However, on the days following the 2.19 inch rainfall, 
the cooler air temperatures and possibly the additional ground moisture combined to lower the 
loop temperatures only a few degrees as seen in Figure CPH-6.  However, note that the loop 
temperatures on the day  immediately following the rainfall (Monday, Oct. 10 declined during a 
the occupied period between 8 am and 4 pm when normally they rise. 

Figure CHP-7 demonstrates the ground loop and indoor air temperatures during a day near the end 
of the heting season.  In the morning the heat pumps are in the heating mode as indicated by the 
loop leaving water tempertures being warmer than the entering water temperatures.  However, the 
unit switched into cooling at approximately 10 am. 
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Figure CPH-5 Loop and Return Air Temperatures on Hot Day before the End of Drought 

 

Figure CPH-6 Loop and Return Air Temperatures after Drought-Ending Rainfall 
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Figure CPH-7 Loop and Return Air Temperatures during Cool Morning and Warm Afternoon 

 

Figure CPH-8 is a plot of the temperatures for the main office’s heat pump system during the 
period shown in Figure CPH-3 for the classroom system.  It shows the ground loop and the inlet 
air temperature on three very hot days near the end of the 2010-2011 school year.  The loop 
operates 5°F to 6°F warmer than the classroom unit.  The heat pump appears to be unable to lower 

the indoor temperature below 78°F until the occupants leave at 5 pm and the unit continues to 

operate for about one hour. 

Figure CPH-9 indicates the ground loop temperatures for the Main Office on a hot day before the 
end of the drought are about 5°F lower than they were in June even thought the room temperture 

is 70°F to 72°F.  The unit also does not run contiuously to maintain the lower temperature like in 

June.  This may be a result of corrective actions being taken as a result of complaints about the 
unit not previously being able to lower room temperatures sufficiently.  Figure CPH-10 indicates 
the loop temperatures on the day immediately following the rainfall (Monday, Oct. 10) 
demonstrate a similar decline during a the occupied period similar to the classroom unit.  However, 
on the subsequent days the loop temperatures are similar to those before the ranifall. 

Figure CHP-11 shows the Main Office ground loop and indoor air temperatures during a day near 
the end of the heting season.  The heat pumps did not appear to be operating in the heating mode 
even though morning low outdoor air temperture was 41°F. 
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Figure CPH-8 Loop and Return Air Temperatures on Three Consecutive Hot Days 
 

 

Figure CPH-9 Loop and Return Air Temperatures on Hot Day before the End of Drought 
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Figure CPH-10 Loop and Return Air Temperatures after Drought-Ending Rainfall 
 

 

Figure CPH-11 Loop and Return Air Temperatures during Cool Morning and Warm Afternoon 
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It is important to note that elevated temperatures are in large part to installation practices that were 
common in the mid-1990s.  Vertical bore separations of 15 ft. are almost always inadequate in 
commercial applications, especially in cooling mode dominant climates.  Additionally, low 
thermal conductivity bore hole grouts elevate cooling mode loop temperatures several degrees 
compared to thermally enhanced grouts or porous backfills in damp soils.  GSHPs developed 
initially in the residential sector and better practices for commercial application evolved later.  
Bore separations of 20 ft. provide a ground loop with 80% greater thermal capacity which allows 
systems with imbalanced loads to recover between seasons.   Separations of 25 ft. provide 180% 
greater thermal capacity. 
    
Cedar Park High School received Energy Star Ratings of 79 in 2005, 86 in 2007 and improved to 
a 96 in 2008 and a 95 in 2010.  Occupant satisfaction surveys were not taken at Cedar Park. 
 
The 1995 and 1998 costs for Cedar Park High School were not available.  However, the HVAC 
system including the ground loop for Vandegrift High School (LISD High School #5) a 411,800 
ft2 building, was bid in 2009 at $8,861,610 or $21.52/ft2.  The total cost for the facility, including 
the football stadium, baseball, softball, tennis courts, and other outdoor facilities, was $90,194,941 
or $219/ft2. 
 
The HVAC system including the ground loop for LISD Middle School #8, a 177,667 ft2 building, 
was bid in 2010 at $3,630,000 or $20.44/ft2.  The cost for the ground loop was $769,300 or 
$4.33/ft2 and $10.45/ft of bore.  This cost includes drilling, exterior headers, and interior piping. 
The total cost for the facility was $27,582,700 or $219/ft2. 
 

Building Information 

-412,131 ft2 high school 
-Building constructed in 1998 (GHP installed same year) 
-Outdoor Air Heat Recovery Unit with 470 ton air-cooled DX supplement 
-15 cfm per person  

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-208 heat pumps with a total capacity of 549 tons plus 549 tons of air-cooled units 
-Heat pump control method: Programmable Thermostats 
-230 water pumps @ 38.27 hp with on-off control method, unitary loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 549 bores 
-290 ft bore depth with backfilled with low thermal conductivity bentonite grout 
-bores on 15 ft. centers 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 290 ft/ton  
-Pump = 7.0 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 263 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 79 (2005), 86 (2007), 96 (2008), 95 (2010) 
-Demand information not available  
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8.5 Cox Elementary – Leander, TX 
 
Charlotte Ann Cox Elementary school is a single story 108,000 ft2 building constructed in 2001 
seen in Figure CE-1.  In 2010 Cox Elementary received an Energy Star Rating of 100, the highest 
possible score and the only building in this survey to receive one.  A 230-ton geothermal heat 
pump system serves approximately 70% of the building load with the less frequently used common 
areas being served by air-cooled equipment.  The total building cooling load is estimated to be 330 
tons.  Eighty water-to-air heat pumps heat and cool the building.  Classrooms are served by console 
heat pumps with individual energy recovery units as shown in Figure CE-2.  Individual circulator 
pumps with on-off control are located inside the console cabinet and are typically 1/6 hp with 200 
to 250 watts input.  Vertical water-to-air heat pumps are located in closets or equipment rooms as 
shown in Figure CE-3.  As shown, larger units often require dual circulator pumps.  Also shown 
in Figure CE-3 are air-handler units for the air-cooled direct expansion (DX) units that serve the 
common areas. Ventilation air is provided to the non-classroom areas by a 15,600 cfm energy 
recovery unit that is supplemented with a direct expansion unit to ensure adequate moisture 
removal during periods of high outdoor humidity.   
 

 

 
 

Figure CE-1 Charlotte Ann Cox Elementary School with Energy Star Plaques 
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Figure CE-2 Console Heat Pump with Integrated Energy Recovery Unit 

 

Figure CE-3 Vertical Water-to-Air Pumps, Circulator Pumps and Common Area DX Units 

The ground loop consists of 230, 1 in. HDPE U-bend vertical heat exchangers 290 in length 
separated 20 ft.  Each heat pump is connected to individual supply and return headers that are 
routed to a set of ground loop U-tubes (typically one U-tube per ton).  Figure CE-4 shows several 
header sets where they enter the building below grade and Figure CE-5 illustrates a schematic for 
a building wing with six heat pumps.  The vertical bores are grouted with a limestone slurry and a 
bentonite surface plug.   The local ground temperature is approximately 70°F.  
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Figure CE-4   Multiple Supply and Return Headers Entering Building 

 

 

Figure CE-5 Loop Circuits – Six Heat Pumps, Six Pumps, and Six Circuits with Three U-tubes 

Figures CE-6 indicates that the ground loop entering water temperature approaches 100°F in the 
school library system.  Although it is difficult to see from the plot, the water returning from the 
ground loop is about 6°F cooler when the units are operating.  This would indicate the pump(s) are 
somewhat oversized.  It should be noted the return air temperature is quite low (69°F) indicating 
the systems operate with sufficient capacity on these hot days.  An explanation for these low set 
points may be a need maintain comfort since there were numerous humidity complaints.  This is 
somewhat puzzling since the school has Energy Recovery Units on the ventilation air. CE-7 is a 
similar plot for a single day that more clearly shows the loop temperatures.  The water entering the 
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ground loop ranges from 98°F at 9 a.m. to 100°F in the afternoon.  The water leaving the loop 
ranges from 92°F at 9 a.m. to 98°F in the afternoon.      
 

 
 
Figure CE-6 Loop and Return Air Temperature for three Hot Days near End of School Year 
 
In the spring and summer of 2011 the area experienced a severe drought and record setting high 
temperatures.  Figures CE-8 and CE-9 show the ground loop temperature immediately before and 
after the first significant rainfall occurrence.  The water entering the ground loop ranges from 95°F 
to 99°F in the afternoon.  The water leaving the loop continued to be 6°F lower than the loop 
entering temperature.  The loop temperatures after the rainfall were only 1 to 2°F less than on days 
preceding the rainfall. 
 
Figure CE-10 plots loop and return air temperatures on a mild day the preceding March. This figure 
indicates the loop did not cool off appreciably from the previous year after a mild winter of 
included heating mode operation. 
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Figure CE-7 Loop and Return Air Temperature for a Hot Day near End of School Year 

 

 
Figure CE-8 Loop and Return Air Temperature for a Hot Day Preceding Rainfall 
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Figure CE-9 Loop and Return Air Temperature for three Days after Rainfall 

 

 
Figure CE-10 Loop and Return Air Temperature During Cool Day in March 
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The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 88 in 2005, a 92 in 2007, a 97 in 2008 and 
was one of four schools in the LISD to receive a rating of 100 in 2010.  Although occupant 
satisfaction surveys for Cox were not taken, results were available for River Ridge Elementary, an 
LISD school of similar size and design.  At River Ridge summer indoor temperature, winter 
temperature, acoustics, lighting, maintenance and ability to control were rated as satisfactory.  Air 
quality was rated as acceptable.  An abundance of comments were provided and are listed below. 
 

Building Information 

-107,856 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 730 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 2001 (GHP installed in same year) 
-Energy Recovery Unit (ERU) with DX supplement: 15,610 cfm 
-21.4 cfm per person and 0.145 cfm per ft2 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-80 heat pumps with a total capacity of 229 tons 
-Heat pump control method: Programmable Thermostats 
-96 water pumps @ 16 total hp with on-off control method, unitary loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 230 bores 
-290 ft bore depth with crushed limestone backfill 
- 20 ft centers  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 291 ft/ton  
-Pump = 7.0 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 471 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 88 (2005), 92 (2007), 97 (2008), 100 (2010) 
 
Records for the cost were not available.  However, cost data for the four of the most recent Leander 
Independent School District elementary schools are shown in Table CE 1. 
 

Cost for Leander Independent School District Elementary Schools 

School Date Size (ft2) Total HVAC* Ground Loop Electrical Plumbing 

Westside 2008 112,300 $157/ft2 $18.09/ft2 $3.35/ft2 $11.89/ft2 $6.43/ft2 
Reagan 2009 112,300 $178/ft2 $18.84/ft2 $5.26/ft2 $14.51/ft2 $7.08/ft2 

River Ridge 2009 111,600 $183/ft2 $18.36/ft2 $4.78/ft2 $13.05/ft2 $6.83/ft2 
 LISD #24 2011 112,300 $166/ft2 $15.46/ft2 $6.17/ft2 $14.51/ft2 $5.08/ft2 

* Ground loop cost not included in HVAC cost. 

Adjust cost to ft2 conditioned by GHPs 

 

 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 
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Summer: 3.77/5   Winter: 4.27/5  Air Quality: 3.35/5  Acoustics:  4.35/5   

Lighting:  4.19/5   Maintenance: 4.21/5    Ability to Control: 3.73/5 

Comments: 

 Cooling 
- It can be humid in the mornings sometimes but it is not bad. It is also wonderful to have 

some level of control over our individual rooms. 
- It is hot in my classroom when I get to school in the morning and it is continually hot 

during the day during the hot months. 
- Rooms on either side of me are cool.  My room NEVER cools off.  The children 

complain that they are hot. 
- Sometimes it gets a little stuffy in the classroom, even though the air is turned on. 
- It is either freezing in my room, or the air feels thick. Students and teachers complain 

of it smelling funny. I think it is something in the vents. 
- I like it nice and cool and am VERY hot natured.  This year, my students and I have 

been VERY comfortable. 
- AC has trouble keeping up on 95 plus degree afternoons and on Monday mornings after 

a hot weekend.  Monday mornings are swampy in the neighborhood until about 8:30 
- My classroom is particularly hot, but most of the building is very comfortable. 
- Some rooms are too hot and some are too cold but overall OK. 
- It's too cold !!! 
Heating 
- There were some days that were cold even when the heat was obviously on. 
- Of course in the winter the heater works very well 
- Like I said, I am VERY hot natured. I have to wear short sleeves in the winter because 

our building is VERY warm. I'm sure it's great for the “coldies”. 
- Humidity ok, but often too cold 
Air Quality 
- We continue to have inconsistent odor issues in our 2nd & 3rd grade neighborhoods, 

even after multiple work orders. 
- We sometimes have bad odors (smells like rotten eggs) in the classroom and 

neighborhood. 
- When it gets warm though it gets stuffy. 
- In the second grade neighborhood, it sometimes smells of sewage 
- Sewer smells all over buildings at times 
- Stuffy, and doesn't smell fresh. 
- I'm scoring a medium because the 2nd grade hall and other parts of the building get this 

random sewage smell every now and then.  VERY gross! 
- There is a bad aroma coming out of the restrooms.  It has been reported, but as yet, no 

one seems to be able to locate the source.  4th and 5th grade area is where I reside. 
- We have sewage smells that are very pungent at times. 
- There have been times that the bathroom pipe smells have come into the classrooms. 
 
Lighting 
- It's nice that we have 2 levels of light that we can choose from in our rooms. 
- Way too bright. Makes me dizzy. 
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- The constant beeping disturbs learning.  We've learned to punch the button" but the 
same lights keep beeping.  We would also like to be able to turn the lights on or off in 
the neighborhood. 

- Would really like it if the lights didn't always go off while sitting at the desk. 
Acoustics/Noise 
- Very quiet 
- A little loud 
- The speaker in my small office is very, very loud and startling - otherwise very 

satisfied. 
Maintenance 
- Never had an issue so I don't have much input on this question. 
- Asked the office to send a hot room report about a month ago.  Never heard from 

anyone.  No change in cooling. 
- At the beginning of the year, I had maintenance come out and look at my thermostat. 

It cools off, but it can get too cold. If I do not have it on cold then it doesn't work, 
making the room stuffy. 

- I haven't had any complaints.  All is well. 
Ability to Control 
- I feel like it either is on or off. The controlling unit (thermostat) doesn't properly work. 
- The only time it doesn't seem to help is when there are parties with too many warm 

bodies in the room. 
- Most days are acceptable, but on 95 degree plus days it would be good to have more 

control, especially for after recess when the sweat from the kids spikes the humidity.  
We use a fan I brought from home to help. 

- My classroom is too hot even on the lowest setting. 
- Mid range of thermostat sometimes felt non-existent, felt as though it was always feast 

or famine! 
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8.6 Fairview Elementary School - Normal, IL 
 
Fairview Elementary School shown in Figure FES-1 is a single-story 37,436 ft2 building that was 
built in 1957.  An 86-ton one-pipe geothermal heat pump system was installed in 2007.  Thirty-
two water-to-air heat pumps serve the building.  The large vertical units as shown in Figure FES-
2 are located in the classrooms and are controlled by programmable thermostats. Ventilation air is 
provided via dampers in the heat pumps that are controlled by CO2 sensors.  The offices are heated 
and cooled by conventional low-profile console units. Ducted horizontal units are used in the 
gymnasiums. Before the GHP installation the schools and gyms were only heated.  
 

 
 

Figure FES-1 Fairview Elementary School, Normal, IL  
 
In this piping system a single pipe serves as the supply and return.  A circulator pump located 
inside the heat pump cabinet is activated when the unit calls for heating or cooling.  After leaving 
the heat pump, the liquid is returned to the one-pipe loop downstream from the intake. 
 

One-Pipe Main, Supply & Return

 
 

Figure FES-2 Classroom Heat Pump and Duct Heat Pump in Gymnasium 

Figure FES-3 shows the interior piping branches as they enter the main equipment room.  This 
room now also serves as a storage room due to the removal of the central heating equipment.  At 
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least one of the main pumps operates continuously to prevent recirculation of the exit water into 
the heat pump inlet.  An additional main pump is activated when the loop return temperature rises 
above the cooling set-point or below the heating mode set-point.  Figure FES-4 shows pump 
arrangement at Fairview.  Each pump is 3 hp. 
 

 

Figure FES-3 Fairview Main Pipe Headers in Equipment/Storage Room 

 

Figure FES-4 Fairview Main Pumps, Two at Three Horsepower Each 
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The ground loop consists of sixty, 1 in. HDPE vertical U-bend heat exchangers inserted into 250 
ft. deep bore holes.  The vertical bores are grouted with thermally-enhanced bentonite.  A thermal 
property test at the site found the local ground temperature to be 55°F, thermal conductivity 1.30 

Btu/hr-ft-°F, and thermal diffusivity 0.94 ft2/day.  The vertical loops are installed in 5 x 12 grid 

separated by 20 ft. arranged in 6 circuits with 10 U-tubes in each circuit.   Isolation valves for each 
circuit are located below grade and accessed through a plastic pipe riser. 
 
In 2009 a lighting and envelope energy upgrade were conducted.  T8 fluorescent lighting fixtures 
and double pane-thermal break windows were added.  The window area was decreased and the 
walls were upgraded using R-19fiberglass panels.  No insulation was added to the R-15 roof. 
 
The owners are very satisfied with the reduced energy consumption and lower maintenance 
requirements.   The maintenance staff is especially satisfied with the simplicity of the system in 
these retrofits.  The newer schools in the district incorporate a one-pipe GSHP system but more 
complex controls were added.  The comments from the maintenance staff below indicate they 
prefer the original control systems.  (See comments below).  
 
Figure FES-5 indicates the ground loop maintains a leaving liquid temperature between 47°F and 
51°F on three consecutive very cold days.  The temperatures entering the ground loop (leaving the 
heat pumps) reach a minimum of 40°F when the outdoor temperature is near -8°F.  The differential 
loop temperatures are near optimal values of between 6°F and 7°F when the loads are larger during 
morning start-up.  However, the low differential temperatures (Δt ≈ 2°F) at low part–load indicates 
excess flow is being delivered.  
 

 
 

Figure FES-5  Ground Loop Temperatures During Three Consectutive Very Cold Days 
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Figure FES-6 indicates the ground loop leaving liquid temperatures follow a similar pattern 
(between 48°F and 50°F) on a very cold day two weeks before the three consecutive very cold 
days displayed in Figure FES-5.  The temperature entering the ground loop (leaving the heat 
pumps) reaches a minimum of 41°F when the outdoor temperature is near -6°F.  The differential 
loop temperature is 7°F when the loads are larger during morning start-up.  However, the low 
differential temperatures (Δt ≈ 2°F) at low part–load indicates excess flow is being delivered.  

  

 

Figure FES-6  Ground Loop Temperatures During a Very Cold Day 

Figure FES-7 indicates the ground loop provides excellent leaving water temperatures on a warm 
day near the end of the school year.  The leaving liquid temperature peaks at 67°F near the end of 
the day and is 61°F at morning start-up.  The differential loop temperature is near optimal at 9°F 
when the loads are larger in the late afternoon.  The differential temperatures range between 0°F 
and 2°F which indicates excess flow is being delivered.  However, the 0°F might also indicate the 
pumps are all off during the evening. 
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Figure FES-7  Ground Loop Temperatures on A Warm Day Near the End of the School Year 

Maintenance Staff Comments  

• O&M advantages of GHPs are:  Very low maintenance 

• O&M disadvantages (or problems) of GHPs are:  Keep the control systems simple as they 
perform better. Our newest sites with more complex controls have been more problematic 

• Recommendations for future GHP installations that would improve O & M:  Keep the 
entire system simple 

 
Fairview Elementary School received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 90 in 2008, 94 in 2009, and 
97 in 2010.  Occupants found the summer indoor temperature acceptable.  The winter temperature, 
air quality, lighting, maintenance requirements, and ability to control were acceptable.  However, 
occupants were dissatisfied with the acoustics which is a recurring comment with the vertical 
console units used in the school district. 
 
Installation cost for the ground loop was $195,000, ($5.21/ft2 or $13.00/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $129,000 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($3.44/ft2 or $8.60/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$66,000 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.76/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
system was $426,000 ($11.38/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GHP retrofit was $621,000 
($16.59/ft2).  
 

Building Information 
 
-37,436 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 480 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
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-Building constructed in 1957 (GHP installed in 2007) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation introduced through the wall into heat pump cabinet 
-15 cfm per person 
 
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
 
-32 heat pumps with a total capacity of 86 tons 
-Heat pump control method (Programmable Thermostat 
-34 water pumps @ 8.7 hp with on-off control method, central/one-pipe loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 60 bores 
-250 ft bore depth with thermally enhanced bentonite backfill 
-5 x 12 grid on 20 ft. centers 
  
System Metrics 
 
-Loop = 174 ft/ton  
-Pump = 10.1 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 435 ft2/ton 
 
Energy Metrics 
 
-Energy Star Rating = 90 (2008), 94 (2009), 97 (2010) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 8.26  Cooling demand = 3.07 W/ft2  Heating demand= 3.23 W/ft2  

 
Comfort and Satisfaction Survey not available 
 
Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 
 
Building Interior HVAC:  $426,000  Exterior Ground Loop: $195,000  
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8.7 Glenn Elementary School - Normal, IL 
 
Glenn Elementary School shown in Figure GES-1 is a single-story 24,000 ft2 building that was 
built in 1954.  An addition was completed in 1968.  An 86-ton one-pipe geothermal heat pump 
system was installed in 2007.  Thirty-two water-to-air heat pumps serve the building.  The vertical 
classroom units as shown in Figure GES-2 are located in the classrooms as shown in Figure GES-
3 and are controlled by programmable thermostats. Ventilation air is provided via dampers in the 
heat pumps that are controlled by CO2 sensors.  The offices are heated and cooled by low-profile 
console units. Before the GHP installation the school and the gymnasium were not cooled.  
 

 
 

Figure GES-1 Glenn Elementary School, Normal, IL  
 
In this piping system a single pipe serves as the supply and return.  A circulator pump located 
inside the heat pump cabinet is activated when the unit calls for heating or cooling.  After leaving 
the heat pump, the liquid is returned to the one-pipe loop downstream from the intake. 
 

One-Pipe Main, Supply & Return

 
Figure GES-2 Classroom Heat Pump 
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Figure GES-3 Decorated Classroom Heat Pump with Young Artist  

Figure GES-4 shows pump arrangement at typical one-pipe main pump arrangement.  At least one 
of the 3-hp main pumps operates continuously to prevent recirculation of the exit water into the 
heat pump inlet.  An additional main pump is activated when the loop return temperature rises 
above the cooling set-point or below the heating mode set-point.     

 

 

Figure GES-4 Typical Main Pump Arrangement for One-Pipe GHP System 

The ground loop consists of fifty, 1 in. HDPE vertical U-bend heat exchangers inserted in 200 ft. 
bores (10,000 ft. total).  The vertical bores were grouted with thermally-enhanced bentonite.  The 
local ground temperature is 55°F, thermal conductivity is 1.30 Btu/hr-ft-°F, and thermal diffusivity 

is 0.94 ft2/day.  The vertical loops are installed in 5 x 10 grid separated by 20 ft. arranged in 5 
circuits with 10 U-tubes in each circuit.  Isolation valves for each circuit are located below grade 
and accessed through a plastic pipe riser. 
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In 2008 a lighting and envelope energy upgrade were conducted.  T8 fluorescent lighting fixtures 
and double pane-thermal break windows were added.  The window area was decreased and the 
walls were upgraded using fiberglass panels with R-19.  No insulation was added to the existing 
R-15 roof. 
 
The owners are very satisfied with the reduced energy consumption and lower maintenance 
requirements.   The maintenance staff is especially satisfied with the simplicity of the system in 
these retrofits.  The newer schools in the district incorporate a one-pipe GSHP system but more 
complex controls were added.  The comments from the maintenance staff below indicate they 
prefer the original control systems.  (See comments below).  
 
Maintenance Staff Comments  

• O&M advantages of GHPs are:  Very low maintenance 

• O&M disadvantages (or problems) of GHPs are:  Keep the control systems simple as they 
perform better. Our newest sites with more complex controls have been more problematic 

• Recommendations for future GHP installations that would improve O & M:  Keep the 
entire system simple 

 
Glenn Elementary School received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 90 in 2008, 94 in 2009, and 
97 in 2010.  Comfort surveys were not distributed at Glenn Elementary. 
  
Installation cost for the ground loop was $122,500, ($5.10/ft2 or $12.26/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $82,500 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($3.44/ft2 or $8.25/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$40,000 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.67/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
system was $367,500 ($15.31/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GSHP retrofit was $490,000 
($20.42/ft2).   
 
Building Information  
 
-23,677 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 270 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1954 (GSHP installed in 2006) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation introduced through the wall into heat pump cabinet 
-15 cfm per person 
 
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
 
-24 heat pumps with a total capacity of 59 tons 
-Heat pump control method (Programmable Thermostat 
-26 water pumps @ 8 hp with on-off control method, central/one-pipe loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 50 bores 
-200 ft bore depth with thermally enhanced bentonite backfill 
-5 x 10 grid on 20 ft centers 
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System Metrics 
 
-Loop = 169 ft/ton  
-Pump = 13.6 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 401 ft2/ton 
 
Energy Metrics 
 
-Energy Star Rating = 92 (2007), 97 (2009), 99 (2010) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 8.44  Cooling demand = 3.13 W/ft2  Heating demand= 3.93 W/ft2  

 
Comfort and Satisfaction Survey not available 
 
Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 
 
Building Interior HVAC:  $367,500  Exterior Ground Loop: $122,500  
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8.8 Hudson Elementary School - Hudson, IL 
 
Hudson Elementary School shown in Figure HES-1 is a single-story that was constructed in 1954 
and had three subsequent additions which resulted in a 31,000 ft2 building.  A 67-ton one-pipe 
geothermal heat pump system was installed in 2007.  Twenty-five water-to-air packaged heat 
pumps serve the building.  The vertical units as shown in Figure HES-2 are located in the 
classrooms without ductwork and are integrated unobtrusively where unit ventilators were 
formerly located.  Control is provided by programmable thermostats. Ventilation air is provided 
via dampers in the heat pumps that are controlled by CO2 sensors.  The offices are heated and 
cooled by low-profile console units. Before the GHP installation the school and the gymnasium 
were not cooled.  
 

 
 

Figure HES-1 Hudson Elementary School, Hudson, IL  
 
In this piping system a single pipe serves as the supply and return.  A circulator pump located 
inside the heat pump cabinet is activated when the unit calls for heating or cooling.  After leaving 
the heat pump, the liquid is returned to the one-pipe loop downstream from the intake. 
 

 
 

Figure HES-2 Classroom Heat Pump 
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Figure HES-3 shows pump arrangement at typical one-pipe main pump arrangement.  At least one 
of the 3-hp main pumps operates continuously to prevent recirculation of the exit water into the 
heat pump inlet.  An additional main pump is activated when the loop return temperature rises 
above the cooling set-point or below the heating mode set-point.     

 

 

Figure HES-3 Typical Main Pump Arrangement for One-Pipe GHP System 

The ground loop consists of forty-eight, 1 in. HDPE vertical U-bend heat exchangers inserted in 
to 250 ft. deep bores (12,000 ft. total).  The vertical bores were grouted with thermally-enhanced 
bentonite.  The local ground temperature at a nearby site was measured to be 55°F, thermal 

conductivity is 1.30 Btu/hr-ft-°F, and thermal diffusivity is 0.94 ft2/day.  The vertical loops are 

installed in 6 x 8 grid separated by 20 ft. arranged in 6 circuits with 8 U-tubes in each circuit.    
Isolation valves for each circuit are located below grade and accessed through a plastic pipe riser. 
 
In 2009 a lighting and envelope energy upgrade were conducted.  T8 fluorescent lighting fixtures 
and double pane-thermal break windows were added.  The window area was decreased and the 
walls were upgraded using R-19 fiberglass panels.  No insulation was added to the R-15 roof. 
 
The owners are very satisfied with the reduced energy consumption and lower maintenance 
requirements.   The maintenance staff is especially satisfied with the simplicity of the system in 
these retrofits.  The newer schools in the district incorporate a one-pipe GSHP system but more 
complex controls were added.  The comments from the maintenance staff below indicate they 
prefer the original control systems.  (See comments below).  
 
Maintenance Staff Comments  

• O&M advantages of GHPs are:  Very low maintenance 

• O&M disadvantages (or problems) of GHPs are:  Keep the control systems simple as they 
perform better. Our newest sites with more complex controls have been more problematic 
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• Recommendations for future GHP installations that would improve O & M:  Keep the 
entire system simple 

 
Hudson Elementary School received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 90 in 2009 and 93 in 2010.  
Occupant satisfaction surveys were not distributed a Hudson Elementary School. 
 
Installation cost for the ground loop was $156,720, ($5.06/ft2 or $13.06/ft. of vertical bore).  This 
included $97,920 for the drilling, piping, and grouting ($3.16/ft2 or $8.16/ft. of vertical bore) and 
$58,800 for the exterior header installation and purging ($1.90/ft2).  Cost for the building HVAC 
system was $342,000 ($11.03/ft2).  Thus, the total cost of the GSHP retrofit was $498,720 
($16.09/ft2).   
 

Building Information  
 
-31,000 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 290 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1954 (GHP installed in 2007) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation introduced through the wall into heat pump cabinet 
-15 cfm per person 
 
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
 
-25 heat pumps with a total capacity of 67 tons 
-Heat pump control method (Programmable Thermostat 
-27 water pumps @ 8.1 hp with on-off control method, central/one-pipe loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 48 bores 
-250 ft bore depth with thermally enhanced bentonite backfill 
-6 x 8 grid on 20 ft centers 
 
System Metrics 
 
-Loop = 179 ft/ton  
-Pump = 12.1 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 463 ft2/ton 
 
Energy Metrics 
 
-Energy Star Rating = 90 (2009), 93 (2010) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 9.71  Cooling demand = 3.66 W/ft2  Heating demand= 3.85 W/ft2  

 
Comfort and Satisfaction Survey not available 
 
Installation Cost (total cost and cost /ft2) 
 
Building Interior HVAC:  $342,000  Exterior Ground Loop: $156,700 
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8.9 Leander Middle School – Leander, TX 

 

Leander Middle School seen in Figure LMS-1 is a 162,700 ft2 building constructed in 1996.  In 
2010 Leander Middle School received an Energy Star Rating of 93.  A 344-ton geothermal heat 
pump system installed in 1996 serves the entire building. The total building cooling load is 
estimated to be 494 tons.  The HVAC system includes 141 water-to-air heat pumps that are a 
combination of console units and vertical units in equipment rooms as shown in Figure LMS-2.    
Individual pumps totaling 33.6 hp with on-off control provide are rated to provide 950 gpm of 
water flow to the system. Many heat pumps require two pumps as shown in Figure LMS-2. 
Ventilation air is provided by a 67,500 cfm energy recovery unit which is supplemented by a 
conventional direct-expansion (DX) cooling unit shown in Figure LMS-3.   
 

 
Figure LMS-1 Leander Middle School Entry 

 
The ground loop consists of 405, 1-inch HDPE U-bend vertical heat exchangers.  Thirty-six of the 
bores are 320 ft. in length and the others are 260 ft. deep for a total length of 107,460 total ft. of 
bore (265 ft. per ton).  Each heat pump is connected to individual supply and return headers.  
Header diameters are 1-inch DR-11 for 1-ton units, 1-1/4 inch for 1.5 to 2.5-ton units, 1-1/2 inch 
for 3 and 3.5-ton units, 2-inch for 4 and 5–ton units, and 3-inch diameter for larger units.  The 
vertical bores are separated by only 15 ft. and are grouted with a bentonite clay product with 
relatively poor thermal properties (k = 0.38 Btu/hr-ft-°F).   The local ground temperature is 

approximately 71°F.  

 

Figure LMS-4 shows the ground loop entering and leaving water temperature for the drama room 
system on three very hot days after school was in session for one month.  When the unit was cycled 
on in the morning the ground loop leaving water temperature was approximately 95°F but 

increased to between 106°F to 107°F by the end of the school day. The differential temperature 

remained near 10°F indicating the pump(s) are near optimal size.  Figure LMS-5 shows the loop 

temperature variations on a warm day when the unit was turned off for three hours in the morning.  
In the morning the pattern begins to follow those of the hot days in the preceding week.  When the 
unit was turned off at around 9:30 am until being turned on at 12:30 pm the loop recovers about 
5°F but then the ground loop leaving temperature begins to rise to about 101°F by the time the unit 

is turned off at 4:30 pm. 
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LMS-2 Vertical Water-to-air Heat Pump and Dual 1/6-hp Circulator Pumps 

 

 
LMS-3 Ventilation Air Energy Recovery Unit with Air-Cooled DX Unit Supplement 
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Figure LMS-4 Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Consecutive Hot Days 
 

 

Figure LMS-5 Ground Loop Temperatures on a Warm Day when Unit Off for Three Hours 
 

The local area experienced a seven month period from March to September of severe drought and 
record high temperatures.  Table LMS-1 compares the monthly rainfall totals during drought to 
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the 1981-2010 normal averages.  The first significant rainfall occurred on October 8 (1.7 inches) 
and October 9 (0.49 inches). 

 

Austin 2011 Drought - Seven Month Rainfall (Inches) 

  Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Total 

2011 0.15 0.19 1.91 1.39 0.05 0.00 0.01 3.70 

30-yr Norm 2.51 2.28 2.66 4.38 2.45 1.63 2.49 18.40 
 

Table LMS-1 Totals During Drought Preceding October 8-9 Rainfall 

Figure LMS-6 indicates on the first day following the 2.19 inch rainfall, the ground loop 
temperatures are approximately the same as on October 4 before the rainfall.  Note the unit was 
off for a similar period on both days.  However, the loop temperature patterns on the next two days 
are almost the same as they were on the very hot days (100+°F) in late September shown in Figure 

LMS-4.  

 

Figure LMS-6 Ground Loop Temperatures on Three Days after Drought- Ending Rainfall 
 

Figure CHP-7 demonstrates the ground loop and indoor air temperatures during a mild day near 
the end of the heating season.  Although the unit operates for only short periods of time, it remains 
in the cooling mode almost the entire day with the ground loop leaving water temperature 
approaching 90°F near the end of the school day. 
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Figure LMS-7 Loop and Return Air Temperatures during Mild Winter Day 

 
It is important to note that elevated temperatures are in large part to installation practices that were 
common in the mid-1990s.  Vertical bore separations of 15 ft. are almost always inadequate in 
commercial applications, especially in cooling mode-dominate climates.  Additionally, low 
thermal conductivity bore hole grouts elevate cooling mode loop temperatures several degrees 
compared to thermally enhanced grouts or porous backfills in damp soils.  GSHPs developed 
initially in the residential sector and better practices for commercial application evolved later.  
Bore separations of 20 ft. provide a ground loop with 80% greater thermal capacity which allows 
systems with imbalanced loads to recover between seasons.   Separations of 25 ft. provide 180% 
greater thermal capacity. 
 

Leander Middle School received Energy Star ratings of 88 in 2005, 90 in 2007 and improved to a 
94 in 2008 and a 93 in 2010.  Although occupant satisfaction surveys for Leander Middle School 
were not taken, results were available for Rutledge Elementary, an LISD school built in 2005 that 
received an Energy Star rating of 99.  At Rutledge summer indoor temperature, air quality and 
ability to control were rated as acceptable.  Winter temperature, acoustics, lighting, and 
maintenance were rated as satisfactory.  An abundance of comments were provided and are listed 
below. 
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Building Information 
 
-162,680 ft2 middle school 
-Building occupied by 812 students and 100 staff people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1996 (GHP installed in same year) 
-Energy Recovery Unit (ERU) with DX supplement: 67,500 cfm 
-74 cfm per person and 2.4 cfm per ft2 

 
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
-141 heat pumps with a total capacity of 344 tons 
-Heat pump control method: Programmable Thermostat 
-141 water pumps @ 33.6 total hp with on-off control method, unitary loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 405 bores 
-369 bores @ 260 ft each and 36 bores @ 320 ft with low thermal conductivity bentonite grout 
- 15 ft centers 
  
System Metrics 
-Loop = 312 ft/ton  
-Pump = 9.8 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 473 ft2/ton 
 
Energy Metrics 
-Energy Star Rating = 88 (2005), 90 (2007), 94 (2008), 93 (2010) 
Records for the cost were not available.  However, cost data for the four of the most recent Leander 
Independent School District elementary schools are shown in Table CE 1. 
 

Cost for Leander Independent School District Elementary Schools 
School Date Size (ft2) Total HVAC* Ground Loop Electrical Plumbing 

Westside 2008 112,300 $157/ft2 $18.09/ft2 $3.35/ft2 $11.89/ft2 $6.43/ft2 
Reagan 2009 112,300 $178/ft2 $18.84/ft2 $5.26/ft2 $14.51/ft2 $7.08/ft2 

River Ridge 2009 111,600 $183/ft2 $18.36/ft2 $4.78/ft2 $13.05/ft2 $6.83/ft2 
 LISD #24 2011 112,300 $166/ft2 $15.46/ft2 $6.17/ft2 $14.51/ft2 $5.08/ft2 

* Ground loop cost not included in HVAC cost. 

Adjust cost to ft2 conditioned by GHPs 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey Results from the occupant satisfaction survey are from Rutledge 

Elementary 

Summer: 3.35/5   Winter: 4.12/5  Air Quality: 3.15/5 Acoustics:  4.38/5   
Lighting:  4.08/5   Maintenance: 4.32/5    Ability to Control: 3.1/5 
Comments: 

Cooling 
- Gets too humid at times 
- It seems humid in our classroom once it gets hotter outside (April, May, June) 
- Rooms are very humid and can't feel any cool air 
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- I've been told we're only allowed to control the temp. in our classrooms 2 degrees above or 
below the set temp. for the school.  Because, it gets so hot, I've had to bring up and use 2 large 
fans in order to help control the temp. in my classroom.  I feel bad using so much added energy 
but I know that students learn better when it's cooler and in order to provide the best learning 
environment, I have to use up more energy (which I know isn't ideal), I don't know if there's a 
better way to make things more efficient. 

- It was always FREEZING in my room! (1302-A)and I couldn't adjust it due to the thermostat 
being in the workroom. 

- It's normally fine, but as the librarian, I have an extended calendar, and even when my secretary 
reminds the central person of the days I'm on campus, I still don't have air those days usually. 

- When there were problems, someone came quickly to fix it! 
- It is always warm in my room.  I have a room right by the double doors on the side, and the 

temperature is always off. 
- I have a room that is on the end and in the summer it is very hot.  I have complained about this 

many times in the office.  Also my parent helpers have also noticed the heat and complained in 
the office. 

- My room must be extremely cold in order to keep the workroom comfortable. 
 
Heating 
- It's never too cold in our rooms!  Great job here! 
 
Air Quality 
- There has been an odor in the first grade hall for several years.  My understanding is that it is 

being worked on already. 
- Humid 
- Every so often there is a sewage stench that forces me to leave on time instead of staying late 

and getting things done. 
- The air flow in our classrooms seems fine until we try to do Science Experiments.  All of our 

plants mold very quickly and don't work because of the high humidity levels.  They don't work 
anywhere in the school.  I think it would help if we could open windows to get some airflow 
going (but our windows don't open at Rutledge).  I don't know how to fix it, but if there's a way 
that would do wonders for our Science curriculum!  :-) 

- The hallway in 1st grade really smelled badly. The maintenance crew worked hard to fix it but 
it lingered throughout the year. 

- 1st grade bathrooms always really stink in the mornings. 
- Dust level makes me think we need filters changed more often 
- The mornings are very smelly. (K-2 hallway) 
- A strange odor seems to come from the bathroom in our classroom each morning. 
- We have a smell in our hallway that smells like sewage.  They have worked on it 100 times and 

haven't been able to fix it. 
- Though the sewer smells are getting less frequent when they come they are very unpleasant. 
 
Lighting 
- However, I wish I was able to turn off more lighting and have just a little bit of light at times 

during quiet work and reading. 
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Acoustics/Noise 
- Often hear squeaking coming from third floor 
- Super quiet!  It's pretty amazing! 
 
Maintenance 
- I haven't had any maintenance problems except for the lack of cool air. 
 
Ability to Control 
- It's over as cold as it goes but the room is not cool 
- I would LOVE control over my thermostat 
- It is difficult since the thermostat is in the clinic and also controls the temperature for the 

registrar across the main hall. 
- Sometimes I will adjust the thermostat to heat and it will still feel cool for a while before it 

actually gets warm. 
- It doesn't change-it's either on or off 

- I am not able to adjust settings 
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8.10 Oakdale Elementary School, Normal, IL 
 
Oakdale Elementary School shown in Figure OE-1 is a single-story 44,168 ft2 building with a two-
story office that was built in 1954.  A 115-ton one-pipe geothermal heat pump system was installed 
in 2006.  Thirty-nine water-to-air heat pumps serve the building.  The large vertical units are 
located in the classrooms and are controlled by programmable thermostats as shown in Figure OE-
2. Ventilation air is provided via dampers in the heat pumps that are controlled by CO2 sensors.  
The offices are heated and cooled by conventional low-profile console units.  Before the GHP 
installation the school and two gymnasiums were not cooled. 
 

 
 

Figure OES-1 Oakdale Elementary School, Normal, IL  
 

 
 

Figure OE-2 Classroom Heat Pump  
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Figure OE-3 is a schematic of the one-pipe system.  One pipe serves as the supply and return in 
that a circulator pump is activated when the unit calls for heating or cooling.  The circulator pump 
draws water into the heat pump from the main pipe and returns it to the same pipe downstream.  
At least one of the main pumps operates continuously to prevent recirculation of the exit water to 
the into the heat pump inlet.  An additional main pump is activated when the loop return 
temperature rises above the cooling set-point or below the heating mode set-point.  Figure OE-4 
shows the main pump arrangement for the one-pipe system. 
 

 

Figure OE-3 One-pipe Diagram and Pumps with Traditional Reverse-Return Ground Loop 

 

Figure OE-4 Typical Main Pump Installation for One-Pipe System 

The ground loop consists of ninety-two, 1 in. HDPE vertical U-bend heat exchangers each 200 in 
length.  The vertical bores were grouted with thermally-enhanced bentonite.  The local ground 
temperature at a nearby site was measured to be 55°F, thermal conductivity is 1.30 Btu/hr-ft-°F, 

and thermal diffusivity is 0.94 ft2/day.  There are two vertical bore ground loops in close proximity, 
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one arranged in 4 x 8 grid and the other in a 5 x 12 grid.  The bores are on 20 ft. centers and are 
200 ft. in depth with 1-inch diameter HDPE U-tubes.  There are four circuits in the 4 x 8 grid with 
eight U-tubes in each circuit and 5 circuits in the 5 x 12 grid with twelve U-tubes in each circuit.  
Isolation valves for each circuit are located below grade and accessed through a plastic pipe riser. 
 
After two years of GSHP operation the school received an envelope and lighting energy upgrade.  
T8 fluorescent lighting fixtures, double pane-thermal break windows, and interior fiberglass panels 
with R-19 insulation were added. 
 
The owners are very satisfied with the reduced energy consumption and lower maintenance 
requirements.   The maintenance staff is especially satisfied with the simplicity of the system in 
these retrofits.  The newer schools in the district incorporate a one-pipe GSHP system but more 
complex controls were added.  The comments from the maintenance staff below indicate they 
prefer the original control systems.  (See comments below).  
 
Figure OE-5 indicates the ground loop is operating effectively in the cooling mode since the 
ground loop leaving water temperature does not exceed 77.5°F on the warmest day during the May 
2011 month.  The relatively low (Δt ≈ 2-3°F) during the peak afternoon period indicates the pumps 
are somewhat oversized at 14 hp/100 tons.  This school was not operated at any appreciable load 
during the summer so loop temperatures were meaningful.  
 

 
 

Figure OE-5  Ground Loop Temperatures  

 

Maintenance Staff Comments  
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• O&M advantages of GHPs are:  Very low maintenance 

• O&M disadvantages (or problems) of GHPs are:  Keep the control systems simple as they 
perform better. Our newest sites with more complex controls have been more problematic 

• Recommendations for future GHP installations that would improve O & M:  Keep the 
entire system simple 

 
The building received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 87 in 2008, 94 in 2009, and 96 in 2010.  
Oakdale elementary received the highest occupant satisfaction ratings of all the building surveyed.  
Only acoustics received an acceptable with summer and winter room temperature rating with all 
the other categories receiving a rating of 4/5 or higher. 
  
Installation cost for the ground loop was $225,000, ($5.09/ft2 or $12.23/ft. of vertical bore.  Cost 
for the building HVAC system was $634,000 ($14.35/ft2).  Thus the total cost of the GSHP retrofit 
was $859,000 ($19.45/ft2).  
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Building Information 

-43,212 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 520 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1954 (GHP installed in 2006) 
-Outdoor Air Ventilation introduced through the wall into heat pump cabinet 
-15 cfm per person 
  
Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 
-39 heat pumps with a total capacity of 115 tons 
-Heat pump control method - Programmable Thermostats 
-43 water pumps @ 16.3 hp total with on-off control method, central one-pipe loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 92 bores 
-200 ft bore depth with thermally enhanced bentonite backfill 
-18,400 ft. of bore (0.43 ft/ft2) 
- 4 x 8 and 5 x 12 grid on 20 ft centers 

System Metrics 

-Loop = 160 ft/ton  
-Pump = 14.1 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 376 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 87 (2008), 94 (2009), 96 (2010) 
-kWh/ft2/year = 9.38  Cooling demand = 3.75 W/ft2  Heating demand= 3.66 W/ft2  

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 

Summer: 4/5   Winter: 4.3/5  Air Quality:  4.3/5  Acoustics:  3.3/5   
Lighting:  4.1/5   Maintenance: 4/5   Ability to Control: 4/5 

Comments: 

- I love that I have the control to turn the settings up or down. This makes it especially 
nice if I need it to not turn on because of the noise or blowing when we are doing 
something important. 

- Constantly running. Machine is very noisy and is either blowing hot air or very cold 
air. I wish that it could reach the set temperature and turn off. Sometimes I turn the 
lights off just so the machine will stop running. 

- I appreciate the ability to change the temp in my classroom. This makes a huge 
difference throughout the day. I’m satisfied with the acoustics of the system while it is 
running, but when it turns off in the gym it’s very disruptive – just the same as in the 
classroom. 

- It is wonderful! We have the light switches connected to the furnace [heat pump] which 
can make the room too hot or too cold upon entrance. This is usually resolved within 
10-15 minutes after turning on the lights. Also, when using a video without lights it can 
get either too cold or too hot. 
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- Very noisy 
- (Respondent was dissatisfied with the humidity level during the cooling season) 
- The system is great. I love being able to control the temperature especially when I can 

turn it down or up so I can control when it comes on in the gym. When it turns on it is 
very loud and hard to talk over – so I control (try to) the temperature so I know when 
it turns on and off. 

- It is very humid in my classroom in August and September (respondent marked two 
responses for indoor air quality: “dissatisfied” for summer mode and “very satisfied” 
for winter mode). 

- Humidity has been the biggest negative in my classroom in the summer. 
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8.11 Steiner Ranch Elementary School – Leander, TX 
 
Steiner Ranch Elementary School is a two-story 95,100 ft2 building constructed in 1996 seen in 
Figure SRE-1.  In 2008 Steiner Ranch Elementary received an Energy Star Rating of 99.  A 220-
ton geothermal heat pump system serves the entire building. The total building cooling load is 
estimated to be 260 tons.  Seventy-three water-to-air heat pumps heat and cool the building.    
Individual 1/6 hp circulator pumps with on-off control provide flow to the classroom console units.  
These pumps, which typically require 200 to 250 watts input, also provide flow to vertical water-
to-air heat pumps that are located in closets or equipment rooms as shown in Figure SRE-2.  
Ventilation air is provided by a newly installed 25,000 cfm energy recovery unit.   

 

 
Figure SRE-1 Steiner Ranch Elementary Entry 

 
The ground loop consists of 232, 1-inch HDPE U-bend vertical heat exchangers 290 ft. in length 
separated by only 15 ft.  Each heat pump is connected to an individual supply and return headers 
that are routed to a set of ground loop U-tubes (typically one U-tube per ton).  Figure SRE-3 
illustrates a schematic for a building wing with six heat pumps.  The vertical bores are grouted 
with a bentonite clay product with relatively poor thermal properties (k – 0.38 Btu/hr-ft-°F).   The 

local ground temperature is approximately 71°F.  

 
Figure SRE-4 is a plot of temperatures for the gymnasium system in mid-March.  The heat pump 
operates in the heating mode in the morning as indicated by warmer ground loop leaving water 
temperature.  It is an indication of the amount of heat stored in this loop that has bores on 15 ft. 
centers that the LWT continues to rise even though heat is being removed from the loop field.  In 
the afternoon the heat pump is in the cooling mode and the leaving water temperature rises to 
above 86°F.  The low differential loop temperatures (Δt ≈ 3°F in heating and 5°F in cooling) 
indicate the pump is delivering over twice the optimal flow rate (Δt ≈ 6°F in heating and 10°F in 
cooling). 
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Figure SRE-2 Vertical Water-to-Air Pump in Equipment Room 

 

Figure SRE-3 Loop Circuits – Six Heat Pumps, Six Pumps, and Six Circuits with Three U-tubes 
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Figure SRE-4 System Temperatures for Day when Both Heating and Cooling Are Required 

 
Figure SRE-5 shows temperatures for the gymnasium system near the end of the school year when 
the outdoor high temperature was 100°F.  The ground loop leaving water temperature is around 
90°F in the morning and rises to 98°F at the end of the school day.  The room temperature is 
maintained between 70°F and 75°F when it is occupied. However, the differential loop 
temperatures are in the 7°F to 8°F range.  The slightly higher than optimal flow rates will help 
prevent the heat pump from shutting down with the higher ground loop temperatures.  

 
In the spring and summer of 2011 the area experienced a severe drought and record setting high 
temperatures.  Figure SRE-6 shows the ground loop temperatures and return air temperature on a 
day with an outdoor high temperature of 98°F before the first significant rainfall occurrence in 
over seven months.  The ground loop leaving water temperature ranged between 96°F in the 
morning to 102°F in the afternoon.  The water entering the loop was about 9°F warmer.  In spite 
of these elevated loop temperatures the heat pump was able to maintain the gymnasium indoor 
temperature between 68°F and 75°F when it is occupied.  
 
Figure SRE-7 shows the rainfall temporarily lowered the loop temperature for two days 3°F and 
5°F but they returned to the pre-drought values on the third day.  It appears the set point of the 
gymnasium was lowered to below 70°F which maintained a load in spite of the cooler outdoor 
temperatures.  This is indicated by the infrequent temperature spikes caused by the unit cycling 
off, especially on October 11.  However, the differential temperatures were lower than those 
preceding the rainfall. 
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Figure SRE-5 System Temperatures for Hot Day Near the End of the School Year 

 

 
Figure SRE-6 System Temperatures for Hot Day Near the End of the Extended Drought 
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Figure SRE-7 System Temperatures for Days Following the Drought Ending Rainfall 

 
Figures SRE-8 and SRE-9 demonstrate ground loop temperature patterns for the main office 
similar to those for the gymnasium system.  The loop temperatures are slightly higher possibly 
because of the abnormally low return air temperatures were frequently around 55°F.   It is a 
testimony to this 15-year old system that it was able to maintain indoor temperatures below 60°F 
on a day with an outdoor high temperature of 103°F. 
 
It is important to note that elevated temperatures are in large part to installation practices that were 
common in the mid-1990s.  Vertical bore separations of 15 ft. are almost always inadequate for 
commercial buildings, especially in cooling mode dominate climates.  Additionally, low thermal 
conductivity bore hole grouts elevate cooling mode loop temperatures several degrees compared 
to thermally enhanced grouts or porous backfills in damp soils.  GSHPs developed initially in the 
residential sector and better practices for commercial application evolved later.  Bore separations 
of 20 ft. provide a ground loop with 80% greater thermal capacity which allows systems with 
imbalanced loads to recover between seasons.   Separations of 25 ft. provide 180% greater thermal 
capacity.    
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Figure SRE-8 Main Office Temperatures for Hot Day Near the End of the Extended Drought 

 

 
Figure SRE-9 System Temperatures for Days Following the Drought Ending Rainfall 

 
Steiner Ranch received a US EPA Energy Star rating of 88 in 2005, a 98 in 2007, a 99 in 2008 and 
a rating of 92 in 2010.  Although occupant satisfaction surveys for Steiner Ranch were not taken 
results were available for Cypress Elementary, an LISD school that was built eight years before 
Steiner Ranch.  It is of similar size with a water loop heat pump system and received an Energy 
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Star rating of 94 in 2010.  At Cypress summer indoor temperature, winter indoor temperature, air 
quality and ability to control were rated as acceptable.  Acoustics, lighting, and maintenance were 
rated as satisfactory.  The numerous comments provided are listed below. 
 

Steiner Ranch Building Information 

-95,072 ft2 elementary school 
-Building occupied by 700 people for 40 to 50 hours a week 
-Building constructed in 1996 (GHP installed in same year) 
-25,000 cfm Energy Recovery Unit 
-35.7 cfm per person and 0.263 cfm per ft2 

Heat Pump/Ground Loop Information 

-73 heat pumps with a total capacity of 220 tons 
-Heat pump control method: Programmable Thermostats 
-73 water pumps 1/6 hp (12.2 hp) with on-off control method, unitary loop 
-Vertical ground loop: 1 in. U-tube with 232 bores 
-232 - 290 ft bore depths with low thermal conductivity bentonite grout 
-15 ft centers  

System Metrics 

-Loop = 306 ft/ton  
-Pump = 5.5 hp/100 tons 
-Building area to cooling load = 432 ft2/ton 

Energy Metrics 

-Energy Star Rating = 88 (2005), 98 (2007), 99 (2008), 92 (2010) 
 
Records for the cost were not available.  However, cost data for the four of the most recent Leander 
Independent School District elementary schools are shown in Table CE 1. 
 

Cost for Leander Independent School District Elementary Schools 

School Date Size (ft2) Total HVAC* Ground Loop Electrical Plumbing 

Westside 2008 112,300 $157/ft2 $18.09/ft2 $3.35/ft2 $11.89/ft2 $6.43/ft2 
Reagan 2009 112,300 $178/ft2 $18.84/ft2 $5.26/ft2 $14.51/ft2 $7.08/ft2 

River Ridge 2009 111,600 $183/ft2 $18.36/ft2 $4.78/ft2 $13.05/ft2 $6.83/ft2 
 LISD #24 2011 112,300 $166/ft2 $15.46/ft2 $6.17/ft2 $14.51/ft2 $5.08/ft2 

* Ground loop cost not included in HVAC cost. 

Adjust cost to ft2 conditioned by GHPs 

Comfort and Satisfaction Survey for Cypress Elementary 

Summer: 3.09/5   Winter: 3.47/5  Air Quality:  2.69/5  Acoustics:  3.89/5   
Lighting:  3.77/5   Maintenance: 3.98/5    Ability to Control: 2.82/5 

Comments: 

 Cooling 
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- I'm cold most of the time even with a sweater. There doesn't seem to be a happy 
medium.  Some are too cold and some too hot - not able to regulate satisfactorily. 

- My office is fine.  The cafeteria seems to get warm after lunch time.  The custodians 
need to clean in there and the YMCA comes in to prepare for after school.  The MPR 
is too warm most of the time.  The temp is good for a few hours in the morning. 

- On hot days it is not cool enough - seems to turn off for no reason, rooms get humid, 
etc. - Starts too late in a.m. to be cool by time I'm in my office. The temperature range 
of 4 degrees is NOT comfortable. 

- It is burning up in the gym in the mornings.  It stays warm throughout the day. 
- I am in the library which has a lot of people sometimes. Other than Monday mornings 

(when it is hot). I am very satisfied with the temp. 
- As a music teacher, I am very active with my students.  The A/C in my room usually 

doesn't even kick on until 1:30 in the afternoon, when I'm almost done with my classes.  
I am sweating by 9 a.m.! 

- When I want to turn the unit on to cool the room- it doesn't automatically come on- I 
have to wait for a long time, then it gets really cold and I want to shut it off so I turn it 
to a warmer temp., but it keeps going and the students keep saying it is cold.  If I need 
to turn the air off because a student is reading and it is noisy, I just can't shut it off, it 
keeps running. 

- Doesn't cool enough 

- Room always seems stuffy and warm. 
- Nice and cold!! 
- On hot days my room heats up if the door is closed and it is very warm and stuffy. 
- My room is at the end of our hall and two of my walls are outside walls that get the 

afternoon sun/heat.  While it is hot outside, my room (413) is also hot.  Afternoons are 
difficult because the kids come in from a HOT recess into a HOT room and it all makes 
learning difficult when everyone is uncomfortable.  I am ALL for saving money and I 
will gladly do my share.  However, all rooms are NOT created equal therefore one 
minimum temp setting across the district is not efficient.  Not when my A/C runs all 
day long. 

- Feels like it’s on or off. It's either cold or hot.  I love the override button to make it 
cold, but it doesn't stay cold long enough. 

- It's either way too hot or way too cold. I can't make it a comfortable temperature for 
me or for my kids. 

- It seems as if it is either too hot or too cold. The system seems to stay on forever. 
- Room was often hot and stuffy - thank goodness I could open my window! 
- I was in a portable and I loved the AC performance.  I'll be in the building next year 

and I'm dreading it because it's hot and HUMID! 
- Little control of temperature and a guessing game as to how the system will react. 
- Temperatures vary a lot within the office due to the way the thermostats are set..My 

office is controlled by the principal's thermostat 
- Old system cooled better,  return vent is very loud 
- Too warm. 
- It was very difficult to control the temperature, and it would extreme even though we 

put the thermostat on the highest or lowest settings. 
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- The MPR is very hot in the morning - cooler during the middle of the day and gets hot 
again around 2. The MPR office is warm all the time. We always have to push the 
button on the thermostat to make it comfortable. The hallways on the other hand are 
way too cold all the time. In the winter it's extremely warm in the halls. The MPR office 
is cold in the winter. 

Heating 

- Starts too late in a.m. to warm office before I come in.  Seems to turn off or on at 
random.  The only place my desk will fit in my office is by the window and its always 
cold.  We need to be able to crank up the heat to warm up a room and then turn it down.  
This range of 4 degrees or so is NOT comfortable. 

- Too cold in the room. 
- I am hot natured, so I was not ever cold or excessively hot.  In the building it always 

feels really cold, no matter what the temperature is outside. 
- Room was often hot and stuffy, while the hallway and rooms across the hall were very 

cold. 
- Very little control of temperature and a guessing game as to how the system will react. 
- Too warm.  I would like to keep it a bit cooler. 
Air Quality 

- Seems stuffy to me, but I'm sure it is the humidity in the room that doesn't cool off 
enough. 

- Especially when the carpets are cleaned the odor is extremely bad. Smells like mold 
and mildew. 

- Frequently have a musty odor.  Lawn mowing days can be nauseating. 
- Gas from lawnmowers smells 
- Whenever the landscaping crew is here to mow the system brings in gas smells into our 

room.  We also have odors that will not leave!! 
- Terrible smell coming from vents when air kicks on still. Has not gone away from last 

year. 
- We have bad smells from time to time and don't know why. 
- If door is closed, it gets stuffy. Almost every time the air would turn on it would stink 

very badly. 
- My air smells when it turns on sometimes. 
- Sometimes moldy smell in some rooms.  Also, when the carpet is shampooed, the smell 

is really bad. 
- There is often a strong odor when the air and heating system come on. 

- We're still dealing with a bad smell. It happened in the spring last year also, but doesn't 
happen during the winter. 

- Often sprayed air freshener to mask musty odor. 
- Allergies seem to kick in at school... 
- My bathroom does not have the air fan working..It has been looked at several times. If 

someone uses my bathroom the odor can be smelt throughout my office. 
- Carpets sometimes smell musty 
- Smells some of the time 
- Air in room smells bad off and on all day  
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Chapter 9 - Long Term Ground Temperature Change 
 

There has been a difference of opinion regarding the degree of long term ground temperature 
change that occurs in GSHP systems due to imbalances between the amount of heat rejected and 
heat absorbed by the heat pumps.  The debate has focused on different approaches and computer 
models for predicting thermal response to ground loop heat exchange.  As stated previously this 
project is an attempt to collect data that can be used to calibrate and improve these models and 
enhance design tools to optimize GSHP performance and cost effectiveness. 
 
It should be recognized that many of the long term sites were installed based on design 
recommendations for residential and colder climate applications that have been adjusted for 
specific applications.  The vertical bore spacing for many older sites are 15 feet or less.  There is 
some discrepancy with regard to the spacing for the oldest sites in the survey (12 ft. vs. 15 ft. 
spacing).  For many of the older sites ground loops were specified and installed by drilling 
contractors and there is minimal or non-existing documentation. 
 
Figure 9.1 contains plots of vertical bore length in feet per ton verses maximum ground loop 
approach temperature during periods when the outdoor temperature was at or above design day 
conditions. Approach temperature is defined as the difference between the average ground loop 
liquid temperature [(LWT+EWT)/2] and the undisturbed ground temperature.  The plot on the left 
includes data from all sites that contained sufficient information regardless of separation distance 
and length of operation.  The plot indicates as expected that the approach temperature is larger for 
shorter bore lengths.  The plot on the right is similar but data from sites with bore length 
discrepancies and the two sites with fluid coolers they were claimed to be non-operational have 
been removed. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9.1 Maximum Approach Temperatures vs. Vertical Bore Length for All Sites (Left) and 
Plot with Data Only from Sites with Reliable Loop Documentation and no Fluid Coolers (Right) 
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Figure 9.2 shows plots similar to Figure 9.1 but with only data for the sites with greater than 18 ft. 
vertical bore separation (which excluded all systems with more than 20 years of operation). These 
plots display a more dramatic approach temperature variation with loop length (left graph) and 
when the data points from the sites with bore length discrepancies and fluid coolers are removed 
(right graph) the scatter is reduced. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 9.2 Maximum Approach Temperatures vs. Bore Length for All Sites with 18 - 20 ft. 
Separation (Left) and Similar Plot without Data from Sites with Fluid Coolers and Inadequate 

Documentation (Right) 
 
Figure 9.3 shows plots similar to Figure 9.2 for the sites with 18+ ft. bore separation but those with 
more than 10 years of operation are removed.  The plot on the left that includes data from sites 
with discrepancies is almost identical to the Figure 9.2 plot.  This would indicate that long term 
approach temperature is a strong function of bore length and nearly independent of years of 
operation.  When the data for sites with the supposedly non-functioning fluid coolers are removed 
the trend line moves downward one or two degrees Fahrenheit. Again, the slope of the approach 
temperature to bore length line is nearly identical to the slope of the similar plot in Figure 9.2 that 
includes the sites with more than 10 years of operation. This demonstrates there is  no perceptible 
increase in ground loop temperature between the system that have been operating for less than 10 
years compared to those that have been operating for more than 10 years. All of these systems 
have had significantly more heat rejected in to the ground in the cooling mode compared to the 
amount absorbed in the heating mode. 
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Figure 9.3 Maximum Approach Temperatures vs. Bore Length for <10 Year Sites with 18 - 20 ft. 

Separation (Left) and Similar Plot without Data from Sites with Fluid Coolers and Inadequate 
Documentation (Right) 

 
Another method of determining the incidence of long term ground loop temperature is to plot the 
maximum approach temperature to number of years of operation as shown in the left graph in 
Figure 9.4.  The figure indicates the GSHP systems that have been operating for more years 
actually have lower approach temperatures.  This ignores the impact of vertical bore length, ground 
thermal properties, and smaller vertical bore separation distance for older sites.  The right plot in 
Figure 9.4 demonstrates that the loop lengths for the older systems in the survey tend to have 
longer vertical bores.  This would likely be a reason for the higher approach temperatures for the 
newer ground loops.  However, the older ground loops would not have thermally-enhanced grout 
which would tend to lower approach temperature. 
 
The data shown in Figure 9.4 includes three points for which the bore lengths are much shorter 
(less than 120 ft/ton) than recommended practice for cooling-dominate applications.  Figure 9.5 is 
a similar set of plots with these three points excluded.  Although the year-to-year rise in approach 
temperature is reduced, the older GSHPs still tend to have cooler ground loops than the newer 
systems.  This corresponds to the loops in the newer GSHPs still being shorter than the loops in 
the older GSHPs even with data for the three short loop systems removed. 
 
It is recognized this data set is small and that the presence of significant long term temperature 
change cannot be excluded at this point.  However, the absence of any noteworthy variation of 
maximum approach temperature with years of GSHP operation would indicate that elevated 
temperature changes in vertical ground loop operation are primarily a result of inadequate heat 
exchanger sizing.  
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Figure 9.4 Maximum Approach Temperatures vs. Years of Operation for All Sites (Left) 
 and Bore Length vs. Years of Operation (Right) 

 

  
 

Figure 9.5 Maximum Approach Temperatures vs. Years of Operation for All Sites (Left) 
 and Bore Length vs. Years of Operation (Right) – Short Loop System Data Removed 
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Chapter 10 – Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
 

10.1 Ground Loop Circuit Type Summary and Conclusions 
 
10.1.1 Summary – Energy Performance All Loop Circuit Types 

• The ground source heat pump systems in this survey, which varied in age from 3 to 24 
years, performed well above average Energy Star ratings with 33% (12/36) receiving a 
rating above 90 (top 10% of buildings) and 22% (8/12) receiving a rating above 95 (top 
5% of buildings). 

• The surveyed GSHP buildings also had a large percentage receiving Energy Star 
designation with 61% (22/36) having a rating of 75 or above (top 25% of buildings). 

• However, 17% (6/36) of the GSHP buildings had Energy Star ratings below 21. 
 

Conclusions 

• When properly applied GSHPs, offer significant energy performance advantages compared 
to the energy performance of buildings surveyed in the Energy Information Administration 
(EIA) Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) database upon which 
Energy Star rating is computed. 

• The GSHP survey suggests that GSHP systems on the lower end of performance scale do 
no better than average HVAC systems (at the very bottom of the scale in one case). 

 
10.1.2  Summary – Electrical Demand All Loop Circuit Types 

• The total building cooling mode electrical demand ranged from 2.0 to over 6.0 W/ft2. 

• The total building heating mode electrical demand ranged from 2.4 to over 5.0 W/ft2. 

• Variation in demand according to ground loop circuit type was much less pronounced than 
Energy Star rating variation.  

• Buildings with high demand also had ground loops that operated at much higher 
temperatures or had ventilation air equipment rated to provide higher than average outside 
air flow rates. 

 
Conclusion 

• Building electrical demand is a stronger function of ground loop quality and building load 
characteristics rather than ground loop circuit type.  

 
10.1.3  Summary – Central Loop GSHP Energy Performance  

• Buildings with central loop GSHPs and pumps did not fare as well as overall GSHPs with 
10% (2/20) receiving a rating above 90 (top 10% of buildings), both of which received 
occupant room temperature and IAQ satisfaction ratings below acceptable.  

• The central loop GSHP buildings performed somewhat better based on the percentage 
achieving Energy Star designation with 40% (8/20) receiving a rating of 75 or above. 

• However, 25% (5/20) of the central loop GSHP buildings had Star ratings of 21 or below. 
 

Conclusions 

• Central loop GSHPs with central pumps appear to offer only a small advantage compared 
to the energy performance of buildings in the EIA/CBECS database upon which Energy 
Star rating is computed. 
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• GSHPs on the lower end of this energy performance scale actually functioned slightly 
worse than the EIA/CBECS buildings. 

 
10.1.4  Summary – Central One-Pipe Loop GSHP Energy Performance  

• Buildings with central one-pipe loop GSHPs performed well above average Energy Star 
ratings with 83% (5/6) receiving a rating above 90 (top 10% of buildings) and 66% (4/6) 
receiving a rating above 95 (top 5% of buildings). 

• The GSHP buildings with one-pipe central loops all achieved Energy Star designation. 
 

Conclusion 

• Central One-Pipe Loop GSHPs offer significant energy performance advantages compared 
to the energy performance of buildings in the Energy Information Administration (EIA) 
Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) database upon which Energy 
Star rating is computed. 

 
10.1.5  Summary – Unitary Loop GSHP Energy Performance  

• Buildings with unitary loop GSHPs performed well above average Energy Star ratings with 
100% (4/4) receiving a rating above 90 (top 10% of buildings) and 75% (3/4) receiving a 
rating above 95 or above (top 5% of buildings). 
 

Conclusion 

• Unitary Loop GSHPs offer significant energy performance advantages compared to the 
energy performance of buildings in the Energy Information Administration (EIA) 
Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) database upon which Energy 
Star rating is computed. 

 
10.1.6  Summary – Common Loop GSHP with Individual Pumps Energy Performance  

• Buildings with common loop GSHPs and individual pumps received above average Energy 
Star ratings with 20% (1/5) receiving a rating above 95 (top 5% of buildings). 

• The GSHP buildings with common loop GSHPs also had a large percentage receiving 
Energy Star designation with 60% (3/5) with a rating of 75 or above. 

• One building with common loop GSHP received an Energy Star rating of 56 but only 29% 
of the building floor is conditioned with GSHPs.  A fifth building received an unofficial 
Energy Star rating of 21. 

 
Conclusions 

• Common loop GSHPs with individual pumps offer energy performance advantages 
compared to the energy performance of buildings in the Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) 
database upon which Energy Star rating is computed. 

• Poor performance is also possible but this conclusion is made based on a small data set. 
Three of the five buildings were only partially heated and cooled with GSHPs. 
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10.2 Ground Loop Bore Length and Pump Power Summary and Conclusions 
(Per ton values are based on equipment capacity.  Per ton of building load values would be greater.) 

 
10.2.1  Summary – Ground Loop Corrected Bore Length* 

• Buildings with corrected GSHP loop bore lengths greater than 200 ft/ton accounted for 
85% (17/20) of those receiving Energy Star designation and one building receiving Energy 
Star designation had a corrected bore length of 196 ft/ton. 

• Buildings with corrected GSHP loop bore lengths less than 160 ft/ton accounted for 80% 
(4/5) of those receiving an unofficial Energy Star rating less than 50. 

• A trend line of the demand data indicates buildings with GSHP corrected bore lengths of 
210 ft/ton have a cooling demand of 3.0 W/ft2 and those with lengths of 160 ft/ton have 
cooling demand of 6 W/ft2. 

• A trend line of the demand data indicates buildings with GSHP corrected bore lengths of 
210 ft/ton have a heating demand of 3.0 W/ft2 and those with lengths of 150 ft/ton have a 
cooling demand of 6 W/ft2. 

 
Conclusion 

• Ground loop bore length is a primary factor affecting energy performance, cooling demand, 
and heating demand. 

 
*Design bore length is a strong function of local ground temperature, lengths were corrected 

based average ground loop temperature [(LWT+EWT)/2] = 90°F and average ground 

temperature (tgavg = 63°F) of the sites survey during this project.   

 
L/ft (corrected) = L/ft (at site) * [(90°F – tg) ÷ (90°F - 63°F)] 

 
  10.2.2 Summary – Ground Loop Pump Power 

• Buildings with ground loop pump power of 10 hp/100 tons or less accounted for 65% 
(13/20) of those receiving Energy Star designation. 

• Ground loop pump power showed little influence on building cooling demand. 

•  Systems with ground loop pump power of 13 hp/100 tons or less accounted for 78% (7/9) 
of buildings having heating demand less than 4.0 Wft2.  

 
Conclusions 

• Ground loop pump power for the sites surveyed has a significant impact on energy 
performance and heating demand. 

• Ground loop pump power for the sites surveyed has a much lower impact on cooling 
demand.  

 
10.3 Comfort, Satisfaction and Maintenance Summary and Conclusions 

 
10.3.1  Summary 

• A slight improvement in overall satisfaction (room temperature, air quality, lighting, 
acoustics, maintenance, and control) was noted with increasing Energy Star rating. 

• There was little variation in satisfaction rating of room temperature and indoor air quality 
with regard to ground loop circuit type. 
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• Even though a professional engineer verified compliance with ASHRAE Standards 55 
(Comfort) and 62.1 (IAQ), eight of seventeen (47%) of the GSHP systems that attained 
Energy Star designation had either room temperature or IAQ satisfaction ratings below 3.0 
which is less than acceptable.   

• Maintenance personnel satisfaction with one-pipe ground loop GSHPs was good with the 
exception of control systems in newer installations. 

• Maintenance personnel for central loop GSHPs provided many more disadvantages to 
GSHPs than advantages and offered numerous suggestions for improvement. 

 
Conclusions 

• Comfort and satisfaction in most GSHP systems surveyed, although hardly outstanding, 
does not appear to be a strong function of lower energy consumption. 

• Designers and building owners do not seem to consider maintenance personnel or occupant 
input for future designs and modifications. 

• Comments received during the surveys are very insightful but difficult to quantify. 
  
10.4 Long Term Temperature Rise Summary and Conclusions 

 

10.4.1  Summary (All the sites considered in this analysis are cooling dominate) 

• The three sites with the largest maximum loop-to-ground approach temperatures (37 to 
50°F) have been operating for less than 10 years and have bore lengths of less than 120 

ft/ton. 

• The trend line of ground loop length to maximum approach temperatures for systems with 
5 to 10 years of operation is almost identical to trend line for systems operating 5 to 18 
years. 

• Trend lines indicate systems that have been operating for a greater number of years actually 
have lower maximum approach temperatures. These systems also tend to have longer 
ground loops but reduced vertical bore separation. 

 
Conclusions 

• Ground heat exchanger size is the dominate influence on maximum loop-to-ground 
approach temperatures. 

• This limited data set does not reveal any significant increases in long-term ground loop 
temperature rise. 

• Undesirable temperature change is primarily a function of insufficient heat exchanger 
length which is evident in the short-term. 

 

10.5 Installation Cost Summary and Conclusions 

 
10.5.1  Summary 

Table 10.1 is a summary of the installation cost for seventeen schools, sixteen of which 
were built in the last five years. 

• The average total HVAC cost which included the ground loops was $21.26/ft2. 

• The average interior portion of the GSHP system was $15.82/ft2 or 74% of the total cost. 
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• The average cost of the ground loops for these buildings was $5.45/ft2 or 26% of the total 
HVAC system. 

• Many of the sites also reported loop cost per unit depth which ranged between $8 and $14 
per foot of bore. 

• This typically included the cost of the horizontal headers and in the case of unitary loops, 
the cost to run the HDPE piping inside the building. 

• The cost of the GSHP system in the newest residential building was $15,500.  Although 
this was 80% higher than an air heat pump system bid ($8,500), cost was considerably 
lower than non-residential systems at $13.26/ft2.  When adjusted for the larger cooling 
requirement per unit floor area of commercial buildings this is equivalent to $20/ft2. 

 
It is recognized these cost for the schools are probably well below the current average for 
GSHP systems in schools because individuals, including building owners, are more 
reluctant to share cost data if they are high. 

 
Table 10.1 Summary of Installation Cost for Recent GSHP Systems 

GSHP Loop type New or Region Area HVAC Loop Total

Building type Date Retrofit (ft
2
) ($/ft

2
) ($/ft

2
) ($/ft

2
)

Elem. School 2006 One-pipe Retrofit Midwest 23,600 $15.57 $5.19 $20.76

Elem. School 2007 One-pipe Retrofit Midwest 35,125 $12.13 $5.55 $17.68

Elem. School 2007 One-pipe Retrofit Midwest 26,700 $12.81 $5.87 $18.68

Elem. School 2006 One-pipe Retrofit Midwest 44,170 $14.35 $5.09 $19.45

Elem. School 2008 One-pipe Retrofit Midwest 19,000 $15.19 $5.55 $20.74

Elem. School 2008 One-pipe Retrofit Midwest 42,670 $11.88 $5.70 $17.58

Elem. School 2010 One-pipe New Midwest 42,670 $19.46 $6.65 $26.11

Elem. School 2006 Central Retrofit Southeast 69,750 NA $5.51 NA

Pri. School 2002 Central New Southeast 85,000 $17.39 $5.91 $23.30

Elem. School 2007 Central New Southeast 84,000 $14.83 $8.89 $23.72

Elem. School 2010 Unitary New South 112,300 $15.46 $6.17 $21.63

Mid. School* 2010 Unitary New South 177,700 $16.11 $4.33 $20.44

High School* 2009 Unitary New South 411,800 NA NA $21.52

Mid. School* 2008 Unitary New South 177,300 $16.79 $3.42 $20.21

Elem. School 2008 Unitary New South 111,600 $18.36 $4.78 $23.14

Elem. School 2008 Unitary New South 112,300 $18.84 $5.26 $24.10

Elem. School 2007 Unitary New South 112,300 $18.09 $3.35 $21.44

Residential** 2010 Unitary New South 1,172 $7.42 $5.84 $13.26

* Ground loop cost based on total building area (~ 70%  of total area is GSHP).

** Includes approximately $1.00/ft
2
 donated labor.  

 
Conclusions 

• The costs shown in Table 10.1 are very competitive with conventional HVAC systems in 
schools. 

• Since conventional wisdom indicates commercial GSHPs cost are too high, then the costs 
is Table 10.1 are likely to be lower than normal GSHP costs. 

• The cost of the interior portion of HVAC systems in the survey was 74% of the total. 
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• The interior portion of the GSHP would have approximately three times the potential for 
further cost optimization than the ground loop which is only 26% of the total. 

• The residential system was considerably less expensive than the commercial systems. 

• It would be logical that commercial systems that are more like residential systems would 
be less expensive and would provide a double benefit since residential unitary systems in 
the schools (which are essentially residential designs) were the most efficient systems in 
this survey. 

 
10.6 Miscellaneous Summary and Conclusions 
      
10.6.1  Summary 

• Buildings in which the interior HVAC design and the ground loop system were both 
designed by the project engineer accounted for 92% (11/12) of the GSHP buildings that 
achieved an Energy Star rating above 90. 

• The ground loop for the one building with a above 90 rating that was not designed by an 
engineer was the result of a major upsizing of the ground loop (by the owner) the year after 
a loop in another building (designed by a contractor) overheated in the first year of 
operation and required a fluid cooler assist. 

• The quality of design engineers seems to vary significantly and owners are unable to 
determine quality. 

 
Conclusions 

• The quality of design varies significantly. 

• Building owners (and possibly architects who tend to be the ones that select designers) 
have a great challenge in determining quality. 

• Maintenance personnel and energy managers can provide valuable insight to the determine 
design and installation quality. 

 
10.7 Recommendations 
 

These recommendations differ from the conventional methods of increased standards and 
certifications to improve system performance.  The approach is to measure results (total building 
energy use, cost of installation, and occupant satisfaction), publish these results, and to encourage 
owners to select quality architects, engineers, and contractors.  Recommendations are: 
 

• GSHPs should be designed as a system.  Engineers should inform themselves of the 
characteristics of GSHP systems that have performed well as indicated in this project and 
similar surveys.  The building HVAC and ground loop should be designed as one system. 

• Building owners should gather itemized cost information on newer existing buildings and 
request that architects, engineers, and contractors for new projects provide portfolios that 
include costs of buildings they have designed and constructed. Case studies being featured 
in publications and presentations should include itemized installation costs.  The itemized 
GSHP system installation cost information should include the following: 

1. Ground loop, surface water loop, or ground water loop costs 
2. Exterior loop to building header costs 
3. Heat pump equipment costs 
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4. Control costs 
5. Auxiliary HVAC equipment costs (pumps, fans, ventilation air units, etc.)  
6. Air distribution system costs 
7. Interior piping distribution system costs 

• GSHP cost optimization should focus primarily on reducing the interior HVAC cost.  Past 
effort have focused primarily on reducing the ground loop cost (26% of the total cost) while 
less effort has been directed toward optimizing the interior HVAC cost (74%) of the total.  
Systems with smaller ground loops performed poorly and systems with simple HVAC 
systems (unitary, one-pipe) were clearly superior in performance.   

• GSHP piping and control systems should be simple.  Advanced controls for complicated 
loops rarely function as intended and are a frequent source of complaints. 

• Buildings with GSHPs should be Energy Star rated whenever possible.  Building owners 
should have existing buildings rated and request that architects, engineers, and contractors 
for new projects provide portfolios that include ratings of buildings they have designed and 
constructed. Case studies being featured in publications and presentations should include 
ratings.  

• Buildings with GSHPs should be rated by occupants in a format similar to the Building 
Occupant Comfort and Satisfaction Survey (Appendix C).  Building owners should have 
existing buildings rated and request that architects, engineers, and contractors for new 
projects provide portfolios that include ratings of buildings they have designed and 
constructed. Case studies being featured in publications and presentations should include 
comfort and satisfaction ratings results.  

• Maintenance personnel should rate GSHP buildings after one year and several years of 
operation using a survey similar in format to the Operation and Maintenance Survey of 
Geothermal Heat Pump Systems (Appendix D).  It is suggested the survey be extended to 
allow the respondents to give the building grades A, B, C, D or F  in the areas of: 1) ease 
of maintenance 2) low frequency of maintenance 3) quality of design 4) quality of 
installation.  Building owners should have existing buildings rated and request that 
architects, engineers, and contractors for new projects provide portfolios that include O & 
M ratings of buildings they have designed and constructed. Case studies being featured in 
publications and presentations should include O& M ratings results. 

• Owners should consider funding higher quality design and installation by entering into 
short term (~3-5 years) energy savings contracts with professionals that design and install 
quality GSHP systems.  This would encourage attention to detail and provide incentives 
for ensuring systems perform as intended for several years. 

• This project has revealed a possible discrepancy in the Energy Star rating method with 
regard to the verification by a professional engineer that buildings meet ASHRAE 
Standards 55 (Comfort), 62.1 (IAQ), and 90.1-Section 9 (Lighting).  Nearly 50% of the 
Energy Star buildings have an average room temperature and/or IAQ rating below 
acceptable.  The rating method should be modified to replace the PE certification with a 
confidential survey of building occupants so that the great advantage of Energy Star (it is 
based on measured performance) will include measured compliance rather than predicted 
compliance.  
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Appendix A – Request for Gathering Data from Long Term GHP Installations 

 

The Electric Power Research Institute, the Tennessee Valley Authority, and the Southern 
Company are sponsoring a study of the performance of Geothermal Heat Pump (GHP) systems 
that have been operating for several years.  The primary goal is to identify characteristics of GHP 
systems that tend to provide long-term low operating costs and dependable service.  The project 
will also access the presence and extent of year-to-year performance changes resulting from 
alterations to the thermal properties of the earth surrounding the ground heat exchangers.  This 
type information is critical to quality improvement and growth of GHPs in an increasingly 
competitive HVAC industry.  We will also be gathering similar information on newly installed 
systems at locations near the long-term sites. 
 

We are requesting your assistance in locating sites, identifying the most appropriate contact person, 
and providing some information if you are interested and have knowledge of the site.  Emphasis 
will be place on commercial buildings with vertical ground loops but will also be interested in 
open loops, horizontal loops, surface water loops, and residential systems.  Primary data to be 
collected are: 

1. Building description  
2. Loop field description  
3. Equipment description 
4. Ground loop temperatures during peak periods 
5. Information to find Energy Star Rating (energy use, occupancy, non-HVAC loads, etc.) 
6. Electrical demand 

 

Secondary information includes: 
1. Maintenance requirements 
2. Occupant satisfaction 
3. Installation costs for newly installed systems 

 
Please contact me (skavanaugh@eng.ua.edu) if you can be of assistance.  We would also welcome 
your immediate input by listing potential sites, locations, and any of the other information that you 
may know in the table below. 
 

Thanks, 
 
Steve Kavanaugh 
University of Alabama and Energy Information Services 
Emeritus Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
      

Building Name Location Loop Type Approx. Age   Contact name E-mail/phone 
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Appendix B - Commercial Geothermal Heat Pump (GHP) System Description Survey 
Please enter as much information as reasonably possible.  Return to: skavanaugh@eng.ua.edu 

 
1.  Location _____________________, GHP Installation date ____, Building Construction date ____ 
For additions: Add dates & approximate % increase in size 1.____ ____ 2. ____ ____ 3. ____ ____  

Building Use (school, office, etc.) ______________, Total floor area _______ft2, No. of floors ___      
Basement (yes/no) ____, % of Total Floor Area Heated ____, % of Total Floor Area Cooled _____  
For Periods of Primary Use:  Number of occupants _____ Hours Occupied per Week ____ 

For Periods of Secondary Use:  Number of occupants_____ Hours Occupied per Week ____ 
Ventilation Air Flow ______ cfm: Type ____________ (Pre-cooling/heating, ERU, DOAS, None, etc.)  
Cooling Load ____tons, Heat Loss ______ kBtu/h (Btu/h x 1000), Load Calc Program ____________ 

 
2.  Equipment type (W-A heat pumps, W-W heat pumps, etc.) ______________________________ 
Total capacity (tons) ____ at ___________ Rating Condition (i.e. GLHP-77ºF EWT, WLHP-86ºF, other) 
No. of heat pumps ____ Cooling tower/cooler used (Yes/No) ____ Capacity _____tons & ____ gpm  

Auxiliary heat used (Yes/No) ____ If yes, type (Electric, furnace, boiler, etc.) __________________ 
Pumping arrangement (Central, primary-secondary, individual circulators, other)________________  
Control method (VS drive, continuous, on-off circulators, other) _____________________________  

Total water pump size (exclude back-ups) ____ hp, Flow_____ gpm, Head ___ft, No. of pumps ___  
 
3a.  For closed loop ground coupled (GCHP) vertical systems: 

Number of vertical bores ______ Bore Depth _______ ft.  U-tube*diameter ____ in. Bore Dia.___in. 
Bore Separation ____ft.  *If not single U-tube, please describe ______________________________ 
Primary soil & rocks types ____________________________ Thermal Property Test (Yes/No) ____ 
Ground properties: Therm. Cond. _____ (Btu/h-ft-ºF), Temp ____(ºF), Diffusivity _____ ft2/day 

Annulus Grout (or Fill) Therm. Cond. _____ (Btu/h-ft-ºF), Grout/Fill Type ____________________ 
Ground loop header connections (Central, sub-central, individual loops) _______________________  
Ground loop to building header diameter ___ in., Header Length ____ ft. (average if multiple) 

 
3b.  For closed loop ground coupled (GCHP) horizontal systems: 
Number of trenches ____, Trench Length _____ ft., Trench Depth _____ ft., Tube diameter _____in. 

No. of tubes in each trench ____, Trench Separation ___ ft., Straight, slinky or other______________ 
Total length of tubing (ft) ____, Type of backfill _______, Primary soil type encountered _________ 
Method of excavation (Backhoe, Chain trencher, Excavator, Horz. boring, etc.) _________________ 
Diameter of header pipes from building to ground loop _____in.,   Length of each pipe _____ ft.   

 
3c.  For pond, lake, stream surface water (SWHP) systems: 
Water body size ______ acres, Maximum depth _______ ft., Depth at coil location _____ ft. 

Type (river, lake, pond, river, spring, canal, bay, ocean, etc.) __________ Public or private _______  
Coil type (HDPE pipe, Copper tube, Lake plate, other) ____________________________________ 
Number of coils/plates ______, Length/size of each coil _______ ft/ft2, Tube diameter _____ in. 

Coil spacers used ____ (Yes/no), If yes, coil spacing ___ in. 
Loop to building header diameter ___ in., Header length ____ ft. (average if multiple) 
 
3d.  For open loop ground water (GWHP) and standing column (SCHP) systems (circle which type): 

Supply well casing diameter _____ in.   Supply well depth ____ ft.   Depth of pump ____ ft. 
Flow rate a maximum conditions _____  gpm  Injection well Yes/No ____ If yes, depth  _____ ft. 
Well casing material __________  Well screen (none, screen, screen & gravel pack) ____________ 

Primary soil or rocks types encountered in drilling _________________________________________ 
Casing Diameter ____ in. Supply well to building length ____ ft. Building to injection length _____ ft. 
Isolation Heat Exchanger Used (Yes/No) ____ If yes, Type _________ Size _____ ft2 & ______gpm 
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Appendix B - Commercial Geothermal Heat Pump (GHP) System Description Survey 
 

4.  Current year loop temperatures:   Summer Max Entering ____°F, Leaving ____°F   
(or recent measured loop field temps): Winter Min Entering    ____°F, Leaving ____°F 
First year loop temperatures:   Summer Max Entering ____°F, Leaving ____°F   

(or temps from a new nearby system): Winter Min Entering    ____°F, Leaving ____°F 
 
5.  Operating cost for typical year (If monthly totals not available, enter total annual) 

Electric Co. ______________ Fuel Type (Propane, Nat. gas, etc) _________ Fuel Co. ____________ 

Month 

Electric 
Energy 

(kWh) 

Electric 
Demand(kW) 

Electric 
Cost ($) 

Fossil Fuel 
Units 

(gal, ccf, 
therms) 

Fossil 
Fuel Cost 

($) 

Maintenance 
Cost (optional) 

Jan       

Feb       

Mar       

Apr       

May       

June       

July       

Aug       

Sept       

Oct       

Nov       

Dec       

Total       

Energy Star Data (schools):  No. of Students ____, No. of Computers ____, Months ___, Cafeteria 
(yes/no) ___ 

Energy Star Data (offices):  No. of Computers ____ Floors above ground___, Floors below ground ___ 
(See next page for other building types) 
 

Has the building been awarded a LEED rating? (Yes/No) ___ Level _________ Year ______ 
Has the building received an EPA Energy Star rating? (Yes/No) ___ Rating _______ Year ______ 
 
6.  System Installation Cost 

Total system cost $_______   Interior HVAC Cost $_______ Exterior Loop Cost $_______  
Breakdown, Interior cost (include installation of heat pumps & pumps in piping cost): 
Heat pumps $_______ Pumps $_______ Controls $______ Ductwork $_______ Interior Piping $______  

Exterior Loop Cost: 
For GCHP Systems, Total cost of ground loop $_________ 
Loop Drilling or Excavation $_______ Pipe $_______ Grout/backfill $_______ Valve Vault $_________ 

Connection and purging of loops and headers $_______ Excavation for headers $_______ 
For SWHP Systems, Total cost surface water loop $_______ Piping or Lake Plate $_______ 
Piping & Excavation for headers $_______, Connection and purging of loops and headers $_______  
For GWHP & SCHP Systems, Total cost of loop $_________ 

Water well/standing column well drilling $_______ Pump $ _____, Pump Inst. $ ______, Piping $_____ 
 
 

Information rating provided by:  ____________________ Position ______________ Date __________ 
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Appendix B - Commercial Geothermal Heat Pump (GHP) System Description Survey 
 
Energy star data for other building types: 
 
Energy Star Data (hotels): No. of rooms ____, Main shift workers ___; Refrig./Freezers____, Cooking 

facilities (yes/no) ___, Occupancy rate ____%,   On-site laundry (yes/no)___, Lbs. laundry/year ______,  
Hours per day guests on site ____, No. of meals served ____,  Spa floor area _____ft2, Fitness center 
floor area _____ft2, 

 
Energy Star Data (Nursing homes): No. of rooms ____, Avg. No. of Residents____, Total Resident 
capacity____, Main shift workers ___; No. of PCs_____, No. of Refrig./Freezers____, No. of 

Commercial Washing Machines____, No. of Residential Washing Machines____,   No. of residential 
Electronic Lifts 
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Appendix C – Building Occupant Comfort and Satisfaction Survey 
 

 
Building ____________________ Location_____________ Your Name (optional) ___________ 
 Select the box that reflects your level of satisfaction with the summer indoor temperature and 
humidity 
� Very Dissatisfied       � Dissatisfied      � Acceptable      � Satisfied         � Very Satisfied  
Comments: 
 
 Select the box that reflects your level of satisfaction with the winter indoor temperature  
� Very Dissatisfied       � Dissatisfied      � Acceptable      � Satisfied         � Very Satisfied  
Comments: 
 
 Check the box that reflects your level of satisfaction with the air quality (odors, stuffiness, air 
“freshness”)  
� Very Dissatisfied       � Dissatisfied      � Acceptable      � Satisfied         � Very Satisfied  
Comments: 
 
 Select the box that reflects your level of satisfaction with the lighting level  
� Very Dissatisfied       � Dissatisfied      � Acceptable      � Satisfied         � Very Satisfied  
If “Dissatisfied” or “Very Dissatisfied” checked, the lighting was � Too Low or � Too High 
Comments: 
 

 Select the box that reflects your level of satisfaction with the acoustics (Heating/Cooling 
equipment noise levels)  
� Very Dissatisfied       � Dissatisfied      � Acceptable      � Satisfied         � Very Satisfied  
Comments: 
 
 Select the box that reflects your level of satisfaction with the ease of reporting and 
responsiveness building maintenance problems   
� Very Dissatisfied       � Dissatisfied      � Acceptable      � Satisfied         � Very Satisfied  
Comments: 
 
 Select the box that reflects your ability to adjust the thermostat settings in your space 
� Very Dissatisfied       � Dissatisfied      � Acceptable      � Satisfied         � Very Satisfied  
Comments: 
 
Other Comments: 

 
 

 

This form can be completed, scanned and e-mailed to skavanaugh@eng.ua.edu 
Or it can mailed to:  Steve Kavanaugh, 16856 Fulmar Lane, Northport, AL 35475 
 

 --- Thank You ---  
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Appendix D - Operation and Maintenance Survey of Geothermal Heat Pump Systems 

Your Organization _______________________________ 

Number of Buildings in Your Organization with GHPs ______ 

Approximate Number of Years Your Organization has used GHP Systems ______ 

Total Number of All Buildings in Your Organization _______ 

Number of Mechanical Service Personnel Assigned to all Buildings _______ 

 

Please list the Operation and Maintenance Advantages of GHPs based on your experiences                   

(Use back of survey or additional pages if necessary) 

 

 

 

 

Please list the Operation and Maintenance Disadvantages of (or Problems with) GHPs based on 

your experiences (Use back of survey or additional pages if necessary) 

 

 

 

 

 

Please provide recommendations for future GHPs installations that would improve Operation 

and minimize Maintenance Requirements (Use back of survey or additional pages if necessary) 

 

 

 

 

 

Please return to: skavanaugh@eng.ua.edu  or Steve Kavanaugh, 16856 Fulmar Ln., Northport, 

AL 35475 

----  Thank You ! ----  
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Appendix E - Temperature Measurement Data Logger 
 
If ground loop temperatures are not being recorded, a data logger will be attached to the exterior 
of a metal section of the tubes (or fittings) to and from the ground loop for 3 to 5 days.  As shown 
below, the data logger is small and will not interfere with the system. 
 
 

 
 

Note:  Insertion probes were used to check the discrepancy between the temperature measurement 
with the outside surface temperature and the bulk temperature of the liquid stream.  The differences 
were 0.3°F or less 90 seconds after heat pump start up. 
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Appendix F - Instructions for Using Portfolio Manager to Calculate Energy Star Ratings 
Joshua Kavanaugh, Mechanical Engineering Student, University of Alabama 

Creating a New Account 

1. Go to the Portfolio Manager website at https://www.energystar.gov/istar/pmpam/ 
2. On the right side of the screen, click on the “Register” link next to the Login button. 

 
3. On the next screen, you will need to fill out all of the required information (denoted by a red 

asterisk). Many of the questions required to fill out are based on the assumption you own or operate 
the buildings for which you are calculating the Energy Star ratings. You can still use the website to 

calculate Energy Star Ratings even if you do not own or operate the buildings, you can simply 

select any answer. 

Creating a New Property 

1. Once you have created your account, login on the Portfolio Manager Homepage using the username 
and password you created. 

2. You will be taken to a welcome page, click on the link that says “Access My Portfolio.” 
3. You will now see a list of your buildings. If this is your first time using Portfolio Manager, the only 

building you have should be a Sample Facility. To add a building, click on the “Add Property” link 
located near the top of the page. 

 
4. On the next screen you will be asked to specify property type, with the choices shown below: 
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These instructions will only cover the procedure for the first of these choices (which covers most 
common property types such as schools and office buildings). Once you have chosen, click the 

“Continue” button at the bottom right of the screen. 
5. The next screen asks for the building’s address and the year the building was constructed (you must 

have the construction date, otherwise you cannot continue). Directly below the “Year Built” field 
you will see a drop-down menu for the question “Is there an energy efficiency Service and Product 

Provider assisting with benchmarking this building?” Select “None” from the drop-down menu. 
Click on the “Save” button on the bottom right corner of the screen to continue. 

6. Once you have created the property, you will be automatically taken to that property’s page. You 

can access this page later from the “My Portfolio” screen shown in Step 3. All of the properties you 

create will be listed on this screen. 

Adding a Space 

1. Select the facility you wish to add a space to by clicking on the facility’s name from the list on the 
“My Portfolio” page. 

2. Scroll down until you see the box titled “Space Use.” Click on the “Add Space” link to continue. 

 
3. The next screen requires you to name the space; select the space type and the effective begin date 

for the space. The space type is where you will choose the type of facility the building is (e.g., 
office, K-12 school, etc.). The effective date is automatically chosen to be January 1st of the year 
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you entered in the “Year Built” field when you created the property. You may change the date on 
this screen. 

4. The next screen requires you to enter the building’s attributes. These will differ depending on what 
type of facility you chose on the previous screen. Listed below is the minimum information required 
for a K-12 school and an office building: 
 

K-12 School: 
-Gross floor area (ft2 or m2) 
-Is the building normally open at all on the weekends? 

-Number of PCs (computers) in the building 
-Number of walk-in refrigerator/freezer units 
-Presence of cooking facilities 

-Percent of gross floor area that is cooled (increments of 10%) 
-Percent of gross floor area that is heated (increments of 10%) 
-Is this building a high school (teaching grades 10, 11, and/or 12)?   
Office: 

- Gross floor area (ft2 or m2) 
-Weekly operating hours 
-Number of workers on main shift 

-Number of PCs 
-What percent of this space is air-conditioned? (above or below 50%) 
-What percent of this space is heated? (above or below 50%) 

 
You must have a space created in order to calculate an Energy Star Rating for a building. You will 

not be able to create a space unless you have all of the minimum attribute information required. 

Adding  a Meter 

1. On the facility’s main page click on the “Add Meter” link 

 
 

2. Enter the requested information on the next screen: 
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Under “Energy Type” you will select the type of meter (i.e. electricity, natural gas, propane, etc.). 
If the building has more than one type, you will need to create a different meter for each one. Click 

the “Save” button at the bottom right to continue. 
3. The next screen will ask you the start date and the number of months for which you will be entering 

utility data. It is recommended that you input at least an entire year’s worth of utility data. Click on 
the “Continue” button. 

4. On the next screen you will enter the utility data. This includes the energy use (units depend on 
what type of units you selected in Step 2) and the cost (optional) for each month. Click on the 

“Save” button once you are done. 

Once you have completed all the above steps, the Energy Star rating will be displayed on the property’s 

home page as well as on the “My Portfolio” home page. 

 

 


